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GROWTH MANAGEMENT
A balanced approach to growth management is an important component of an Official Plan Review 
process.  Ensuring that a logical urban structure is recognized will result in more efficient, cost ef-
fective development which emphasizes complete and liveable communities, supports alternative 
modes of transportation and which protects valuable agricultural land and natural features.

Simcoe County has projected that New Tecumseth will grow to 56,000 residents and 26,500 jobs by 
2031.  The new Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, in force from July 2017, outlines pop-
ulation and employment projections to 2041 and new, more aggressive intensification and greenfield 
density targets.  However, due to the need for a County Municipal Comprehensive Review (MCR) to 
address conformity with the 2017 Growth Plan, this Official Plan Review will focus on conformity with 
the existing County Official Plan.  There are a number of growth management restrictions associated 
with the County’s MCR and therefore this report explores how this Official Plan Review will set the 
stage for a future conformity exercise (to 2041 growth projections) and focus on opportunities for 
intensification within the existing settlement areas.  

Key principles for growth management within the Town of New Tecumseth should encourage op-
portunities for intensification and plan for new greenfield development which is well connected, pro-
vides a range of housing options and includes densities which create compact, efficient and liveable 
communities.  These principles will also play an important role in making efficient and cost effective 
infrastructure investments and in laying the groundwork for the success of future transit service.

Planning Issue No. 1

Policy Background
Definitions
DELINEATED BUILT BOUNDARY The limits of the developed 
urban area as defined by the Minister in consultation with 
affected municipalities for the purpose of measuring the 
minimum intensification target in this Plan. (GP)

DELINEATED BUILT-UP AREA All land within the delineated 
built boundary. (GP)

DESIGNATED GREENFIELD AREA Lands within settlement 
areas but outside of delineated built-up areas that have 
been designated in an official plan for development and 
are required to accommodate forecasted growth to the 
horizon of this Plan. Designated greenfield areas do not 
include excess lands.(GP)

INTENSIFICATION is the development of a property, site 
or area at a higher density than currently exists through:

a. redevelopment, including the reuse of brownfield sites;

b. the development of vacant and/or underutilized lots 
within previously developed areas;

c. infill development; and,

d. the expansion or conversion of existing buildings. (Pro-
vincial Policy Statement, 2014)

MUNICIPAL COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW means a new offi-
cial plan, or an official plan amendment, initiated by an 
upper- or single-tier municipality under section 26 of the 
Planning Act that comprehensively applies the policies 
and schedules of this Plan (GP).

SETTLEMENTS or SETTLEMENT AREAS means urban areas 
within municipalities (such as cities, towns, villages and 
hamlets) where: 

a. Development is concentrated and which have a mix of 
land uses; and,

b. Lands which have been designated in an Official Plan 
for development over the long-term planning horizon 
provided for in policy 1.1.2 of the Provincial Policy 
Statement, 2014. Where there are no lands that have 
been designated over the long-term, the settlement 
area may be no larger than the area where develop-
ment is concentrated. (County OP)
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Provincial Policy Statement (2014)
Policy References: Section 1.1.1 (Managing and Directing Land 
Use to Achieve Efficient and Resilient Development and Land Use 
Patterns), Section 1.1.3 (Settlement Areas)

• The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS), under Section 
1.1.1, requires municipalities to plan for “efficient de-
velopment and land use patterns which sustain the fi-
nancial well-being of the Province and municipalities 
over the long term;”

• Further, under the PPS, settlement areas shall be the 
focus of growth and development, occurring as:

 - Intensification and redevelopment within previ-
ously developed areas; and, 

 - New development in designated growth areas, 
which have not yet been fully developed.

• The PPS also requires planning authorities to:

 - Identify targets for intensification and redevelop-
ment; and, 

 - Ensure the orderly progression of development 
within designated growth areas.

Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2017)
Policy Reference: Section 2.2.1 (Managing Growth); Section 2.2.2 
(Delineated Built-up Areas); Section 2.2.7 (Designated Greenfield 
Areas)

• The Growth Plan directs that the vast majority of fore-
casted growth be accommodated within settlement 
areas which have delineated built boundaries, munici-
pal services and that can support complete communi-
ties.

• By the year 2031, a minimum of 60% of all residen-
tial development within upper-tier or single tier mu-
nicipalities must be within the delineated built-up area 
as intensification.  However, the Simcoe County Offi-
cial Plan already establishes alternative targets which 
may be used by lower-tier municipalities for the 2031 
forecast, which for New Tecumseth is 40% intensifica-
tion.  Going forwards, the Council of upper or single 
tier municipalities within the outer ring may request an 
alternative target through a municipal comprehensive 
review which demonstrates that the target cannot be 
achieved and the alternative is appropriate given the 
following:

a. maintain or improve on the minimum intensifi-
cation target in the official plan that is approved 
and in effect;

b. be appropriate given the size of the delineated 
built-up area;

c. account for existing infrastructure, public service 
facilities, and capital planning;

d. account for existing planning approvals and other 
related planning studies;

e. consider the actual rate of intensification being 
achieved annually across the upper- or single-tier 
municipality;

f. support diversification of the total range and mix 
of housing options in delineated built-up areas to 
the horizon of this Plan, while considering antici-
pated demand;

g. account for lands where development is prohib-
ited or severely restricted; and,

h. support the achievement of complete communi-
ties.

• Further, all municipalities must develop a strategy to 
achieve the intensification target, including identifying 
the appropriate scale and type of development, iden-
tifying strategic growth areas, ensuring zoning and de-
velopment design support complete communities and 
prioritizing infrastructure and services that support in-
tensification.

• Policy 2.2.7.2 states that the designated greenfield area 
of all upper or single tier municipalities will be planned 
to achieve within the horizon of the Plan a minimum 
density target of 80 residents and jobs combined per 
hectare.  However, the Simcoe County Official Plan 
already establishes alternative targets which may be 
used by lower-tier municipalities for the 2031 forecast, 
which for New Tecumseth is 50 residents and jobs com-
bined per hectare.  Going forward, the Council of upper 
or single tier municipalities within the outer ring may 
request an alternative target through a municipal com-
prehensive review.

• Alliston is identified as a Primary Settlement Area in 
the Simcoe Sub-area. Under Section 6.3.2 “Municipali-
ties with primary settlement areas will, in their Official 
Plans and other supporting documents –

a. Identify primary settlement areas;

b. Identify and plan for intensification areas within 
primary settlement areas;

c. Plan to support the achievement of complete 
communities within primary settlement areas; 
and,

d. Ensure the development of high quality urban 
form and public open spaces within primary 
settlement areas through site design and urban 
design standards that create attractive and vibrant 
places that support walking and cycling for every-
day activities and are transit-supportive”.
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• In particular, “the Town of New Tecumseth will direct 
a significant portion of population and employment 
growth forecasted to the applicable primary settle-
ment areas” (6.3.4).

The 2017 Growth Plan introduces significant changes from the 
2006 Growth Plan, most notably increasing the intensification 
target from 40% to 60%, increasing the greenfield density target 
from 50 person + jobs/hectare to 80 persons + jobs/hectare and 
introducing the 2041 growth forecasts for population and em-
ployment.  The 2017 Growth Plan also gives responsibility to 
upper tier municipalities for a number of comprehensive planning 
studies which must be completed prior to approving a number of 
lower tier Official Plans. For this reason, this Official Plan Review 
will ensure conformity with the 2017 Growth Plan based on the 
2031 growth forecasts, to the extent possible without conflicting 
with the County Official Plan.  The Town’s Official Plan will go 
through a second conformity exercise following the completion 
of the County’s MCR to reflect the 2041 growth forecasts.

Simcoe County Official Plan (Final consolidated version as 
per December 29, 2016)
Policy Reference: Section 3.1 (Growth Management Strategy); 
Section 3.2 (Population and Employment Projections/Alloca-
tions); and Section 3.5 (Settlements).

• Under Section 3.1 of the County OP, the growth man-
agement strategy for Simcoe County is based on four 
themes:

1. Direction of a significant portion of growth and 
development to settlements where it can be ef-
fectively serviced, with a particular emphasis on 
primary settlement areas;

2. Enabling and managing resource-based develop-
ment including agriculture, forestry, aggregates, 
tourism and recreation ;

3. Protection and enhancement of the County’s 
natural heritage system and cultural features and 
heritage resources, including water resources; 
and,

4. Development of communities with diversified 
economic functions and opportunities, and a 
diverse range of housing options.

Under each of the identified themes is a rationale and de-
scription of the elements for each that explains how resi-
dential and employment growth will be managed in the 
County while protecting the natural heritage system and 
cultural features.

• The Province has projected that the County of Simcoe 
will grow to a population of 416,000 and a total em-
ployment of 132,000 by 2031.  Under the Growth 
Management Framework policies in the OP, “each mu-
nicipality will identify, plan for, protect and preserve 
employment areas in their official plans for current and 
future employment uses.”

• The County Official Plan projects that the Town of New 
Tecumseth will grow to 56,000 residents and 26,500 
jobs by 2031.

• Further, under Policy 3.2.12, local municipalities will 
delineate settlement area boundaries based on the 
County Official Plan Schedule 5.1 and establish land 
use designations and policies in their OP’s to ensure 
that new development occurring within these settle-
ments is planned in a manner that:

a. Provides for a mix of land uses, including resi-
dential, employment, recreational and human 
services as appropriate based on the settlement 
hierarchy and role of each settlement area as 
determined by the local municipality, to enable 
people to live, work and play in close proximity;

b. Provides for enhanced transportation opportuni-
ties for pedestrians and cyclists;

c. Provides for densities and land use patterns sup-
portive of transit service where planned to be 
available in the future;

d. Provides for a variety of housing types, including 
affordable housing; and,

e. Is phased according to the availability and provi-
sion of infrastructure and public service facilities 
and the phasing policies of this Plan.

• Section 3.5.23 states that development on designated 
Greenfield areas will be planned to achieve a minimum 
density target.  The minimum density target assigned 
to New Tecumseth is 50 residents and jobs combined 
per hectare.

• In addition, Section 3.5.24 directs local municipalities 
to achieve minimum intensifications targets, consisting 
of the percentage of all new residential units devel-
oped within the built boundaries of settlement areas, 
for which New Tecumseth was assigned 40%.

Existing New Tecumseth Official Plan (2010)
Policy Reference: Section 7.11 (Settlement Area Expansions)

• Population and employment allocations, and intensi-
fication and density targets for the Town and its set-
tlement areas, will be amended to conform with the 
County of Simcoe’s official plan and applicable provin-
cial plans at the next statutory five-year review.

• The expansion of any settlement area may be consid-
ered by Council as a component of a comprehensive 
review of this Plan as defined by this Plan. The bound-
aries of Alliston, Beeton and Tottenham Settlement 
Areas are shown on Schedule A to this Plan. 

• Such a comprehensive review can only be initiated by 
the Town if the County of Simcoe has allocated popu-
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lation and/or employment growth to the Town, and it 
has been demonstrated that sufficient opportunities 
to accommodate forecasted growth through intensi-
fication and in designated Greenfield areas based on 
identified intensification and density targets are not 
available within the Town of New Tecumseth. Such an 
expansion, if considered, would make available suffi-
cient lands for a time horizon not exceeding 20 years.

• The overall intent of the Town is to work towards the 
creation of a complete community as defined by the 
Provincial Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horse-
shoe.

The Town’s long term prosperity, environmental health 
and social well being depends on wisely managing change 
and promoting efficient land use and development pat-
terns. On this basis, urban expansions may be considered, 
subject to Section 7.11.1 of this Plan, provided the urban 
expansion is consistent with the Town’s objective of cre-
ating a complete community. Factors to consider in this 
regard include:

a. The extent to which a full range of services are and will 
become available to residents of the community so 
that the need to travel to other urban areas for these 
services or amenities are minimized;

b. The extent to which the urban expansion will provide 
opportunities for a wide range of job opportunities and 
multiple options with respect to housing types; and,

c. The extent to which the long term financial impact 
on the Town resulting from the urban expansion is 
minimized, when taking into account the cost of the 
required infrastructure upgrades and the enhanced 
service delivery that results.

In addition to the above, the timing of the expansion and 
the phasing of development within the expansion area 
shall occur in a manner that does not adversely affect the 

achievement of the intensification and density targets in 
this Plan. 

• The current growth management assumption are based 
on the Town’s Growth Management Study report, 
March, 2002 (modified for 2031) and will require up-
dating based on the County of Simcoe and Growth Plan 
population and employment projections.

Notwithstanding the above policy extracts, the approach in the 
Town’s existing Official Plan is not consistent with the County’s 
Official Plan and the 2017 Growth Plan and will need to be 
revised through this Official Plan Review.  Settlement area expan-
sions may only be considered through the County MCR process.

Public Comments
• Focus growth within and around existing settlement 

areas – growth should not take over viable farmland

• Ensure residential growth is properly coordinated with 
industrial growth and infrastructure/services planning

• Ensure that new growth has a positive impact on the 
community

• Increase residential development to increase tax base 
for future Town initiatives/improvements

• Ensure appropriate infrastructure is in place

• The Town needs to do more to encourage intensifi-
cation such as reducing the costs and risks, provid-
ing financial incentives, reducing policy requirements 
and creating a municipal environment that embraces 
change.

• There is concern that Alliston is not central enough and 
that there is insufficient land for intensification in the 
downtowns.

• The existing residential development is too focused 
on one market, there needs to be a greater range of 
housing options available.

Discussion
Context
• The 2017 Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horse-

shoe introduced a number of significant changes for 
growth management, including new intensification 
and density targets and requiring upper tier municipali-
ties to complete a number of comprehensive planning 
studies.  In a meeting with Simcoe County and Pro-
vincial staff in September 2017, and again in October 
2017, the Town was informed that, as a result of the 
changes introduced by the 2017 Growth Plan, Simcoe 
County was required to go through a municipal com-
prehensive review (MCR) to bring its Official Plan into 

conformity with the 2017 Growth Plan.  The MCR is 
anticipated to take a minimum of two years, but will 
likely extend beyond this timeframe.  As a result, New 
Tecumseth’s current Official Plan Review must proceed 
under the following conditions:

 - No use of 2041 population/employment projec-
tions (must use the 2031 projections)

 - No adjustments to the existing 40 percent alter-
native intensification target

 - No change to the existing alternative greenfield 
density target of 50 persons + jobs per hectare
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 - No Settlement Area Boundary expansions

 - No Employment Land conversions

• With no Settlement Area Boundary expansions being 
considered, the focus of the current New Tecumseth 
Official Plan Review will shift to identifying opportuni-
ties for residential intensification within the Town.  In 
addition, the Town will need to confer with the County, 
through their MCR, the suitability of the new intensifi-
cation target of 60%, up from the 40% identified in the 
2006 Growth Plan as part of the next OPR to 2041.

• The existing greenfield density target in the County’s 
Official Plan of 50 persons + jobs per hectare is a sig-
nificant change from the Town’s previous greenfield 
development patterns.  However, this target (to 2031) 
should have a negligible impact as the Town’s designat-
ed greenfield areas are largely planned out with exist-
ing draft plan approved or registered subdivisions.  As a 
result, the next Official Plan Review, which will include 
population forecasts to 2041 and consider Settlement 
Area Boundary expansions, will have a more significant 
impact.  As part of the next OPR to 2041, the Town will 
need to explore the impact of the change to the green-
field density target from 50 to 80 persons + jobs per 
hectare through ongoing discussions with the County, 
as they carry out their MCR.

• It should be noted that despite the limitations on this 
current Official Plan Review, much of this work will 
help set up the policy framework to accommodate the 
2041 forecasts and targets when those numbers are 
available, as well as help establish the case for reason-
able alternative intensification and greenfield density 
targets for the 2041 growth forecasts, in collaboration 
with the County through their MCR process.

Future Official Plan Review – to 2041
• Beginning in 2018, Simcoe County will be undertak-

ing a series of studies, which together form the MCR, 
to bring the County Official Plan into conformity with 
the 2017 Growth Plan.  The results of this MCR will 
set out the policy framework, population projections 
and targets that will have to be implemented into the 
Town’s Official Plan during its next Official Plan Review 
to 2041.

• The 2017 Growth Plan increases the intensification 
target from 40% to 60% of all new residential units 
and the greenfield development density from 50 to 
80 persons + jobs per hectare.  As the County moves 
through its MCR process, it will be important for the 
Town to stay involved and provide input to ensure that 
its context is considered in any decision to request al-
ternative intensification and density targets.  

• To provide a baseline and context for greenfield devel-
opment densities, the Town undertook a review of its 
recent and ongoing developments with respect to their 
final densities, using the 2017 Growth Plan methodol-
ogy.  The findings indicate that the Town is currently 
achieving an overall greenfield density of approximate-
ly 40 persons + jobs per hectare.

• The following provide examples of greenfield built 
forms that achieve a range of densities, which will aid 
in visualizing what future greenfield development may 
look like in New Tecumseth.

Visualizing Density: 50 persons + jobs/hectare
• Narrow single and semi-detached lots

• Inclusion of some townhouses and multi-unit 
apartments

• Can be achieved with over 60% of the housing 
units being single and semi-detached dwellings
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Visualizing Density: 60 persons + jobs/hectare
• Denser built form starts to focus around a mixed use 

node 

• Lower scale built form extends away from the central 
node

• Ground-based dwelling units are on narrow lots

• Stronger focus on townhouses

• Can be achieved with approximately half the housing 
units as singles, semis or townhouses, with the rest 
as low to mid-rise and live-work buildings

• Greater number of jobs from mixed use node

Visualizing Density: 70 persons + jobs/hectare
• Using the same type of built form as for 60 persons + 

jobs/hectare, must begin to increase multi-unit resi-
dential and commercial building heights to achieve 
increased density target

Project overview 

When the military moved out of the Canadian Forces Base
in 1998, more than 182 ha (450 acres) of land were left
vacant.This huge tract was split into three parcels (one 
on the east, CFB East, and two on the west) with west and
east separated by an arterial road. CFB East was the site 
of 565 housing units for military families, at a density of
approximately 7.5 units per hectare. In 1997 Canada Lands
Company (CLC) acquired CFB East. CLC, a federal Crown
corporation, buys surplus federal land at market prices and
creates socially responsible developments without subsidies,
acting at arm’s length from the government.

The site is surrounded on three sides by 1950s-style, lower-
density residential development with commercial to the north.
CLC persuaded Canada Safeway to be the anchor tenant for
an existing retail area at the site’s north end. Higher-density
housing surrounds this anchor and other retail uses and
forms the neighbourhood core of Garrison Woods.

From the outset, CLC wanted to respect the principles of
smart growth and sustainable development. CLC was convinced
that a well-planned and executed redevelopment scheme
would be successful from both a financial and community
perspective.The site’s location, just a 10-minute drive from
the core, combined with the high level of available services
and site amenities, like mature trees, were also key considerations
and led the company to believe it could deliver a development
unique to the City of Calgary.

The community that has quickly developed at Garrison Woods
is characterized by diversity. It is mixed-use and mixed-scale.
It contains mixed housing types, including refurbished military
housing. Echoing a 1920s pedestrian-oriented community, the
project is very urban for Calgary, which has a history of
suburban development.

The CLC invested heavily in the public realm with high-quality
landscaping, interpretative signage recognizing the site’s
military history, customized road standards allowing many
mature trees to be saved and a high-quality design esthetic.

The project was not originally conceived as a new-urbanist
development, but Mark McCullough, CLC’s general manager
of real estate, says the approach grew out of the company’s
desire to ensure respect for Calgary’s strategic planning
policies, such as sustainable development, transportation and
housing. CLC also had its own goals, including a commitment
to smart growth.There was a deep desire to integrate with
the surrounding community.The new-urbanist approach,
including a modified-grid street pattern that enables
integrated vehicle and pedestrian movement between
Garrison and the surrounding area, grew out of this desire.

CLC identified four traditional architectural styles that have
stood the test of time in Calgary:Tudor, Colonial, Craftsmen
and Victorian.The company’s architectural consultants then
developed codes for participating builders and each elevation
and plan was individually approved to ensure conformity with
the code.This approach produces plenty of variety while
allowing a compatible architectural theme to emerge. It also
allowed integration of the old stock with the new stock and
the multi with the single.

CLC required builders to refurbish 400 of the 565 existing
military housing units. CLC also required that some existing
buildings be reused for the two schools.These existing
buildings were relocated and rearranged to fit the denser 
site plan of Garrison Woods.

Project success: 
Developer’s perspective

If you are going to ask people to live at higher densities, our
view is that you have to provide quality public space.We put
a lot of money into tree-lined boulevards, specialty lighting
and interpretative signage to celebrate the military history.
Mark McCullough, general manager, real estate,
Canada Lands Company, Calgary

Costs and financing
Development costs are not available but the project is
achieving rates of return consistent with, or perhaps slightly
higher than, industry standard.

CLC estimates that it was 30 per cent more expensive to
develop Garrison Woods than a traditional suburb. Increased
costs are associated with heavy investment in the public
realm, the extensive use of consultants, the time required 
to get approvals for a non-traditional subdivision, the use 
of lanes and development and implementation of detailed
architectural codes.

The project’s initial phases were financed from corporate
equity with subsequent phases being financed from the
revenue generated by sales and interim leasing activity.
No third-party financing was required and there was 
no government financial assistance at any level.

G-2

Figure 2: Commercial corner at Garrison Woods showing customized 
road standards
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Visualizing Density: 80 persons + jobs/hectare
• Limited small single detached houses mixed in with a 

greater number of semi-detached houses and town-
houses, all on narrow lots

• Generally more densely packed built form

• Inclusion of mid-to high rise multi-unit buildings

Sources: 

Visualizing Densities, Canadian Urban Institute & Province of Ontario (2017)

Visualizing Densities Part II: Future Possibilities, Region of Waterloo (2007)
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Residential Lands Percentage of 
Residential Lands 

High / Medium 
Density 42.3 % 

Medium Density 34.4 % 
Low Density 23.3 % 

 

Residential Lands Percentage of 
Residential Lands 

High / Medium 
Density 2.4 % 

Medium Density 29.0 % 
Low Density 68.6 % 

 

DEMONSTRATION PLAN FOR LAND USE: 50 PERSONS + JOBS / HECTARE DEMONSTRATION PLAN FOR LAND USE: 80 PERSONS + JOBS / HECTARE 
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Accommodating Intensification
• Considering the focus on intensification within the 

Town, this Official Plan Review will explore opportuni-
ties for residential intensification across the three set-
tlement areas, as well as strategies for attracting and 
facilitating intensification to maximize those opportu-
nities.

• Accommodating intensification may be guided by the 
establishment of an urban structure, which would 
outline the high level role of all lands within the Town 
and provide a basis for New Tecumseth’s future growth.  
The urban structure elements would be further subdi-
vided into land use designations with appropriate land 
use policies and processes to ensure that they achieve 
their planned function.  As a basis, New Tecumseth’s 
urban structure would include its three downtowns, 
surrounded by neighbourhoods and employment areas 
and including mixed use connecting corridors.

• Opportunities for residential intensification occur 
throughout the Town’s settlement areas and can be 
broadly defined as all areas which are not stable resi-
dential neighbourhoods, employment areas or green 
spaces.  These areas generally include higher or mixed 
density residential areas, areas in transition, main-
street commercial and large-format commercial areas.  
The priority for intensification is to make use of proper-
ties which are vacant, underutilized, include significant 
surface parking or which can be considered ‘underde-
veloped’ considering their location along important 
transportation corridors.  Attracting residential inten-
sification to these areas accomplishes several goals, 
including:

 - Accommodating residential growth without 
needing to expand the settlement areas;

 - Ensuring that new development does not nega-
tively impact the character of existing stable resi-
dential neighbourhoods;

 - Increasing the population in proximity to busi-
nesses to better support them;

 - Encouraging reinvestment in buildings and the 
public realm; and,

 - Achieving mixed-use development where resi-
dents are closer to jobs and commercial areas and 
are more able to use alternative modes of trans-
portation.  

• Intensification can mean different things in different 
contexts.  This Official Plan Review does not intend 
to encourage radically dense development that is not 
compatible with the existing character and built form 
of the Town.  While high density development in the 
GTA could mean considering 20 to 50 storey buildings, 

not only is this not appropriate for New Tecumseth’s 
built form, but the necessary services and infrastruc-
ture, especially transit, are not in place to support such 
density.  Intensification within the context of New Te-
cumseth is more likely to include built forms such as 
townhouses, stacked townhouses, low rise apartment 
or condominium buildings and mid-rise, mixed use 
buildings.

Facilitating Intensification
• While identifying opportunities for residential intensi-

fication is an important step in encouraging this form 
of development, property owners and developers have 
identified other challenges and barriers.  Therefore, it 
will be important for the Town to identify strategies 
for facilitating intensification through this Official Plan 
Review process.  There are three principal areas that 
should be considered:

 - Establish the environment for change: This Offi-
cial Plan Review process provides the foundation 
for establishing the right environment for change, 
by developing a strong vision and supportive poli-
cies which prioritize and support residential inten-
sification projects.  This will announce the Town’s 
position and interest in working with developers 
to realize these new forms of development, as 
well as provide a guiding framework for how in-
tensification can fit within the Town’s context.  

Once this policy framework is in place, it is im-
portant that the Town follow up with its policy 
intentions by ensuring that the appropriate infra-
structure is in place to support the desired form 
of development.  While an important component 
of this is the availability of sufficient municipal 
servicing capacity, the provision of transit service 
is also a fundamental requirement for facilitat-
ing intensified forms of development.  There 
are already plans by the County to implement a 
transit connection between Alliston and Brad-
ford West Gwillimbury within the next five years, 
and the Town will have to continue to promote 
increased transit investment both within and con-
nected to the Town.

 - Reduce the cost of development: Intensification 
is generally considered to be a more expensive 
and complex form of development, and therefore 
the Town should consider the introduction of fi-
nancial incentives to make it more attractive for 
developers.  Incentives could include tax relief 
measures, the reduction of development charges 
and reduced parking and parkland requirements.

 - Reduce the risks of the development approval 
process: Due to the complexity that is often in-
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volved with intensification, there are numer-
ous elements of a project’s planning approval 
process that can pose a risk to the project’s ulti-
mate success.  Reducing the risks of intensifica-
tion projects may include pre-zoning certain lands 
to permit the desired form of intensification and 
building support among Town staff and Council 
members to ensure a smoother approval process.

Market Realities of New Tecumseth
• The County Official Plan currently requires an alterna-

tive intensification target of 40% of all new residen-
tial units, and through the MCR implementing the 
2017 Growth Plan, this will increase to an intensifica-
tion target of 60%, unless an alternative target is ap-
proved. A 60% intensification target would require a 
significant shift in development trends within the Town 
and may not be realistic. As a result, this intensifica-
tion target may threaten housing affordability by ef-
fectively restricting the supply of designated greenfield 
areas. Further, New Tecumseth faces the following con-
straints:

 - Isolated location: New Tecumseth is located in the 
north-western corner of the GTA commuter shed 
with no nearby 400 series highway (>20 minute 
drive from Alliston to Highway 400).

 - Poor transit service: Intensification is funda-
mentally linked to the provision of transit and to 
achieving a significant shift in modal split in order 
to ensure traffic flow is properly managed.  There 
is currently no transit access within or to New 
Tecumseth.  While Simcoe County has identified 
a transit connection between Alliston and Brad-
ford West Gwillimbury within the next five years, 
to connect to the Toronto-Barrie GO Transit line, 
transit service to and within New Tecumseth will 
have to continue to be improved to support sig-
nificant intensification.

 - Dispersed urban structure: New Tecumseth has 
three settlement areas through which to spread 
out growth, as well as the Briar Hill and Belterra 
development areas. As a result, it is more difficult 
to create enough demand in any one area to en-
courage higher densities.

 - Market acceptance: Over the past 14 years, build-
ing permit records demonstrate that the con-
struction of single detached dwellings has aver-
aged at approximately 68% of all dwelling units 
built, and within the last five years, that number is 
increased to 75%. To achieve the new intensifica-
tion target, a substantial shift in built form will be 
necessary throughout the Town, with an empha-
sis on the development of townhouse and apart-

ment units. However, there is no historic or evolv-
ing urban context that would make higher density 
apartment living attractive to the market in New 
Tecumseth, even in Alliston, that has the most 
established urban context. In the last 14 years, 
only around 7% of the units built were apartment 
units.  In an exercise undertaken by the consul-
tant team to examine what level of intensification 
would be necessary to accommodate the 2031 
forecasted population levels, unrealistic redevel-
opment numbers were required to reach 40% in-
tensification.

 - Fiscal realities: In New Tecumseth, land costs are 
such that the total cost of producing a single de-
tached house and a townhouse are very similar 
and therefore there is little market interest in 
purchasing denser forms of housing. The finan-
cial feasibility and market acceptance of both 
mixed-use forms of development and higher 
density residential development must be seri-
ously questioned in the New Tecumseth context, 
where land costs do not support those forms of 
development, and particularly the real urban de-
velopment forms that require structured parking. 
Further, with a requirement for significant inten-
sification (higher density house forms), in addi-
tion to a high density greenfield development 
requirement, there will be a tremendous skewing 
of the new housing mix that will result in very few 
opportunities for lower density house forms, es-
pecially once the existing approved subdivisions 
are built out.

Directions
Stemming from these discussion points are the follow-
ing Directions which frame the policy recommendations 
below.

1. It is appropriate to establish a logical and clear urban 
structure to direct residential intensification to ap-
propriate locations and to provide the foundation for 
current and future Official Plan Reviews.

2. The Town must establish a supportive framework to 
guide and encourage intensification projects as a key 
growth management strategy.
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Recommendations
It is appropriate to establish a logical and clear urban structure 
to direct residential intensification to appropriate locations and 
to provide the foundation for Official Plan Reviews.

It is recommended that:

1. The Town establish a Greenfield Density Target of 50 
persons and jobs combined per hectare, in conformity 
with the policies of the County Official Plan and 2017 
Growth Plan.

2. A separate growth management policy section be es-
tablished which will include an Urban Structure Sched-
ule to form the basis on which New Tecumseth’s future 
growth is to be accommodated. All of the lands within 
the Town Boundary will be identified as an element 
within the planned Urban Structure, in accordance 
with the terminology used within the Provincial and 
County planning policy frameworks.  Specifically, this 
Urban Structure will identify where residential intensi-
fication should be directed within the settlement areas 
of Alliston, Beeton and Tottenham.

3. The defined Urban Structure be translated into more 
specific land use designations that will be a refinement 
of Sections 5 and 6 of the current Official Plan. Similar 
to the existing structure of each of the land use desig-
nations, there will be a discussion of the intent of the 
designation, the permitted uses and the associated 
development policies that will ensure that each desig-
nation will achieve its identified planned function, and 
that new development is compatible with the existing 
development context.  This process will include the 
review of the existing land use designations for appro-
priatness and effectiveness.

The Town must establish a supportive framework to guide and 
encourage intensification projects as a key growth management 
strategy.

It is recommended that:

1. The new growth management policy section include 
policies which prioritize and support residential inten-
sification projects.

2. The new growth management policy section ensures 
that a minimum of 40% of all new residential develop-
ment occurs through intensification (infilling, redevel-
opment and conversions) that will be focused within 
the three downtowns, major commercial areas and 
major transportation corridors. Limited infill and rede-
velopment within the existing stable residential neigh-
bourhoods will be carefully managed.

3. A policy framework be developed which outlines what 
type of intensification is appropriate in which areas.

4. The Official Plan include direction to facilitate the ap-
propriate provision and capacity of municipal services 
within areas designated for intensification.

5. The Town consider the establishment of development 
incentives for intensified forms of development, which 
may include:

a. Tax relief measures;

b. Development charge credits;

c. Relief from tree compensation requirements and,

d. Reduced parking and/or parkland provision re-
quirements.

In accordance with Council direction, the above de-
velopment incentives may be established based on an 
defined budget.

6. The Town consider including policies which encour-
age the pre-zoning of properties for intensified devel-
opment through the implementing Comprehensive 
Zoning By-law.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The employment landscape in smaller Ontario communities is in the midst of a shift, with the intro-
duction of more diverse demographics and a new way to look at economic development beyond tra-
ditional industrial parks.  This changing context will require economic development policies to focus 
both on protecting key employment lands for future employment growth and adapting to the ‘new 
economy’, where employers and businesses may choose to locate outside of traditional employment 
areas and explore opportunities in more dynamic urban centres.

New Tecumseth has a strong industrial employment base and the existing Official Plan prioritizes 
economic development, with the objective of creating a business-friendly environment.  This Official 
Plan Review process will focus on how the Official Plan policies can better address a wide range of 
economic development opportunities, including the support of new and existing small businesses 
and the diversification of employment opportunities, to ensure that New Tecumseth’s employment 
landscape keeps pace with current trends.  The appropriate level of protection for traditional em-
ployment lands will also be an important consideration.

Planning Issue No. 2

Policy Background
Definitions
EMPLOYMENT AREA means areas in an Official Plan for 
clusters of business and economic activities including, but 
not limited to, manufacturing, warehousing, offices, and 
associated retail and ancillary facilities. (County OP)

MUNICIPAL COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW means a new offi-
cial plan, or an official plan amendment, initiated by an 
upper- or single-tier municipality under section 26 of the 
Planning Act that comprehensively applies the policies 
and schedules of this Plan. (GP)

Provincial Policy Statement (2014)
Policy References: Section 1.3 (Employment)

• Under the PPS, the Province requires planning authori-
ties to promote economic development and competi-
tiveness by:

 - Providing an appropriate mix and range of em-
ployment and institutional uses to meet long-
term needs;

 - Maintaining a range and choice of suitable sites 
for employment uses and take into account the 
needs of existing and future businesses;

 - Encouraging compact, mixed use development 
that incorporates compatible employment uses 
to support liveable and resilient communities; 
and,

 - Ensuring the necessary infrastructure is provided 
to support current and projected needs (Section 
1.3.1).

• Moreover, the Province requires municipalities to plan 
for, protect, and preserve designated Employment 
Areas, and to protect Employment Areas in proximity 
to major goods movement facilities and corridors for 
employment uses that require those locations (Section 
1.3.2.1).

• Further, under Section 1.3.2.2, the conversion of Em-
ployment Areas to non-employment uses is only per-
mitted through a municipal comprehensive review, and 
only where it is demonstrated that:

 - The land is not required for employment purpos-
es over the long-term; and,

 - There is a need for the conversion.

Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2017)
Policy Reference: Section 2.2.5 (Employment); 6.0 (Simcoe Sub-
area)

• To promote economic development, the Growth Plan 
states under Section 2.2.5 that municipalities will:

 - Make more efficient use of employment areas 
and employment lands and increase employment 
densities;
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 - Ensure the availability of sufficient land at appro-
priate locations to accommodate forecasted em-
ployment growth;

 - Connect high employment densities to transit; 
and,

 - Integrate land use planning and economic devel-
opment goals.

• Retail and office uses will be directed to locations that 
support active transportation and have existing or 
planned transit.  Surface parking will be minimized in 
favour of other modes in planning for employment.

• Policy 2.2.5.7 directs municipalities to plan for employ-
ment areas within settlement areas, with the exception 
of prime employment areas, by prohibiting residential 
uses and limiting other non-ancillary sensitive uses, 
prohibiting or limiting major retail uses and integrat-
ing employment areas with adjacent lands to develop 
vibrant, mixed use areas and innovation hubs.

• The Growth Plan further directs municipalities to plan 
for prime employment areas adjacent to or near major 
goods movement facilities by prohibiting sensitive uses 
and non-ancillary retail or office uses and planning for 
freight-supportive lands use patterns.

• Policy 2.2.5.9 states that the conversion of lands within 
employment areas or prime employment areas to non-
employment uses may be permitted only through a 
municipal comprehensive review.

• Policy 2.2.5.12 states that the retail sector will be sup-
ported by promoting intensification and compact built 
form and encouraging the integration of retail and 
service uses with other land uses to create complete 
communities.

• Policies 6.2.2 and 6.3.4 state that Simcoe County will 
direct a significant portion of population and employ-
ment growth to lower-tier municipalities that contain 
primary settlement areas and that New Tecumseth will 
direct a significant portion of population and employ-
ment growth forecasted to its applicable primary set-
tlement area (Alliston).

• Schedule 7 of the Growth Plan identifies that New Te-
cumseth is projected to accommodate 26,500 jobs by 
2031.

The 2017 Growth Plan includes policies addressing a wider range 
of employment generating uses (i.e. retail and office uses) and 
provides more guidance towards efficient use and intensifica-
tion of employment lands, protection from non-employment 
uses and transit and active transportation access than the 2006 
Growth Plan.

Simcoe County Official Plan (Final consolidated version as 
per December 29, 2016)
Policy Reference: Section 3.2 (Population and Employment Pro-
jections/Allocations); and Section 3.5 (Settlements)

• One of the goals of the County OP is to “further com-
munity economic development which promotes eco-
nomic sustainability in Simcoe County communities, 
providing employment and business opportunities.”

• Policy 3.2 (Table 1) sets out the population and em-
ployment allocations for each local municipality based 
on Schedule 7 of the Growth Plan Amendment for the 
Simcoe Sub-Area.  The Town of New Tecumseth has 
been allocated to grow to 26,500 jobs by 2031.

• Under Policy 3.2.9, “Each local municipality will identi-
fy, plan for, protect and preserve employment areas in 
their official plans for current and future employment 
uses.”

• Under Policy 3.2.10, the County will consider the con-
version of employment lands within Employment 
Areas to non-employment uses through a municipal 
comprehensive review and following the requirements 
set forth under the Growth Plan Section 2.2.6.

• Under Policy 3.5.26 the downtowns and main streets 
of primary settlement areas are the focal points for res-
idential, commercial, and institutional uses, and shall:

 - Establish safe and pleasant pedestrian environ-
ments that encourage movement by foot, bicycle 
and transit;

 - Provide attractive streetscapes;

 - Encourage downtown economic development ini-
tiatives; and,

 - Provide a range of housing types and costs.

Existing New Tecumseth Official Plan (2010)
Policy Reference: Section 2.0 (Introduction); Section 3.0 (Basis of 
the Plan); Section 5.4 (Urban Employment); Section 6.3 (Rural)

• Section 2.1 outlines the purpose of the Official Plan, 
which includes acting as a guide for assisting Council in 
promoting economic growth.

• Section 3.3 Goals and Objectives, addresses economic 
development through the following goal and objec-
tives:

 - “It is the goal of this Plan to provide opportuni-
ties for economic development in a manner that 
fosters competitiveness and a positive business 
environment.”  The economic development ob-
jectives include – 

a. To facilitate opportunities to provide a range 
of goods and services to the public within 
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New Tecumseth through the use of a flexible 
policy regime. 

b. To establish, maintain and enhance employ-
ment areas that provide a range of job op-
portunities and a broad range of commer-
cial and service facilities geared specifically 
to meet the needs of residents of the Town 
and the wider area.

c. To encourage wherever possible through 
the land use planning process the retention 
and expansion of existing businesses in the 
Town.

d. To ensure that a sufficient supply of serviced 
employment generating lands is available 
for development at all times.

e. To encourage the development of home-
based businesses provided the proposed 
use is compatible with adjacent uses.

f. To encourage the protection of the Town’s 
natural attributes, such as its rural character 
and its Greenlands system, to ensure that 
the recreational and tourism uses that rely 
upon these attributes continue to thrive.

g. To encourage the continued revitalization of 
the Downtown Core Commercial districts, 
which reflects their heritage significance 
and promotes a mix of uses and attractions 
for community activities both in the com-
mercial cores and in immediately adjacent 
areas.

h. To improve the aesthetic quality of the retail 
corridors in the Town to ensure that they 
function as attractive destinations for shop-
pers from the Town and the surrounding 
area.

 - Further, under Design and Livability of Urban 
Area, the Official Plan states as a goal to provide 
for more live-work opportunities by promoting 
residential uses in close proximity to compatible 
forms of development, such as employment uses.

• Section 6.3.1 outlines the objectives for the Rural des-
ignation, which include “provide for a diverse range 
of economic and social activities associated with rural 
communities, agricultural, tourism and recreation and 
resource uses”.

• Section 5.4.1 states the Town’s objectives for its Urban 
Employment designation, including:

 - Ensure that there are sufficient lands available for 
the creation of diverse employment opportuni-
ties at strategic locations;

 - Ensure that the Town is positioned to accommo-
date new and expanded business activities that 
provide jobs to local residents;

 - Streamline the approval process for the develop-
ment of employment uses;

 - Improve the look, feel and vibrancy associated 
with the built form and public realm;

 - Encourage and promote development that com-
bines a mix of employment uses and supporting 
uses to facilitate the more efficient use of urban 
land and the establishment of a human-scale pe-
destrian environment;

 - Promote the efficient use of existing and planned 
infrastructure by creating the opportunity for 
various forms of intensification, where appropri-
ate;

 - Establish a comprehensive set of design policies 
that foster the establishment of an urban environ-
ment that is safe, functional and attractive; and,

 - Ensure that all new development is compatible 
with adjacent development.

• Section 5.4.3 states that any Urban Employment de-
velopment approval will positively contribute to the 
vibrancy and aesthetics of the public realm.

• Section 5.4.4 states that amendments to the Official 
Plan that would reduce the amount of Employment 
Area designation will only be considered at the time of 
a Municipal Comprehensive Review.

• Section 5.4.5 subdivides Urban Employment into two 
designations, with Employment Area One focused on 
higher density and high profile major employment 
uses on major corridors and to act as a regional centre 
whereas Employment Area Two is focused on retaining 
lands for industrial, warehouse and transportation ter-
minal uses, with both intending to enhance the role of 
the Town as a net provider of jobs.

• A Secondary Plan must be developed for each Employ-
ment Area One area.

Town of New Tecumseth Economic Development Strategic 
Plan
• The Plan outlines the tactical activities the Town is cur-

rently engaged in and recommends additional actions 
to help strengthen and further diversify New Tecums-
eth’s local and regional economy over the next 5 years 
and beyond.  The key components and findings of the 
Plan are as follows:

 - Identification of the Town’s socio-economic 
trends. In particular, the Plan noted that 55% of 
the resident labour force commutes outside of 
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the community for work and 58% of the labour 
force working in New Tecumseth resides outside 
of the community.  This presents a clear issue in 
the development of the local economy and a bal-
anced live-work community.

 - The sectors that support the local economy 
include manufacturing, retail sales, construction 
and administration.  However, the key sectors by 
occupation, which account for the significant out-
commuting, include sales and services, trades 
and transport equipment operators, business and 
finance and manufacturing.

 - A Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and 
Threats Analysis was prepared:

 » Strengths: Location, Transportation Links, 
People/Community, Manufacturing Base, 
and Local Heritage;

 » Weaknesses: Traffic/Infrastructure, Inter-
net, Internal Competition, Red Tape, and 
Intra/Inter Transit;

 » Opportunities: Tourism, Local Foods/Agri-
culture, Independent Shops, Entrepreneur-
ship/Youth Support, and Diversify Industrial 
Opportunities; and,

 » Threats: Downtowns Struggling, Overreli-
ance on Manufacturing, Bedroom Commu-
nity, and Losing Farmland to Development/
Sprawl.

 - In particular, the key challenges identified to the 
expansion of local business which may have some 
relevance to this Official Plan Review exercise 
include:

 » Downtown parking and traffic

 » Water restrictions

 » Lack of rental space

 » Lack of available commercial space

 » Big box development threatening the down-
towns

 » Red tape associated with planning depart-
ment approvals

 » Infrastructure needs – roads keeping up 
with population growth, rail (GO Train)

 » Incentives to encourage investment

 » Signage by-law

 » High taxes

 » Requirement for a long term community 
vision to help with future planning

 » The need to recognize and strengthen the 
contribution of agriculture and agribusiness 
to the economy.

 - Six Economic Development Strategic Themes 
emerged from the Plan:

 » Community Development

 » Downtown Development

 » Diversification of the Local Economy

 » Entrepreneurship

 » Investment Readiness

 » Tourism

Public Comments
• The Town needs to encourage the diversification of the 

employment base – there is currently too much reli-
ance on auto/industrial employment.  One opportunity 
would be to attract ‘green’ businesses.

• New Official Plan policies should provide stronger 
support for existing small businesses in urban and rural 
areas.  Advocate for high speed internet access in rural 
areas.

• The Town needs more incentives to attract new em-
ployers.

• Providing support for New Tecumseth’s main streets is 
critical to ensuring the health of its downtowns and the 
prosperity of local businesses.

• Manage truck routes when planning for employment.

Discussion
A place to live and work
• As determined through New Tecumseth’s  Economic De-

velopment Strategic Plan, the percentage of the Town’s 
resident labour force which commutes outside of the 
Town for work, as well as of the labour force working 
in New Tecumseth which resides outside of the Town, 
is high, exceeding 50% in both cases.  Going forward, 
it will be important to ensure that New Tecumseth 
can attract the distribution of residents and employers 
which will allow New Tecumseth to act as a ‘complete 
community’ for a greater share of its residents.  

• Commercial areas must be able to continue to support 
the needs of all residents and provide opportunities for 
community-based employment throughout the three 
settlement areas.  Ensuring that the Official Plan in-
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cludes a strong and clear policy framework will contrib-
ute to identifying the specific roles and associated uses 
for various commercial areas.  The existing Official Plan 
currently contains four urban commercial designations, 
and this review will evaluate whether this structure is 
achieving its objectives or whether any revisions are 
necessary.  In particular, it will be important to ensure 
that there are strong links between residential uses 
and the commercial areas, with particular attention to 
the downtowns.  Alliston will continue to be promoted 
as the focal point for much of the Town’s commerce.  

• One concern heard from the public with respect to 
housing is of particular relevance to the economic 
development discussion.  In supporting and facilitat-
ing residents to both live and work within the Town, 
the housing supply must meet the needs of those em-
ployed in the Town, such as in the industrial sector.  
In particular, there is insufficient affordable housing 
available for local employees in lower paid positions, 
as well as poor or non-existent multi-modal transporta-
tion connections to jobs, both within the Town and to 
the wider region.  The Official Plan will have to empha-
size and support opportunities for residents to live and 
work in the Town and improve access to jobs.

• There is an opportunity to consider revising land use 
restrictions around employment-supportive uses.  For 
example, employment or commercial-supportive uses 
like child care facilities should be permitted more 
broadly.  This type of change could contribute to more 
efficient and pleasant environments for both employ-
ers and employees, while maintaining important pro-
tections for employment areas.

• In an effort to take full advantage of the high quality 
of life it offers, New Tecumseth should consider oppor-
tunities to leverage its ‘quality of place’ in economic 
development initiatives.  One opportunity that should 
be considered is the enhanced design of commercial 
and employment areas, including encouraging inten-
sification, accommodating and promoting alternative 
modes of transportation and associated infrastructure, 
a high quality public realm and linkages to adjacent 
lands.  While it is important to ensure the protection 
of employment lands from incompatible uses, promot-
ing efficient connections for a range of transportation 
modes to surrounding lands will contribute to making 
them more accessible, support the use of alternative 
modes of travel for commuting and ensure that they 
still feel like part of the community.

Attracting employers
• It is critical to protect an appropriate supply and range 

of commercial and employment lands to support 
ongoing economic development, a diversified tax base, 
and complete communities where residents have 
access to jobs, goods, and services across New Tecums-
eth’s communities.  It must be noted that as a result of 
the requirement for a County Municipal Comprehen-
sive Review (MCR) for considering employment land 
conversions, and the anticipated completion date for 
the County MCR being in two to three years, employ-
ment land conversions are not being considered during 
this Official Plan Review process.  New Tecumseth is 
projected to grow to 26,500 jobs by 2031.

• The OP should include updated policies related to em-
ployment land conversion, which are covered under 
the County’s OP (Section 3.2.10).

• The Town has been targeting manufacturing, tourism 
and agricultural investment opportunities, but has 
not yet effectively leveraged the presence of Honda 
and built off its strengths for new business.  The Town 
should continue to explore opportunities for attracting 
industrial uses to existing vacant and/or underutilized 
employment lands.

• New Tecumseth’s local economy is largely concentrat-
ed in the manufacturing, retail trade and construction 
sectors, while its residents generally work in sales/
services, trades/transport/equipment operators and 
business/finance/administration.  There is an oppor-
tunity to encourage and attract a more diverse range 
of employment opportunities, which may contribute 
to a higher percentage of residents who can both live 
and work in the Town.  Rather than the targeted focus 
on employment lands, the Town should leverage its 
unique character and high quality of life to promote 
a broader choice of employment locations, including 
the downtowns of Alliston, Beeton and Tottenham.  
This will help the Town move towards a more diverse 
economy that has the ability to respond to a changing 
economic environment.

• Beyond traditional employers, New Tecumseth should 
explore strategies for supporting and attracting the 
businesses of the ‘new economy’, through the provi-
sion of business incubators, flexible/shared work space, 
start-up supports and support for home occupations.

• A Guiding Principle identified through the consultation 
process is as follows:

 - Attract innovative economic development oppor-
tunities which will contribute to a diversified em-
ployment base.
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• There may exist the opportunity to utilize incentives 
and promotions to support existing businesses, attract 
investment and identify niche economic development 
opportunities that are unique to the area.  The follow-
ing are incentives and promotions to be considered:

 - Use Community Improvement tools to reinvest in 
the Town’s existing commercial and employment 
areas.

 - Actively promote/incentivize development in the 
downtowns or other target areas by investing in 
their public realm. 

 - Incentivize employment and commercial devel-
opment by waiving/reducing application fees, de-
velopment charges, and/or parkland dedication 
requirements through a Community Improve-
ment Plan;

 - Build and foster relationships with existing orga-
nizations such as the BIAs and Chambers of Com-
merce.

 - Promote the Town’s brand through strategic mar-
keting efforts.

Directions
Stemming from these discussion points are the follow-
ing Directions which frame the policy recommendations 
below.

1. Economic development will be supported by enhanc-
ing opportunities for residents to both live and work 
within the Town and by leveraging New Tecumseth’s 
‘quality of place’.

2. Ensure a robust economy through the diversification of 
employment opportunities and the attraction of new 
business.

Recommendations
Economic development will be supported by enhancing opportu-
nities for residents to both live and work within the Town and by 
leveraging New Tecumseth’s ‘quality of place’.

It is recommended that:

1. The existing commercial designations be evaluated for 
their effectiveness in achieving the objectives of the 
Town and that their policies be updated to reflect:

a. Clear roles and objectives for each designation;

b. The creation of complete communities, where 
residents can live close to where they work, shop 
and access services;

c. The inclusion of mixed use development in com-
mercial areas, where appropriate, and with par-
ticular attention to the provision of affordable 
housing;

d. The development of efficient and attractive con-
nections between commercial areas and residen-
tial areas, for a range of transportation modes; 
and,

e. The identification of Alliston as the focal point for 
much of the Town’s commerce.

2. The land use permissions for employment designations 
be revised to permit a broader range of employment-
supportive uses, such as child care facilities.

3. Employment and commercial areas be the focus for in-
tensification, enhanced design, and alternative trans-
portation mode connections.

Ensure a robust economy through the diversification of employ-
ment opportunities and the attraction of new business.

It is recommended that:

1. Section 3.3 “Goals and Objectives” of the existing Of-
ficial Plan be revised to include wording that promotes 
economic development and competitiveness by:

a. Providing an appropriate mix and range of busi-
ness, industrial, commercial and institutional uses 
to meet the long-term needs of the community;

b. Maintaining a range and choice of suitable sites 
for all employment uses and take into account the 
needs of existing and future businesses;

c. Protecting designated Employment Areas for 
future use; and,

d. Ensuring necessary infrastructure to support em-
ployment needs.
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2. Employment land conversion policies be updated to be 
consistent with the 2017 Growth Plan.

3. A policy be added directing the Town to facilitate 
growth in the ‘new economy’ and support and/or con-
sider creative partnerships towards the creation of in-
novative work spaces, including incubators and flex-
ible/shared work space, as well as appropriate support 
for home occupations.

4. The policy framework for economic development con-
sider the utility and opportunity to implement incen-
tives and promotions to attract investment to New 
Tecumseth and identify niche economic development 
opportunities that are unique to the area. The follow-
ing are incentives and promotions to be considered:

a. Use Community Improvement tools to reinvest in 
the Town’s existing commercial and employment 
areas, such as:

i. Actively promote/incentivize development 
in new commercial and employment areas 
by investing in the public realm; and,

ii. Incentivize employment and commercial de-
velopment by waiving/reducing application 
fees, development charges, and/or parkland 
dedication requirements;

b. Promote the Town’s employment and commercial 
lands through strategic marketing efforts; and,

c. Build and foster relationships with long-standing 
associations such as the BIAs and Chambers of 
Commerce.
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THE DOWNTOWNS
The three downtowns will be critical to expanding the economic development opportunities through-
out the Town and they should be positioned as the focuses for new growth and development.  More 
than just fulfilling an economic role however, the downtowns should continue to act as the centres 
and community hubs for the settlement areas, reflecting their unique character, acting as recreation-
al, service and retail destinations, and accommodating increased population densities.  New policies 
will also consider how the downtowns should grow and mutually support one another and how to 
ensure that large format commercial development does not erode the critical role of the downtowns 
in serving the needs of residents.

Planning Issue No. 3

Policy Background
Definitions
NODES means areas within settlement areas of more 
intense density, mixed-use and activity. They are compact 
clusters of uses that may include downtowns, mixed-use 
communities, clusters of office buildings, post-secondary 
educational campuses or other higher-density areas both 
large and small. (County OP)

Provincial Policy Statement (2014)
Policy References: Section 1.7 (Long-Term Economic Prosperity)

• The PPS states that long-term economic prosperity 
should be supported by:

 - Promoting opportunities for economic develop-
ment and community investment-readiness;

 - Maintaining and, where possible, enhancing the 
vitality and viability of downtowns and main-
streets; and,

 - Promoting the redevelopment of brownfield 
sites. (Policy 1.7.1 a), c) and e))

Simcoe County Official Plan (Final consolidated version as 
per December 29, 2016)
Policy Reference: Section 3.5 (Settlements)

• Under Policy 3.5.26 the downtowns and main streets 
of primary settlement areas are the focal points for res-
idential, commercial, and institutional uses, and shall:

 - Establish safe and pleasant pedestrian environ-
ments that encourage movement by foot, bicycle 
and transit; 

 - Provide attractive streetscapes; 

 - Encourage downtown economic development ini-
tiatives; and, 

 - Provide a range of housing types and costs.

Existing New Tecumseth Official Plan (2010)
Policy Reference: Section 3.3 (Goals and Objectives); and Section 
5.3 (Urban Commercial)

• Section 3.3 lays out goals and objectives for the New 
Tecumseth Official Plan, including:

 - To reinforce the function of the three downtown 
areas as cultural, administrative, entertainment, 
retail and social focal points of the community;

 - To encourage the further intensification and use 
of the lands within the Downtown Areas, as ap-
propriate; and,

 - To encourage the continued revitalization of the 
Downtown Core Commercial districts, which re-
flects their heritage significance and promotes a 
mix of uses and attractions for community activi-
ties both in the commercial cores and in immedi-
ately adjacent areas.

• Section 5.3.5.1 provides the policies for the Downtown 
Core Commercial designation, with the intent to:

 - Maintain and promote the Downtowns as the 
focal point for commerce and hospitality;

 - Encourage development in the Downtowns which 
capitalizes on expected growth in the area;

 - Encourage the development of a mix of uses to 
enhance the character of the Downtowns;
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 - Encourage streetscape and façade improvements 
that revitalize the cultural and historic character 
of the Downtowns; and,

 - Establish a definitive boundary for the Down-
towns, within which a mixed use, pedestrian-ori-
ented environment can be fostered.

• The Downtown Core Commercial designation permits 
a range of service commercial, retail commercial, office 
and medium-high density residential uses

• Section 5.3.5.1.4 established the vision for the Down-
town Core Commercial Designation, which consists of:

 - It is a policy of this Plan that the scale and location 
of new development in the Downtowns maintain 
and/or enhance the existing character of the 
Downtown areas. This will be accomplished by 
encouraging: 

a. The development of diverse, compatible 
land uses in close proximity to each other;

b. The maximum use of existing buildings in 
the Downtowns to accommodate a wide 
range of uses, with an emphasis on using 
upper level space for offices, residential and 
accommodation uses;

c. The establishment and maintenance of a 
streetscape that is pedestrian oriented;

d. The preservation and enhancement of the 
cultural and historic features that exist in 
the Downtowns;

e. Partnerships and collaboration between the 
Town and service delivery groups such as 
Downtown Improvement Areas, Business 
Associations, the Chambers of Commerce 
and/or Local Heritage Committees; and,

f. The physical and aesthetic improvement of 
the Downtown areas through their designa-
tion as community improvement plan areas.

• The Official Plan policies place an emphasis on the 
preservation of the existing character and improve-
ments to the public realm in the consideration of any 
new development applications.

• Policy 5.3.5.3.6.1 outlines the relationship between the 
downtown and commercial designations by stating: 
“the Downtown Core Commercial area is intended to 
function as the primary retail, commerce and service 
focal point in each of the urban areas of Beeton, Al-
liston and Tottenham. As well, the Major Commercial 
designation is intended to be the focus for large retail 
uses with a regional focus. On this basis, applications 
to develop large retail uses in the Corridor Commercial 
designation shall not be permitted unless appropriate 
studies to assess the impact of the proposed use on 
other similar uses in the Downtown Core Commercial 
and the planned function of the Major Commercial 
designation are completed.”

Public Comments
• It is important to maintain the three distinct communi-

ties, with new development being limited to within the 
existing settlement areas.  Development should not be 
permitted to locate between the settlement areas.

• The three downtowns should be strengthened through 
the appropriate distribution of funding and be planned 
to build on each other’s strengths.

• New Tecumseth’s downtowns should be better con-
nected to the greater regional areas through encourag-
ing the introduction of GO Transit.  It will be important 
to plan ahead for where transit will be located.

• Intensified development in the downtowns should be 
encouraged to bring in more residents and diversified 
uses; however it is important than new development 
not detract from the existing charm and character of 
the downtowns.

Discussion
Dynamic mixed use
• The Provincial and County planning frameworks identi-

fy downtowns and main streets as focal points for resi-
dential, commercial, and institutional uses, and require 
the Town to:

 - Establish safe and pleasant pedestrian environ-
ments that encourage movement by foot, bicycle 
and transit;

 - Provide attractive streetscapes;

 - Encourage downtown economic development ini-
tiatives; and,

 - Provide a range of housing types and costs.

• To this end, it will be important for New Tecumseth to 
encourage new development and facilitate both public 
and private investment across the three downtowns 
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of Alliston, Beeton and Tottenham to ensure that they 
continue to play a strong role within the communi-
ties and grow to become strong anchors for the local 
economy.  

• A Guiding Principal identified through the consultation 
process is as follows:

 - Attract and retain viable businesses and services, 
with special attention to those which support suc-
cessful downtowns.

• There is an opportunity to encourage higher density 
residential development within and in proximity to 
the downtowns, with a focus on downtown Alliston, to 
increase the downtown populations.  Providing more 
opportunities for residents to live within or near the 
downtowns provides stronger support for local busi-
nesses, makes more efficient use of existing and future 
infrastructure, creates opportunities for shared invest-
ment in the public realm and contributes to the cre-
ation of more dynamic main streets.  Higher density 
residential development may be accommodated by:

 - Encouraging mixed use development and re-
development with upper storey residential and 
office uses; and,

 - Continuing to support the development of free-
standing residential buildings on side streets and 
the main streets of the downtowns.

• In addition to the need for increased populations in and 
around the downtowns, consultation has identified a 
need for more affordable housing options, which are 
in line with the high number of industrial jobs within 
the Town.  The Town should consider expanding the 
scope or establishing a new Community Improvement 
Plan (CIP) for housing to address the supply of afford-
able housing and to encourage housing development 
in the downtowns.  As part of the consideration of a 
CIP, the Town will have to develop a strong understand-
ing of the local income levels in comparison with local 
housing costs and explore potential funding partners 
(i.e. Simcoe County).  The CIP scope should include 
both stand-alone residential developments and mixed 
use developments, where residential units may be in-
cluded in the upper storeys of commercial buildings.

• With respect to the existing Community Improvement 
Plan (CIP), there is an opportunity to increase its ef-
fectiveness by improving the associated marketing and 
ensuring that the Community Improvement Area is 
large enough to meet the full potential of this tool.  The 
background work for this Official Plan Review has con-
cluded that the extent of the current Downtown Core 
Commercial designation in the three downtowns may 
not be an effective size.

High quality public realm
• It is important to plan for enhanced infrastructure for 

alternative transportation modes within the downtown 
areas and to key destinations.  The Town should ensure 
that the public realms of the downtowns showcase the 
best of the community and consider including stron-
ger and more visible connections between the three 
settlement areas.  Further, the Town should consider 
the future introduction of transit, to Alliston in the near 
term, and to Beeton and Tottenham when demand 
warrants it.  It will be important to ensure that invest-
ment in the downtowns, with respect to public realm 
and active transportation infrastructure as well as new 
built form, supports the viability of transit service.

• The Boyne River, running along the northern boundary 
of downtown Alliston, is a potential asset to the Town 
whose full potential has not been realized.  The Town 
should consider encouraging improvements to the 
rear facades of businesses along the river, a potential 
role for the CIP.  Should opportunities arise, the Town 
should also increase the public realm along the river 
to add further animation and consider opportunities 
for additional festivals or events that can connect resi-
dents and visitors to this asset.

• It is important to continue to protect and enhance the 
historic character of the downtowns and their built 
heritage, as critical to placemaking within the Town.  
At the same time, the Town should also explore how 
to incorporate new development which complements 
and is compatible with the existing buildings, without 
attempting to imitate their heritage attributes.  

• A further Guiding Principal identified through the con-
sultation process is:

 - Preserve and promote the downtowns as the 
commercial and cultural hubs of New Tecumseth.

Directions
Stemming from these discussion points are the follow-
ing Directions which frame the policy recommendations 
below.

1. The Town should ensure that the downtowns develop 
into dynamic communities with a full range and mix of 
uses.

2. A public realm which embraces alternative modes of 
transportation and which celebrates a strong sense of 
character is critical for a successful downtown.
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Recommendations
The Town should ensure that the downtowns develop into 
dynamic communities with a full range and mix of uses.

It is recommended that:

1. The Official Plan direct major development and intensi-
fication to the downtowns and provide stronger policy 
support and direction for mixed use development.

2. Subsection 5.3.5 “Designations” be revised to increase 
the as-of-right permissions for more intense forms of 
residential development.

3. Subsection 7.17.2 “Community Improvement Policies” 
be revised to address the need for the increased provi-
sion of affordable housing.  Further, the Town should 
consider expanding the geographic reach of the Com-
munity Improvement Plan Area for greater effective-
ness in the downtowns.

A public realm which embraces alternative modes of transporta-
tion and which celebrates a strong sense of character is critical 
for a successful downtown.

It is recommended that:

1. The development policies of Subsection 5.3.5 “Desig-
nations” be revised to:

a. Strengthen the requirements for a high quality 
public realm and active transportation facilities;

b. Establish a minimum height of two storeys; and,

c. Provide a policy framework which guides how 
new development should be compatible with and 
complement the existing character and architec-
tural style, without attempting an imitation.

2. Improvements to the rear facades of buildings backing 
onto Boyne River and any other aesthetic or animation 
improvements to the buildings or parking lots adjacent 
to Boyne River be included within the scope of a Com-
munity Improvement Plan.  

3. A policy be added encouraging the Town to secure ad-
ditional land along Boyne River within downtown Allis-
ton for public access/space, either through land acqui-
sition or through easement, when opportunities arise.
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AGRICULTURE & RURAL LANDS
The Town of New Tecumseth has a strong historic, cultural and economic identity related to agricul-
ture and agriculture is expected to continue to play an important role in the Town’s rural economy 
and lifestyle.  The protection of agricultural lands is a priority in Ontario and this Official Plan Review 
will examine how to best support a successful farming industry.  This includes consideration of agricul-
ture-related and on-farm diversified uses, as well ensuring the maintenance of farm parcels capable 
of functioning in a viable, efficient and compatible manner.  Further, it will be important to explore 
the range of permitted uses on rural lands and how the rural industry can be supported, without 
negatively impacting the agricultural character and the growth management goals of the Town.

Planning Issue No. 4

Policy Background
Definitions
AGRICULTURAL USES means the growing of crops, includ-
ing nursery, biomass, and horticultural crops; raising of 
livestock; raising of other animals for food, fur or fibre, 
including poultry and fish; aquaculture; apiaries; agro-
forestry; maple syrup production; and associated on-farm 
buildings and structures, including, but not limited to live-
stock facilities, manure storages, value-retaining facilities, 
and accommodation for full-time farm labour when the 
size and nature of the operation requires additional em-
ployment. (PPS, GP, PTGP)

AGRI-TOURISM USES means those farm-related tourism 
uses, including limited accommodation such as a bed and 
breakfast, that promote the enjoyment, education or ac-
tivities related to the farm operation. (PPS)

AGRICULTURE-RELATED USES means those farm-related 
commercial and farm-related industrial uses that are 
directly related to farm operations in the area, support 
agriculture, benefit from being in close proximity to farm 
operations, and provide direct products and/or services 
to farm operations as a primary activity. (PPS)

ON-FARM DIVERSIFIED USES means uses that are second-
ary to the principal agricultural use of the property, and 
are limited in area. On-farm diversified uses include, but 
are not limited to, home occupations, home industries, 
agri-tourism uses, and uses that produce value-added ag-
ricultural products. (PPS)

PRIME AGRICULTURAL AREA means areas where prime ag-
ricultural lands predominate. This includes areas of prime 
agricultural lands and associated Canada Land Inventory 
Class 4 through 7 lands and additional areas where there 
is a local concentration of farms which exhibit charac-

teristics of ongoing agriculture. Prime agricultural areas 
may be identified by the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture 
and Food using guidelines developed by the Province as 
amended from time to time. A prime agricultural area 
may also be identified through an alternative agricultural 
land evaluation system approved by the Province. (PPS, 
PTGP)

PRIME AGRICULTURAL LAND means specialty crop areas 
and/or Canada Land Inventory Classes 1, 2 and 3 lands, as 
amended from time to time, in this order of priority for 
protection. (PPS)

RURAL LANDS means lands which are located outside 
settlement areas and which are outside prime agricultural 
areas. (PPS)

Provincial Policy Statement (2014)
Policy References: Provincial Policy Statement (2014): Section 2.3 
(Agriculture) and Section 1.1.5 (Rural Land)

• The PPS states that prime agricultural areas shall be 
protected for long-term use for agriculture and in doing 
so requires municipalities to designate prime agricul-
tural areas and specialty crop areas in Official Plans.

• The PPS identifies the following as permissible uses in 
prime agricultural areas:

 - Agricultural uses;

 - Agriculture-related uses; and,

 - On-farm diversified uses.
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• The PPS gives the highest priority to agricultural use 
and requires that agriculture-related uses and on-farm 
diversified uses be compatible with surrounding agri-
cultural operations.  

• New land uses, including the creation of lots, and new 
or expanding livestock facilities are required to comply 
with the minimum distance separation formulae.

• The PPS prohibits lot creation for new residential uses 
and allows lot creation in prime agricultural areas only 
for the following:

 - Agricultural uses;

 - Agriculture-related uses;

 - A residence surplus to a farming operation; and,

 - Infrastructure, where the facility or corridor 
cannot be accommodated through the use of 
easements or rights-of-way. 

• Expansion of a settlement area into a prime agricultur-
al area is permitted only where specific growth man-
agement analysis has been undertaken in the form of a 
municipal comprehensive review.

• Non-agricultural uses are restricted in prime agricul-
tural areas with the exception of: 

 - The extraction of  mineral aggregate resources; 
and,

 - Non-residential uses provided such uses are justi-
fied in accordance with PPS criteria.

• The PPS permits the following types of uses in rural 
areas:

 - The management or use of resources;

 - Resource-based recreational uses (including rec-
reational dwellings);

 - Limited residential development;

 - Home occupations and home industries;

 - Cemeteries; and

 - Other rural land uses. 

• In addition to the above, the PPS permits agricultural 
uses, agriculture-related uses, on-farm diversified uses 
in rural areas.

• The PPS encourages recreational, tourism and as well 
as the promotion of economic opportunities and re-
quires development to be compatible with the rural 
landscape and sustained by rural service levels.

Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2017)
Policy Reference: Section 4.2.6 (Agricultural System)

Section 4.2.6 of the Growth Plan addresses the “Agricul-
tural System”. The purpose of the Agricultural System is to 
identify, at a super-regional scale, the areas of the Greater 
Golden Horseshoe that constitute the region’s prime ag-
ricultural lands. The identification of such lands is accom-
plished through the preparation of mapping prepared 
by the Province, a draft of which was released for public 
review and discussion on July 5, 2017. This map identi-
fies the entire Town, with the exception of the settlement 
areas, as being located within the Greater Golden Horse-
shoe’s Prime Agricultural Area.

The implications of this new Provincial mapping as it 
relates to the Town’s current agriculture/rural land use 
split will require discussion and collaboration with the 
County of Simcoe, as they will be required to integrate 
the new Growth Plan and provide direction to lower tiers 
with respect to implementation.

The 2017 Growth Plan adds the preparation of mapping by the 
Province and provides more details regarding how to consider 
agricultural lands in land use and infrastructure planning than 
the 2006 Growth Plan.

Simcoe County Official Plan (Final consolidated version as 
per December 29, 2016)
Policy Reference: Section 3.6 (Agricultural); Section 3.7 (Rural)

The Simcoe County Official Plan, which has recently been 
updated and approved by the Ontario Municipal Board, 
contains a number of policies intended to implement 
provincial policy and guide local policy development with 
respect to agricultural and rural land use. Policies address-
ing agricultural land use are located in Section 3.6 of the 
Plan and policies addressing rural land use are found in 
Section 3.7 of the Official Plan. It is also noted that Sched-
ule 5.1 to the County Official Plan identifies the spatial 
location of agricultural lands and rural lands throughout 
the County.

Agricultural (Section 3.6)

• Permitted uses in the Agricultural designation are:

 - Agricultural uses;

 - Agricultural-related uses;

 - Processing of agricultural products;

 - On-farm diversified uses;

 - Natural heritage conservation and forestry;

 - Mineral aggregate operations; and,

 - Agricultural produce outlets.
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• The County Official Plan also identifies the following 
types of consents that are permissible in the Agricul-
tural designation:

 - Consents for agricultural uses provided new lots 
are not less than 40 hectares or the original sur-
veyed lot size;

 - Consents for new lots to be used for agricultural-
related uses; and,

 - Consent to sever a dwelling rendered surplus as a 
result of a farm consolidation.

• Non-agricultural uses are restricted in the Agricultural 
designation with the exception of: 

 - The extraction of  mineral aggregate resources; 
and,

 - Non-residential uses provided such uses are jus-
tified in accordance with County criteria which 
reflect PPS criteria.

Rural (Section 3.7)

• Permitted uses in the Rural designation include:

 - Uses permitted in the Agricultural designation;

 - Development related to the management or use 
of resources;

 - Resource-based recreational activities;

 - Limited residential development;

 - Home occupation and home industries;

 - Cemeteries; and,

 - Other rural land uses.

• The County Plan requires that “other rural land uses” 
must be uses that are not suited to a settlement area, 
generate minimal traffic and not be located on prime 
agricultural lands. Additional criteria include the re-
quirement that industrial uses must be compatible 
with surrounding uses and commercial uses must pri-
marily serve the travelling public and tourists;

• The County Plan provides the following two criteria to 
guide rural lot creation:

 - Lots should be restricted in size, generally to one 
hectare; and,

 - The number of lots shall be restricted to maintain 
rural character and to avoid strip development.

• Strip development in the County Plan is defined as lot 
creation:

 - Along roads that are part of the originally sur-
veyed concession and side road grid or are other 
more recently surveyed arterial or collector 

roads which are not part of an internal local road 
system; and,

 - Which is arranged in linear configurations of more 
than three non-farm lots within the proposed lot 
line measured along the frontage of one side of 
the road.

• The County Plan does not permit new subdivisions in 
the rural area except in cases where such plans are rec-
ognized in an official plan or zoning by-law prior to June 
16, 2006.

Existing New Tecumseth Official Plan (NTOP) (2010)
Policy Reference: Section 6.2 (Agricultural); Section 6.3 (Rural)

• The NTOP was originally approved in 2010 and iden-
tifies separate agricultural and rural land use designa-
tions and respective planning policies. Schedule A illus-
trates the separate agricultural and rural designations 
(Attachment 1).  Permitted uses within the Agricultural 
designation include:

 - Agricultural uses;

 - Detached dwellings;

 - Accessory residential uses;

 - Bed and breakfasts, home occupations and home 
industries;

 - Conservation and passive recreational uses;

 - Agricultural-related and farm produce outlets 
located on a farm; and,

 - Farm-related tourism establishments.

• Severances in the Agricultural designation are limited 
to:

 - The creation of farm parcels where both the 
severed and retained lots are no less than 40 
hectares;

 - The creation of a new lot to sever a surplus dwell-
ing resulting from a farm consolidation; and,

 - The creation of a new lot for an agricultural-re-
lated use.

• The NTOP permits the construction of a secondary resi-
dence for farm help, subject to the approval of a zoning 
by-law amendment.

• The NTOP permits bed and breakfast uses as well as 
home occupations and home industries.

• The NTOP also permits farm-related tourism establish-
ments and agricultural research and training establish-
ments subject to a secondary approval in the form of a 
site plan agreement or zoning by-law amendment.
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• Under the Rural lands use policies of Section 6.3, per-
mitted uses include all uses permitted in the agricultur-
al designation as well as the following additional uses:

 - Veterinary clinics;

 - Kennels; and,

 - Cemeteries

• Lot creation in the Rural designation is limited to the 
types of severances permitted in the Agricultural desig-
nation and the creation of infill lots, which are defined 
as the creation of a lot on lands located between two 
existing non-farm residences.

• The NTOP also contains policies for the creation of 
kennels and cemeteries, both of which are uses that 
require a zoning by-law amendment.

• The Rural policies of the NTOP also includes special pol-
icies for the existing residential areas of Green Briar/
Briar Hill and Tecumseth Pines, the primary purpose 
of which is to recognize these existing communities 
within the rural area of the Town.

Discussion
Identification of Prime Agricultural Areas
Provincial and upper tier planning policy requires local 
municipalities to identify “prime agricultural areas” in an 
Official Plan and it is notable that the Provincial/County 
definition of prime agricultural areas is not limited to 
prime farmlands but also includes lower classes of farm-
land (Canada Land Inventory Classes 4 to 7) and areas 
“which exhibit characteristics of ongoing agriculture”.

It is noted that the current Official Plan for the Town, origi-
nally approved in 2010, was the first Plan prepared by the 
Town which identified separate rural and agricultural land 
use designations. This rural/agricultural “split” was pre-
pared through collaboration with local landowners and 
the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs and 
fulfils the prior and current Provincial and County policy 
to identify “prime agricultural areas” in the Town.

Spatially, the Town has a total area of approximately 
27,500 hectares of which the current Official Plan has 
designated approximately 14,000 hectares or 51% Agri-
cultural and 3,700 hectares or 13% Rural.

Given that the creation of this rural/agricultural split is 
relatively new and given that the current Agricultural land 

use designation fulfils Provincial and local policy require-
ments for the identification of prime agricultural areas, 
substantive changes or reassessment of this aspect of the 
Plan should not be a priority for this Official Plan Review.  
The recently approved County Official Plan mapping also 
reflects this rural/agricultural split, with minor refine-
ments.  It should be noted that the Province released 
draft Provincial agricultural mapping to accompany the 
2017 Growth Plan which, in contrast with the Town’s ex-
isting mapping, designates the entire Town outside the 
settlement areas as prime agricultural area, without con-
sideration of soil capacities, current land uses or the rural/
agricultural split (Attachment 2).  

However, considering the finer grained detail of the Town 
and County mapping, the more accurate reflection of ex-
isting conditions and the value in maintaining the rural/
agricultural split, the Town and consultant team, in con-
sultation with the County, determined that this Official 
Plan Review will proceed based on the existing Town and 
County mapping.  Maintaining the rural/agricultural split 
is important for considering where a wider range of per-
mitted rural uses may be appropriate and for establish-

Public Comments
The preliminary community consultations for the Official 
Plan review highlight the role and importance of agricul-
ture in New Tecumseth. The preliminary consultations, 
which included one-on-one interviews with members of 
Council, a workshop with the Community Liaison Commit-
tee (CLC) as well as two community visioning workshops 
which attracted over 50 citizens, suggest that the cultural 
and economic connection between the community and 
agri-business is very strong. The following statements il-
lustrate the importance of agriculture in the community:

• Maintenance of rural and agricultural character;

• Preservation of agricultural land;

• Viability for agri-business; and,

• On-farm diversified uses and home based business in 
rural/agricultural areas.

Further concerns raised through the Community Planning 
Forum include:

• The boundaries and jurisdiction over agricultural land;

• Developers speculating on prime agricultural land; and,

• Severance policies, the implication of former landfills 
and the location of archaeological sites.
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ing which lands should receive the highest protection 
when future settlement area expansions are under con-
sideration.  Further work will continue to examine how 
any mapping revisions will further meet the needs of the 
Town and appropriately protect New Tecumseth’s valu-
able agricultural land.

Permitted Uses in Prime Agricultural Areas
The protection of agricultural land for long-term produc-
tion is dependent on a number of factors, not all of which 
can be controlled or addressed through land use planning 
authority. However, land use regulation is the primary 
means by which a municipality can protect any land re-
source.

As was summarized earlier in this paper, the primary uses 
permitted in “prime agricultural areas” under the Provin-
cial Policy Statement are:

• Agricultural uses;

• Agriculture-related uses; and,

• On-farm diversified uses.

In comparing the above uses with Section 6.2.3 of the 
current Official Plan (Permitted Uses), it is noted that the 
Town’s Official Plan has broad range of uses that appear to 
generally capture the PPS definitions of agricultural uses 
as well as on-farm diversified uses (i.e. uses that operate 
in conjunction with a farm). However it is also noted that 
the range of uses in the current Plan does not appear to 
specifically include agricultural-related uses, which are 
commercial and industrial uses that support farm busi-
ness but function independently of a farm operation (i.e. 
on a separate lot).

On-Farm Diversified Uses Agricultural-Related Uses
Located on a farm Farm-related commercial and farm-related industrial use
Secondary to principle agricultural use of the property Compatible with and shall not hinder, surrounding agricul-

tural operations
Limited in area Directly related to farm operations in the area
Includes but not limited to home occupations, home indus-
tries, and uses that produce value-added agricultural prod-
ucts

Supports agriculture

Provide direct products and/or services to farm operation 
as a primary activity
Benefits from being proximate to farm operations

Table 1 – Characteristics of On-Farm Diversified Uses and Agricultural-Related Uses

To assist municipalities in making decisions with respect 
to land use in prime agricultural areas, the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA) produced a 
document entitled “Guidelines on Uses in Ontario’s Prime 
Agricultural Areas” (Publication 851). Summarized in 
Table 1 are the characteristics of on-farm diversified and 
agricultural-related uses as articulated in this document 
and summarized in Table 2 are examples of land uses that 
are considered to be on-farm diversified uses or agricul-
tural-related uses by OMAFRA.

Through the Town’s Official Plan Review, there are two 
options to consider in moving forward with land use per-
missions in the Agricultural designation.  These options 
are summarized below:

Option #1 – Specific land use permissions supported by policy

Through this option the current broad list of specific land 
use permissions would be maintained and complemented 
to capture an additional range of agricultural-related uses 
(i.e. uses which exist and operate independently of a farm 
operation).

Option #2 – General land use permission supported by policy

Through this option, the Town could adopt an approach 
similar to the PPS and Simcoe County Official Plan by es-
tablishing the primary three general land uses (agricul-
ture, on-farm diversified uses and agricultural-related 
uses) as permissible uses within the agricultural designa-
tion. Through this approach, the Official Plan’s develop-
ment policies would then articulate characteristics of such 
uses, summarized in Table 1 and utilize the zoning by-law 
as the primary mechanism to define, permit and regulate 
such uses.
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Lot Creation in Agricultural Areas
The protection of the agricultural land resource is also de-
pendent on the maintenance of farm parcels capable of 
functioning in a viable, efficient and compatible manner.  
Section 6.2.4.1 of the current Official Plan, reviewed 
earlier in this paper, establishes the primary severance 
policies for lands in the Agricultural designation, and 
these policies are consistent with Provincial Policy and the 
County Official Plan.

In reviewing the current consent policies, the following 
considerations are provided for discussion purposes:

Creation of New Farm Parcels

The current Official Plan allows the creation of new farm 
parcels provided the severed and retained lots are “no 
less than 40 hectares”. The minimum lot size of 40 hect-
ares (100 acres) is generally a workable lot area given that 
most of the original survey for Simcoe County involved 
the creation of 100-acre lots. However, it is noted that the 
40-hectare requirement is not Provincial policy and fur-
thermore, the policy requirement of the County Official 
Plan is that new farm parcels “should” be 40 hectares in 
size. On this basis, consideration could be given to modify-
ing this policy to allow the creation of farm parcels which 
are “generally” 40 hectares in size. This may accommo-
date the creation of farm parcels from consolidated hold-
ings that may have been the subject of a historic residen-
tial severance and would not be able to meet a minimum 
lot area requirement of 40 hectares for the severed and 
retained lots.

Farm Consolidations/Surplus Farm Dwellings

The Town’s Official Plan also provides a consent policy to 
allow the severance of a residential dwelling from a farm 
parcel acquired and consolidated by a farm operator. This 
policy is in-line with Provincial policy and the County Of-

ficial Plan.  However, through this Official Plan Update it is 
recommended that consideration be given to broadening 
this policy to define or explain the term “farm consolida-
tion”. In addition, it is recommended that a “date of exis-
tence” be established for the dwelling to be severed. The 
rationale for establishing a date of existence is to prevent 
the construction and severance of a new home from a 
vacant farm parcel.

The current policy allowing for the severance of a surplus 
farm dwelling also requires that the consolidated farm 
holding has not been subject to a prior consent from the 
original 40 ha (100 acre) lot. Given that two of the objec-
tives of the Agricultural designation are to protect land 
suitable for agricultural production and promote the agri-
cultural industry, this current policy requirement may not 
represent the most workable approach to facilitate farm 
consolidations. Alternatives to this current policy for con-
sideration and discussion include:

• A requirement that the retained farm parcel is of a size 
appropriate for the type of agricultural uses(s) common 
in the area and is sufficiently large to maintain flexibil-
ity for future changes in the type or size of agricultural 
operations, including the keeping of livestock; or,

• A requirement that the majority of the retained farm 
parcel is being utilized for agricultural purposes and 
should have a lot area of approximately 35 hectares, 
unless the parcel can be merged in title with an abut-
ting farm parcel which is actively utilized for agricultur-
al purposes at the time of the application.

Boundary Adjustments

The Town’s Official Plan also provides a consent policy 
to accommodate severances for minor boundary adjust-
ments, although this policy does not permit an adjust-
ment to a boundary where the resultant lot would be less 

Table 2 – Examples of On-Farm Diversified Uses and Agricultural-Related Uses

On-Farm Diversified Uses Agricultural-Related Uses
Processor, winery, bakery, abattoir Product storage and distribution
Home occupations Processing local/regional produce
Home industries Farmer’s market
Agri-tourism Seed drying/sorting operations
Farm market and related retail Agricultural research facilities
Restaurant, café, ice cream parlour Winery

Abattoir
Mill
Equipment repair
Livestock assembly and sales yard
Farm product retailer
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than 40 hectares. Such a policy may not be practical as 
it implies that the only lots eligible for such a severance 
would be parcels with a lot area greater than 40 hectares. 
An alternative to this policy could be a requirement that 
the consent will result in the maintenance of financially 
and operationally viable farm parcels for the severed and 
retained lands and/or that the boundary adjustment es-
tablishes a more logical parcel boundary that will improve 
the financial and operational viability and operation of 
the benefitting parcel.

Permitted Uses in Rural Areas
In the Rural designation, Section 6.3.3 of the New Te-
cumseth Official Plan permits all uses otherwise permit-
ted in the Agricultural designation as well as vet clinics, 
kennels and cemeteries. This range of uses is appropri-
ate and serves to minimize conflict with agricultural uses.  
However, through this update, consideration should also 
be given to establishing permission for small-scale com-
mercial and industrial uses similar to the types of uses 
contemplated in the context of agricultural-related uses.

Lot Creation in Rural Areas
In the Town’s current Official Plan, lot creation in the Rural 
land use designation is guided by the same policies used 
for the Agricultural designation as well as an additional 
policy that permits the creation of “infill lots”, which 
are generally described as new residential lots created 
from land located between two existing residences. The 
current policy allows the creation of one lot where two 
existing dwellings are no more than 100 metres apart. It is 
understood this policy has not facilitated the creation of 
many new lots in the Town and, in one circumstance an 
application which was refused under this policy resulted 
in an Ontario Municipal Board appeal, where the Town’s 
refusal was upheld by the Board.

The planning principle supporting the creation of infill lots 
is appropriate as it consolidates new lots in areas where 
other lots already exist. This serves to group like land uses 
and minimize the potential creation of new compatibil-
ity problems with other existing or future rural land uses, 
such as resource extraction and agriculture.

Through this Official Plan update there needs to be dis-
cussion on whether the current infill policy has served a 
purpose and if it has not, the following are two options to 
consider:

Modifying the Current Policy

The current policy may benefit from an illustration of an 
infill lot as well as policy criteria to assist in determining 
conformity with the County and Town policy to “maintain 
rural character and road function and not contribute to 
strip development”.

New Policy of One Lot for Existing Lots of Record

An alternative rural consent policy employed by many 
land use authorities is a consent policy that permits, 
subject to other technical criteria, the creation of one 
new lot from any existing lot of record. Such a policy is 
generally considered to be fair and reasonable, but is less 
effective at controlling scattered building lots that may 
lead to the creation of future compatibility problems in 
the rural area. Consent policies like this typically require 
a minimum lot size from which a lot may be created and 
sometimes employ an “effective date” as a measure to 
ensure that lot creation is limited to larger lots of record 
that have not been the subject of prior lot creation.

Directions
Stemming from these discussion points are the follow-
ing Directions which frame the policy recommendations 
below.

1. It is important to re-evaluate the range of permitted 
uses on agricultural and rural lands to ensure the con-
tinued viability of the rural economy.

2. Minor refinements to the lot creation policies may be 
necessary to properly accommodate the full range of 
existing conditions, while protecting viable agricultural 
properties.
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Recommendations
It is important to re-evaluate the range of permitted uses on ag-
ricultural and rural lands to ensure the continued viability of the 
rural economy.

It is recommended that:

1. The permitted uses on agricultural lands be expanded 
to permit agricultural-related uses.  The Town should 
also consider permitting the three general land uses 
(agriculture, on-farm diversified uses and agricultural-
related uses) on agricultural lands, including articulat-
ing the characteristics of such uses,  and refining the 
list of permitted uses through the Zoning By-law.

2. The Official Plan establish permission for small-scale 
commercial and industrial uses, similar to the types of 
uses contemplated in the context of agricultural-relat-
ed uses, on rural lands.

3. The Official Plan maintain the rural/agriculture split on 
its Land Use Schedule.

Minor refinements to the lot creation policies may be necessary 
to properly accommodate the full range of existing conditions, 
while protecting viable agricultural properties.

It is recommended that:

1. The land division policies for agricultural lands be 
revised as follows:

a. Permit the creation of farm parcels which are 
“generally” 40 hectares in size;

b. Define farm consolidation;

c. Establish a “date of existence” for dwellings 
surplus to a farm consolidation;

d. Provide some additional flexibility with respect to 
the size of farm property subject to a farm con-
solidation and severance of a surplus dwelling 
(i.e. less than 40 hectare), provided that a finan-
cially and operationally viable farm parcel is main-
tained; and,

e. Provide some additional flexibility with respect 
to minor boundary adjustments (i.e. less than 40 
hectares), provided that the consent will result in 
the maintenance of financially and operationally 
viable farm parcels for the severed and retained 
lands and/or that the boundary adjustment es-
tablishes a more logical parcel boundary that will 
improve the financial and operational viability 
and operation of the benefitting parcel.

2. The land division policies for rural lands be revised to 
provide further clarity through an illustration of an infill 
lot as well as policy criteria.
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NATURAL HERITAGE
The natural heritage system is an important component of the Town’s landscape and ecology, en-
compassing the key natural features and linkages.  This Official Plan Review will include the review 
of natural heritage features and functions within the Town, in accordance with the requirements of 
the Provincial Policy Statement and Endangered Species Act.  Mapping will be supported by a policy 
framework for protecting, enhancing and restoring key features and functions.  This natural heritage 
system discussion is based on the Natural Heritage Memorandum (2017) (included below) and the 
preliminary natural heritage system mapping prepared by Plan B Natural Heritage for this Official 
Plan Review process.

Planning Issue No. 5

Policy Background
Definitions
NATURAL HERITAGE FEATURES AND AREAS means fea-
tures and areas, including significant wetlands, significant 
coastal wetlands, other coastal wetlands in Ecoregions 5E, 
6E and 7E, fish habitat, significant woodlands and signifi-
cant valleylands in Ecoregions 6E and 7E (excluding islands 
in Lake Huron and the St. Marys River), habitat of endan-
gered species and threatened species, significant wildlife 
habitat, and significant areas of natural and scientific in-
terest, which are important for their environmental and 
social values as a legacy of the natural landscapes of an 
area.  (2014 PPS)

NATURAL HERITAGE SYSTEM means the system mapped 
and issued by the Province in accordance with this Plan, 
comprised of natural heritage features and areas, and link-
ages intended to provide connectivity (at the regional or 
site level) and support natural processes which are neces-
sary to maintain biological and geological diversity, natural 
functions, viable populations of indigenous species, and 
ecosystems. The system can include key natural heritage 
features, key hydrologic features, federal and provincial 
parks and conservation reserves, other natural heritage 
features and areas, lands that have been restored or have 
the potential to be restored to a natural state, associat-
ed areas that support hydrologic functions, and working 
landscapes that enable ecological functions to continue. 
(2017 Growth Plan)

Provincial Policy Statement (2014)
Policy Reference: Section 2.1 (Natural Heritage); Section 4.7 (Im-
plementation and Interpretation)

• The Province requires that “Natural features and areas 
shall be protected for the long term” (Section 2.1.1).

• The PPS further states that “The diversity and connec-

tivity of natural features in an area, and the long-term 
ecological function and biodiversity of natural heritage 
systems, should be maintained, restored or, where 
possible, improved, recognizing linkages between and 
among natural heritage features and areas, surface 
water features and ground water features” (Section 
2.1.2).

• The PPS requires identification of natural heritage 
systems in southern Ontario (Section 2.1.3).

• Development and site alteration are also not permit-
ted in the habitat of endangered species and threat-
ened species, except in accordance with provincial and 
federal requirements.” (Section 2.1.7).

• The PPS provides direction for municipalities, through 
their Official Plans, where they “shall identify provin-
cial interests and set out appropriate land use desig-
nations and policies.  To determine the significance of 
some natural heritage features and other resources, 
evaluation may be required.  Official plans should also 
coordinate cross-boundary matters to complement the 
actions of other planning authorities and promote mu-
tually beneficial solutions.  Official plans shall provide 
clear, reasonable and attainable policies to protect 
provincial interests and direct development to suitable 
areas” (Section 4.7).

Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2017)
Policy Reference: 4.2.2 (Natural Heritage Systems)

• The Growth Plan states that the purpose of the Natural 
Heritage System is to protect natural heritage and bio-
diversity in the Greater Golden Horseshoe through the 
preparation of mapping prepared by the Province, a 
draft of which was recently released for public review 
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and discussion on June 28, 2017. This map identifies 
a series of interconnected wetland, woodlot and river 
corridor features within the System boundary, the ma-
jority of which are currently identified in the Town’s 
Official Plan.  However, it will be necessary to prepare 
an overlay of the proposed Provincial map to compare 
with the current mapping within the Town’s Official 
Plan.

• The implications of this new Provincial mapping as it 
relates to the Town’s current Greenlands System will 
require discussion and collaboration with the County 
of Simcoe as they will be required to integrate the new 
Growth Plan and provide direction to lower tiers with 
respect to implementation.

The 2017 Growth Plan introduces mapping prepared by the Prov-
ince and provides additional detail regarding the level of pro-
tection required for the natural heritage system than the 2006 
Growth Plan.

Simcoe County Official Plan (Final consolidated version, 
December 29, 2016)
Policy Reference: 3.8 (Greenlands)

• The Simcoe County Official Plan contains a number of 
policies intended to implement provincial policy and 
guide local policy development with respect to the 
identification and protection of a Natural Heritage 
System. 

• Policies addressing natural heritage in the County of 
Simcoe Official Plan are included in Section 3.8 and 
Schedule 5.1, the County’s primary Land Use Sched-
ule, identifies the location of the Greenlands designa-
tion. The Plan is also accompanied by a series of sub-
ordinate land use schedules which identify the location 
of natural heritage features, including wetlands and 
ANSIs.

• Section 3.8.10 lists the following features which com-
prise the County’s Natural Heritage System:

a. Habitat of endangered species and threat-
ened species;

b. Significant wetlands, coastal wetlands and 
all wetlands greater than 2 hectares in area;

c. Significant woodlands;

d. Significant valleylands;

e. Significant wildlife habitat;

f. Significant ANSIs;

g. Regional ANSIs;

h. Fish habitat;

i. Linkage areas; and,

j. Public lands.

• Section 3.8.12 requires local official plans to implement 
the County Greenlands System and Section 3.8.13 also 
requires local official plans to contain policies to evalu-
ate Planning Act applications to develop or alter lands 
located within the Greenlands System.

• Section 3.8.14 articulates policies and criteria for local 
municipalities to use in determining the significance of 
a woodland feature for the purpose of Official Plan land 
use designations and/or the evaluation of a develop-
ment application.

Existing New Tecumseth Official Plan (2010)
Policy Reference: Section 4.0 (Natural Environment Policies)

• At the time that the current Official Plan (NTOP) was 
being prepared, the Town, with the assistance of the 
NVCA and LSRCA, prepared a Natural Resource Man-
agement Plan Background Review and Natural Heri-
tage Model (2004), which described and evaluated the 
Town’s natural heritage features and functions.  This 
document provided a basis for the Greenland System 
found in the current Official Plan. The Greenland 
System is comprised of the Environmental Protection 
One and Environmental Protection Two land use desig-
nations, together with the Oak Ridges Moraine Natural 
Linkage Area.

• The Environmental Protection land use designations 
are mapped on Schedules B1 to B3 (Alliston, Beeton 
and Tottenham), the Alliston and Tottenham Second-
ary Plans as well as Schedules C1 to C3, and Schedules 
D1 to D5.  Schedule C1 – Natural Heritage Features, is 
included as Attachment 3 to this Discussion Paper.

• Aquifer vulnerability and wellhead protection areas 
within the ORMCP area are mapped on Schedule D4 
and D5, respectively.  Natural heritage features and 
functions associated with the Oak Ridges Moraine are 
mapped on Schedules D1 to D3.

• The Environmental Protection One land use designa-
tion is comprised of the following features:

 - Significant Woodland Policy Area 1;

 - Provincially Significant ANSI (Life Science);

 - Provincially Significant Habitat of Endangered and 
Threatened Species;

 - Provincially Significant Wetlands and all wetlands 
greater than 0.5 ha; and,

 - Lands below top of bank of watercourses and 
valleylands, including associated natural hazards 
(flooding and slope/erosion allowance).
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• The Environmental Protection Two land use designa-
tion is comprised of the following features:

 - Significant Woodland Policy Area 2;

 - Significant Wildlife Habitat;

 - Fish Habitat;

 - Regionally Significant ANSI (Life Science); and,

 - Environmentally Significant Areas.

• Uses permitted within the Environmental Protec-
tion One and Two designations are generally limited 
to conservation, low intensification recreational uses 
and legally existing agricultural or residential (includ-
ing legally existing zoning permission).  Environmental 
Protection One contains the most significant ecological 
features and functions.  All applications for develop-
ment and/or site alteration must be accompanied by 
an Environmental Impact Study.

• Section 4.0 further includes policies with respect to 
boundaries, adjacent lands, watershed planning, tree 
preservation and watercourses.

• The Oak Ridges Moraine Area permits only conserva-
tion/wildlife management uses, infrastructure corri-
dors and low intensity recreational uses, and requires 
further consultation with the Province for any amend-
ments to its associated schedules.

• The Environmental Protection land use designations 
are also mapped on Schedule “A” (Land Use).  Based 
on a desktop review of the current Official Plan sched-
ules, current aerial photography, and background data 
sources, it would appear that some environmental 
features have not been fully accounted for under the 
current land use designations. For example, the follow-
ing environmental features are not fully identified on 
the current schedules:

 - Evaluated wetlands (non-PSW);

 - Unevaluated wetlands;

 - Simcoe County Greenlands;

 - Woodlands;

 - Floodplains; and,

 - Fish habitat (stream classification).

Town of New Tecumseth Natural Heritage Memorandum 
(2017)
This section includes the research completed to date by 
Plan B Natural Heritage with respect to the review of New 
Tecumseth’s natural heritage features and supportive 
policy framework, in compliance with the Provincial Policy 
Statement.  This work is primarily based on information 
taken directly from the Watershed Report Cards prepared 

by NVCA (2013), air photo interpretation, the Ministry 
of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) Make-a-Map: 
Natural Heritage Areas database, as well as the current 
Town of New Tecumseth Official Plan schedules, the 
County of Simcoe Official Plan (Greenlands mapping), and 
information derived from the Lake Simcoe Region Conser-
vation Authority (LSRCA) website.  GIS data layers were 
also provided by the Nottawasaga Conservation Authority 
(NVCA), the Lake Simcoe Region Conservation Authority 
(LSRCA), and the MNRF Land Information Office (LIO).

Overview of Existing Natural Heritage Features

Sub-watersheds

Several sub-watersheds occur within the Town of New Te-
cumseth, mainly within the jurisdiction of the Nottawasa-
ga River Conservation Authority (NVCA), and to a lesser 
extent the Lake Simcoe Region Conservation Authority 
(LSRCA).  

The following NVCA sub-watersheds occur within the 
Town as shown on Figure 1:

• Nottawasaga River

• Boyne River

• Sheldon Creek

• Bailey Creek

• Beeton Creek

• Innisfil Creek

The lone LSRCA sub-watershed, the West Holland River, is 
located in the southeast corner of the municipality.

Physiography

There are several distinct physiographic regions that 
greatly influence the character and function of the natural 
heritage system features.  The key physiographic regions 
within the Town include the following:

• Simcoe Lowlands

• Schomberg Clay Plains

• Peterborough Drumlin Field

• Oak Ridges Moraine

Woodlands

The Town of New Tecumseth is largely rural in character 
with scattered urban areas (e.g. Alliston, Beeton, and 
Tottenham).  Woodland cover within the Town is highly 
fragmented, and is confined largely to riparian corridors, 
lowlands and upland areas unsuitable for farming due to 
topography and soil type.  

Large blocks of forest or woodland cover within the Town 
have been identified as “significant”, in accordance with 
the Provincial Policy Statement, the County Official Plan 
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and the companion Natural Heritage Reference Manual.  
Significant woodlands, which are categorized as Policy 1 
woodlands in the Town’s current Official Plan are mainly 
associated with upland, headwater areas, and along ripar-
ian corridors. Numerous, fragmented/isolated woodlots 
within the Town have also been mapped as “significant 
woodland” (Policy 2).

Environment Canada guidelines suggest that 30% wood-
land cover is the minimum requirement to support healthy 
habitat conditions for wildlife and plants.  

Woodlands/Forests by Sub-watershed (NVCA)

The following section provides an overview of the forest 
cover conditions within the various sub-watersheds that 
occur within the Town of New Tecumseth.  The infor-
mation is drawn directly from the respective Watershed 
Report Cards prepared by NVCA (2013).

1. Boyne River Sub-watershed

Forest cover in the Boyne River sub-watershed is sparse 
compared to other NVCA sub-watersheds.  Soils and 
slopes in the Boyne sub-watershed are better suited to 
farming than those in the Pine, Mad and Upper Notta-
wasaga River sub-watersheds, which accounts for the 
lack of forest cover and limited interior forest habitat.   
A narrow, fragmented natural corridor along the Boyne 
River valley extends east through Alliston to the Middle 
Nottawasaga River sub-watershed.

Based on the 2013 NVCA Watershed Report Card, forest 
cover in the Boyne River sub-watershed was 21.5%, which 
is well below the minimum target of 30% recommended 
by Environment Canada.

2. Middle and Upper Nottawasaga Sub-watershed

The provincially significant Beattie Pinery (south of Allis-
ton) is one of the last remnants of pine forest that once 
covered the well-drained portions of the Simcoe Low-
lands.  Coniferous and mixed forests along the Nottawasa-
ga River valley provide important winter habitat for deer.  
A narrow, fragmented valley corridor extends northeast, 
providing a connection to the Middle Nottawasaga River 
sub-watershed.  Overall, the Nottawsaga Valley provides 
an important corridor function within and between sub-
watersheds.

Within the Town of New Tecumseth, the middle reaches 
of the Nottawasaga River support a narrow band of ripar-
ian forest.  Large forest blocks supporting interior habitat 
conditions are located to the east of Nicolston.  These 
forested areas are part of a larger corridor linking natural 
areas to the north and south of the sub-watershed.

The forest cover in the Middle Nottawasaga sub-water-
shed was 27.6% in 2013, which is below the minimum 
target of 30% recommended by Environment Canada.  

Percent forest cover in the Upper Nottawasaga sub-wa-
tershed was slightly above the minimum target at 34.5% 
in 2013. 

3. Innisfil Creek Sub-watershed

As described in the Watershed Report Card (NVCA 2013), 
forest cover is poor within the Innisfil Creek sub-water-
shed, compared to the rest of the Nottawasaga River wa-
tershed.  Soils and slopes within the sub-watershed are 
well-suited to farming, and support extensive potato, sod 
and market farming operations.  Large forest tracts are re-
stricted to the extensive swamp east of Cookstown, the 
Bailey Creek Swamp forest north and northeast of Loretto, 
and scattered stands on the Oak Ridges Moraine.  These 
large forest blocks provide significant habitat for wildlife 
species that require undisturbed, deep forest habitat con-
ditions.

Swamp forest cover in the mid-reaches of Bailey Creek, 
Cookstown Hollows Swamp, and the headwaters of In-
nisfil Creek provide important winter habitat for deer.  
Headwater forests along the Oak Ridges Moraine provide 
natural corridors linking to the Humber River (Toronto 
Region Conservation Authority) to the south and the 
Holland River (Lake Simcoe Region Conservation Author-
ity) to the southeast, as well as to the Upper Nottawasaga 
sub-watershed to the west.

Fragmented forest cover along the Innisfil Creek valley 
provides a link to the Nottawasaga River valley to the 
west.

Forest cover in the Innisfil Creek sub-watershed in 2013 
was 19%, which is well below the Environment Canada 
minimum guideline.

Wetlands

The Town contains evaluated (Provincially Significant, 
non-Provincially Significant) and unevaluated wetlands.  
The wetlands are primarily associated with riparian cor-
ridors (floodplains), closed depressions (e.g. Oak Ridges 
Moraine) and a broad swath of lowlands with high water 
table conditions (i.e. Simcoe Lowlands physiographic 
region) that stretches across the upper central portion of 
the Town.  

Environment Canada reports that 10% wetland cover is 
the minimum requirement to support healthy water-
sheds.  

Wetlands by Sub-watershed (NVCA)

The following wetland overview is based on information 
provided in the Watershed Report Cards prepared by 
NVCA (2013).  
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1. Boyne River Sub-watershed

Within the Town of New Tecumseth, scattered wetlands 
occur along the riparian zone of the Boyne River, down-
stream of Alliston.

Wetland area in this sub-watershed was 10.3% in 2013, 
which is marginally higher than the 10% minimum guide-
line established by Environment Canada. 

2. Middle and Upper Nottawasaga Sub-watershed

Riparian wetlands occur along the Nottawsaga River 
(upper reaches), south of Alliston, in association with the 
floodplain and groundwater discharge zones.  Within the 
middle reach of the Nottawasaga River, isolated wetlands 
occur to the east of Nicolston and southeast of Alliston.  
Scattered riparian wetlands occur along the main river 
valley, to the south of Nicolston.

Wetland area in the Upper Nottawsaga sub-watershed 
was 10.8% in 2013, which is slightly higher than the 
minimum guideline established by Environment Canada.  
The Middle Nottawasaga sub-watershed had 12.6% 
wetland area in 2013, which exceeds the minimum stan-
dard identified by Environment Canada.

3. Innisfil Creek Sub-watershed

As noted in the Watershed Report Card (NVCA 2013), 
wetland conditions within the Innisfil Creek sub-water-
shed are fair to poor compared to the rest of the Notta-
wasaga River watershed. Historically, large areas of wet-
lands in the Innisfil Creek sub-watershed were cleared 
and drained in the Simcoe Lowlands to provide farmland.  
Recent Ducks Unlimited Canada data indicates that his-
torical wetland loss in the Town of New Tecumseth, the 
largest municipality within the sub-watershed, is 70.1%.

Large wetlands are associated with the Innisfil Creek 
Swamp and the Bailey Creek Swamp. Other sub-water-
shed wetlands tend to be small and isolated.  A number 
of these smaller, unevaluated wetlands could be added 
to the evaluated Bailey Creek Swamp and Innisfil Creek 
Swamp wetland complexes.

The Innisfil Creek sub-watershed had 8.3% wetland area 
in 2013, which is well below the Environment Canada 
minimum guideline of 10%.

Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSI)

The Beattie Pinery, a Life Science Area of Natural and Sci-
entific Interest, is located in the upper northwest section 
of the Town, in association with the Nottawasaga River. 
This area supports a large block of remnant pine forests, 
which used to occupy the better drained portions of the 
Simcoe Lowlands physiographic region.  

Corridors

From a corridor perspective, the Oak Ridges Moraine and 
the major river and stream corridors within the Town 
provide a very important linkage function that facilitates 
plant and wildlife dispersal between habitat patches.  The 
Oak Ridges Moraine functions as regional-scale corridor 
linking areas outside of the Town.  The West Holland River 
provides an important linkage connection between the 
Oak Ridges Moraine, the Holland Marsh and Lake Simcoe 
(Cook’s Bay).

Environment Canada recommends that a minimum 30 
metre buffer on each side of a watercourse, and over 
75% of its length, should be in natural vegetative cover to 
support healthy streams and rivers.  Due to the extensive 
agricultural land use in the Town, many of the watercours-
es do not fulfil this minimum criterion.

Significant Wildlife Habitat

Significant wildlife habitat features/functions have been 
identified to the northwest of Beeton, in association 
with a very large block of forest and wetland habitat that 
extends eastwards into the Township of Adjala-Tosoron-
tio.  Given that the woodland and wetland cover within 
the Town, including vegetated riparian buffer width, does 
not fully meet the minimum standards, as identified by 
Environment Canada, all remaining habitat patches would 
likely fulfil one or more of criteria identified in the Sig-
nificant Wildlife Technical Guide (MNR 2014) for defining 
“significant wildlife habitat.

The Town also supports large forest and wetland tracts 
that are of sufficient size to support interior habitat con-
ditions.  The watercourses associated with the various 
sub-watersheds that traverse the Town provide important 
corridor and linkage functions between remnant habitat 
patches within and beyond the limits of the municipality.

A large waterfowl staging area is located to the southeast 
of Nicolston, in association with a large wetland block (i.e. 
Innisfil Creek Swamp, Beeton Creek Swamp).

Aquatic Resources (NVCA)

The following overview of stream health and fisheries re-
sources is drawn from the NVCA Watershed Report Cards 
for the respective watercourses (NVCA 2013).

1. Boyne River

The Boyne River supports productive trout habitat up-
stream of the Earl Rowe reservoir (west of Alliston) to 
Shelburne.  As the Boyne River enters the Simcoe Low-
lands, river health declines due to nutrient loadings, river 
alterations and aggregate extraction activities.  Significant 
warming of the river occurs within the Earl Rowe reser-
voir.  Urban runoff inputs from Alliston also impact the 
Boyne River through its downstream reaches, to the con-
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fluence with the Nottawasaga River.  East of Alliston, the 
Boyne River exhibits moderately elevated phosphorus 
levels during low flow conditions, likely due to wastewa-
ter treatment plant discharge.

Spring Creek is a small, spring-fed creek that flows east-
ward along the southern boundary of urban Alliston.  It 
flows through the sandy loams of the Simcoe Lowlands, 
entering the Boyne River near Nicolston.  Spring Creek his-
torically has been considered to be impaired through Al-
liston; however, past efforts by industry to reduce impacts 
have been successful and health can now be considered 
only below potential.

Overall, stream health has remained unchanged between 
the 2007 and 2013 watershed report cards (NVCA 2013).

2. Nottawasga River – Middle and Upper Reaches

As described in the Watershed Report Card (NVCA 2013), 
the Middle Nottawasaga River extends from the river con-
fluence with Innisfil Creek (southeast of Alliston) down-
stream to Angus.  Downstream of the Nicolston dam, the 
river flows through a steep, narrow, well-forested valley 
that cuts through the sand plains of the Simcoe Lowlands.  
The Boyne River, Pine River and Innisfil Creek enter the 
Nottawasaga River through this section.  Lands next to 
the valley are typically well-drained and support extensive 
potato and sod farms.  Lands further away from the deep 
valley are generally imperfectly drained and support large 
tracts of lowland and swamp forest.

Surface water quality and stream habitat in the Middle 
Nottawasaga River sub-watershed ranges from “unim-
paired” to “impaired”.  The main river supports pike and 
bass and provides a migratory corridor for Rainbow Trout 
and Chinook Salmon, which pass upstream over the dam 
at Nicolston on their way to prime spawning grounds.  
Lake Sturgeon, a Threatened species, spawn in the riffles 
downstream of Nicolston. 

The upstream portion of the Middle Nottawasaga River is 
impaired/impacted by significant nutrient and sediment 
loadings from Innisfil Creek.  The large backwater area up-
stream of the Nicolston dam also contributes to impaired 
conditions.  Downstream of Nicolston, cleaner inflows 
from the Boyne and Pine Rivers, combined with natural 
river filtering, result in river health improvements and a 
“below potential” health rating.

Other Middle Nottawasaga tributaries originate in agricul-
tural landscapes and exhibit below potential to impaired 
stream health. As the tributaries approach the main 
river, they cut into deep valley systems and their health 
improves as they enter these forested areas and pick up 
groundwater flow (springs).

Nutrient concentrations (total phosphorus) are elevated 
on the main river largely due to inputs from Innisfil Creek.

From Loretto downstream to the Nottawasaga River’s 
confluence with Innisfil Creek, the upper reaches of the 
river flow through a valley cut into a large expanse of ag-
ricultural sand plains.  Stream health declines to below 
potential as the Nottawasaga River enters the agricultural 
landscape within the Town, with relatively sparse forest 
cover in the Simcoe Lowlands.

Overall, stream health has remained unchanged between 
2007 and 2013 (NVCA 2013).

3. Innisfil Creek

As described in the Watershed Report Card (NVCA), the 
Innisfil Creek subwatershed consists of four main creek 
systems – Innisfil Creek, Bailey Creek, Beeton Creek and 
Penville Creek – that drain the southeast portion of the 
Nottawasaga River watershed.  Innisfil Creek arises on 
the gently rolling sand-silt plains of the Simcoe Uplands 
south of Barrie.  Emerging from headwater forests and 
wetlands, it flows south into intensively farmed lowlands 
that extend through Cookstown downstream to the Not-
tawasaga River.

Bailey Creek emerges on the Oak Ridges Moraine near the 
hamlet of Connor. It winds southeastward through rolling 
forests and farm fields. Bailey Creek descends into the 
Schomberg Clay Plains north of Colgan, passing through 
a mix of agricultural lands and swamp/lowland forest. 
Downstream, the creek enters an intensive agricultural 
area within the Simcoe Lowlands as it flows eastward 
toward Beeton Creek.

Beeton Creek arises on the Oak Ridges Moraine south of 
Tottenham. Flowing north, the creek enters a reservoir 
at the Tottenham Conservation Area and then contin-
ues downstream. An east branch, originating east of Tot-
tenham, flows westward through agricultural lands and 
enters Beeton Creek north of Tottenham.  Beeton Creek 
continues to flow northward through an agricultural land-
scape, skirting the west side of Beeton before joining 
Bailey Creek and then entering Innisfil Creek.

Penville Creek emerges within a mix of hills (drumlins) and 
clay plains near Bond Head, flowing northward through 
agricultural lands before entering Innisfil Creek north of 
Newton Robinson.

Surface water quality and stream habitat in the Innisfil 
Creek subwatershed is poor compared to the rest of the 
Nottawasaga River watershed. Trout habitat is limited 
to the cool headwaters of the Innisfil, Bailey and Beeton 
Creek systems.

The headwaters of Innisfil Creek are spring-fed and exhibit 
“unimpaired” to “below potential” stream health as they 
flow through wetlands and forests on the Simcoe Uplands.  
Stream health declines rapidly as Innisfil Creek enters the 
Simcoe Lowlands due to sparse riparian (streamside) 
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vegetation and field drainage activities.  Extensive water 
taking for field irrigation reduces stream flow to near zero 
during drier summer conditions.

Stream health in the hilly moraine headwaters of Bailey 
and Beeton Creek also ranges from unimpaired to below 
potential.  Natural valley systems and contributing springs 
support healthy streams in the area. Stream health de-
clines as these creeks enter the intensive agricultural 
areas on the clay plains and lowlands.  The Tottenham 
reservoir warms the waters of Beeton Creek – trout are 
absent downstream of the dam.  Urban stormwater from 
Tottenham and Beeton also impacts this system.

The smaller tributaries of Innisfil Creek have below poten-
tial or “impaired” stream health largely influenced by a 
lack of natural land cover and the dominance of intensive 
agricultural land use.

At its downstream end, Innisfil Creek exhibits elevated 
phosphorus levels, 47% above provincial objective, during 
low flow periods.  Extensive agriculture in the subwater-
shed contributes to high nutrient loadings.

Overall, stream health in Innisfil Creek has declined since 
the 2007 report card, with declining conditions observed 
in Pinkerton Creek and Innisfil Creek itself near Highway 
89, and in its downstream reaches within the Town of 
New Tecumseth.

West Holland River Watershed (LSRCA)

The West Holland River watershed is located in the far 
southeast corner of the Town of New Tecumseth.  The 
West Holland River headwaters are primarily located in 
the Oak Ridges Moraine.  Remnant forests, wetlands and 
cultural vegetation communities are mainly associated 
with the main branch and its associated tributaries.  The 
environmental features associated with this section of the 
municipality are mapped as part of the LSRCA natural her-
itage system strategy.  The strategy identifies four levels of 
environmental importance and protection ranging from 
Level 1 and 2 (Provincially Significant) to Level 4 (Support-
ing Feature).  Level 1 and Level 2 features are primarily as-
sociated with the Oak Ridges Moraine (Natural Core and 
Linkage Area) and larger blocks of forest/wetland.  Com-
bined, these features form an important corridor that 
provides a linkage connection between the Oak Ridges 
Moraine, the Holland Marsh, and Lake Simcoe (Cook’s 
Bay).

Surface Water & Groundwater Quality

Surface water quality within the Town ranges from “very 
good” (i.e. Nottawasaga River) to “very poor” (i.e. Bailey 
Creek, Beeton Creek, Innisfil Creek).  High nutrient loading 
(phosphorous) from agricultural and urban runoff are the 
main sources of pollution (NVCA 2013).  Groundwater 
quality within the Town is considered, for the most part, 

to be “very good”, based on the NVCA Nottawsaga Valley 
Watershed Health Check (2013).  Wellhead protection 
areas are identified south of Alliston and Tottenham.

Hazard Lands

A large proportion of the Town contains “regulated” 
hazard lands such as valleylands, wetlands, areas of steep 
and/or eroding slopes, stream meander belts, and their 
associated “adjacent lands”.  The hazard lands are regu-
lated by NVCA and LSRCA within their respective jurisdic-
tions.  The hazard lands are primarily associated with the 
riparian corridors and wetlands.  A broad swath of regu-
lated hazard lands occurs in the upper central portion of 
the Town, in association with the Simcoe Lowlands phys-
iographic region.

Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan (ORMCP)

The Oak Ridges Moraine is located within the extreme 
southwest corner of the Town.  The Natural Linkage Area 
and Countryside Area designation encompasses the ma-
jority of this section of the Town.  The Linkage Area is part 
of a much larger inter-regional landscape scale plant and 
wildlife corridor.  Several significant woodlands are also 
identified within the ORMCP area, mainly associated with 
the rolling, hummock/hollow topography.  Numerous 
wetlands are associated with headwater drainage fea-
tures, and closed depressions.  

A large portion of the ORMCP within the Town is desig-
nated as Category 1 and 2 Landform Conservation Area.  
The Oak Ridges Moraine is an important groundwater re-
charge and discharge (headwaters).  Aquifers in this area 
are primarily High Vulnerability, although areas of Low 
Vulnerability are also present.

A large portion of the ORMCP within the Town is iden-
tified as a Significant Mineral Resource Area (sand and 
gravel resources). 

Simcoe County Greenlands

Many of the natural heritage system features described 
above (i.e. valleylands, wetlands, and large woodlands) 
are also identified as “Greenlands” in the current Simcoe 
County Official Plan.

Species-at-Risk

The Town of New Tecumseth supports a mosaic of habitat 
types that have the potential to support species-at-risk 
protected under the Endangered Species Act.  The natural 
heritage system features described above represent the 
key habitat features in this regard.  Rural agricultural lands 
also have the potential to support species-at-risk.

Given that the woodland and wetland cover within the 
Town, including vegetated riparian buffer width, does not 
fully meet the minimum standards identified by Environ-
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ment Canada, all remaining habitat patches have a high 
potential to support species-at-risk now and in the future.

Source Water Protection

A very large area within the Town is mapped as a source 
water protection area, primarily associated with key areas 
of groundwater recharge and discharge.  Wellhead pro-
tection areas with varying degrees of vulnerability occur 
within the extreme southwest and southeast portions of 
the Town, as well as in the upper northwest quadrant, in 
association with existing Municipal wells. The identifica-
tion and protection of these features was the subject of 
a recent Official Plan Amendment to the Town’s current 
Official Plan.

Preliminary Natural Heritage System

Based on the above research, a preliminary natural heri-
tage system has been prepared for the Town of New Te-
cumseth (Attachment 4). The key components of the 
natural heritage system include the following:

• Woodlands

• Wetlands

• Watercourses

Discussion
• The Province has released draft regional natural heri-

tage system mapping for the Greater Golden Horse-
shoe, which the Province envisions as an overlay over 
primary land use designations (Attachment 5).  The 
draft Provincial mapping is prepared at a very high 
level with limited detail, and therefore includes a much 
reduced natural heritage system for the Town, in com-
parison with either the existing Town Official Plan, the 
County Official Plan or the preliminary natural heritage 
system developed by Plan B for this project.  As a result, 
following discussion with the County and Conservation 
Authorities, the Town will be proceeding with Plan B’s 
natural heritage system mapping.  This natural heritage 
system, which was prepared at the Town-scale, was de-
veloped most recently, using the most up-to-date data 
and considering the current policy framework.  Further, 
this mapping includes a more comprehensive system of 
lands which is consistent with current approaches used 
by the Conservation Authorities, such as the inclusion 
of hazard lands and a wider range of unevaluated wet-
lands.  It should also be noted that there are some sig-
nificant concerns with respect to using the Province’s 
‘overlay’ approach for the natural heritage system – in 
particular its defensibility from appeal and ease of im-
plementation/interpretation.

• Further refinements will continue to be made to the 
natural heritage system based on additional informa-
tion provided by the NVCA/LSRCA, aerial photograph 
interpretation, a review of current Town OP sched-
ules, and a natural heritage policy analysis.  Finalized 
updated LSCA mapping may be available later in 2018.  
With respect to the ORMCP area, revisions will be re-
quired to ensure consistency with the updated policies 
in the 2017 Plan.

• It is unclear why certain features are designated as En-
vironment Protection One, which has a higher level of 
policy protection compared to the Environment Pro-
tection Two lands, in the existing Official Plan.  The 
current approach in the PPS is to identify and protect a 
single level natural heritage system.  Therefore through 
the preparation of the new natural heritage system for 
the Town, a single level natural heritage system will be 
used to ensure the highest level of environmental pro-
tection.  

• Given that the ORMCP and the Lake Simcoe Protection 
Plan (LSPP) apply to the Town, consideration should 
be given to applying the highest environmental policy 
standard to the Town of New Tecumseth as a whole.  
The 2013 NVCA Watershed Report Cards that apply to 
the Town support this recommendation, as the sub-

• Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (Beattie Pinery 
Life Science ANSI)

• Significant Wildlife Habitat Features (Deer Wintering 
Area, Waterfowl Staging Area)

• LSRCA Natural Heritage Features (Levels 1 to 4)

• Regulated Slope/Valley Hazard (NVCA/LSRCA)

• Regulated Meander Erosion Hazard (NVCA/LSRCA)

• Regulated Flood Hazard (NVCA/LSRCA)

Public Comments
• It is important to preserve and enhanced the natural 

heritage system and existing green space for future 
generations, including the Tottenham Pond Conserva-
tion Area.

• The Official Plan policies should restrict the expansion 
of the settlement areas to protect natural areas from 
the threat of development.

• The shoreline of Boyne River should be enhanced 
where it passes through Alliston, including both im-
proved shoreline protections and public access.
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watershed data clearly indicates that there is a deficit 
of forest and wetland habitat cover, including riparian 
buffers, as well as impaired surface water quality.  It 
will be necessary to review the existing OP policies in 
this context, and explore opportunities for restoration 
and greening initiatives.  The OP policies may also con-
sider the potential for ecological offsetting, where ap-
propriate.

• The Official Plan will require updates to ensure the im-
plementation of the new PPS natural heritage policies 
and the new Species at Risk Act, while also facilitating 
and encouraging planned urban development within 
the Town’s settlement areas.

Direction
Stemming from these discussion points is the following Di-
rection which frames the policy recommendations below.

1. The Natural Heritage System is a fundamental structur-
ing element and is required to be accurately identified 
and protected by Provincial and County policies.

Recommendations
The Natural Heritage System is a fundamental structuring 
element and is required to be accurately identified and protected 
by Provincial and County policies.

It is recommended that:

1. Section 4.0 “Natural Environment Policies” of the exist-
ing OP be updated to conform to the new Provincial 
and County planning frameworks, as well as the new  
Species at Risk Act. Provincial and County policies call 
for the preparation of an Environmental Impact Analy-
sis to be implemented through this Official Plan Review. 
The objective of this work is to identify the Natural Her-
itage System. Some of the important items to consider 
in the new OP policy framework include:

a. Update the OP policies to reflect and protect the 
updated Natural Heritage System inventory; and,

b. Introduce new policies regarding Endangered 
Species and Species at Risk.

2. The Natural Heritage System, as it will be defined 
through this Official Plan Review process, be more 
clearly defined on the Town’s Official Plan Schedules as 
a single-level system.  
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HOUSING
Ensuring the availability of a full range of housing options is critical in meeting the needs of current 
and future residents of all incomes, ages, lifestyles and abilities.  This diversity of housing types will 
help the Town to welcome new residents and make it possible for residents to stay within their com-
munity throughout their lifecycle, as their needs and preferences change.  Providing for a sufficient 
supply of affordable housing is also an important goal, and recognized by Simcoe County, with the 
County Official Plan directing local municipalities to achieve a minimum affordable housing target of 
10% of new development.

The Town of New Tecumseth has three settlement areas, which provides multiple areas that may ac-
commodate some intensification and higher density forms of housing.  Alliston, as a Primary Settle-
ment Area in the Growth Plan and the County Official Plan, will accommodate the highest level of 
intensification.  Intensification will play an important role in providing a full range of housing forms, 
while also contributing to more dynamic centres, support for local businesses and more efficient use 
of infrastructure.  With the introduction of new housing development and intensified housing forms, 
it will also be increasingly important to support measures which ensure that new development builds 
on and supports the existing community character, provides public benefits and contributes to a 
higher quality public realm.

Policy Background
Definitions
AFFORDABLE means:

a. In the case of home ownership, the least expensive of:

1. Housing for which the purchase price results in 
annual accommodation costs which do not exceed 
30 percent of gross annual household income for 
low and moderate income households;

2. Housing for which the purchase price is at least 
10 percent below the average purchase price of a 
resale unit in the regional market area.

b. In the case of rental housing, the least expensive of:

3. A unit for which the rent does not exceed 30 
percent of gross annual household income for 
low and moderate income households;

4. A unit for which the rent is at or below the average 
market rent of a unit in the regional market area. 
(County OP)

INTENSIFICATION means the development of a proper-
ty, site or area at a higher density than currently exists 
through:

a. Redevelopment, including the reuse of brownfield 
sites;

b. The development of vacant and/or underutilized lots 
within previously developed areas;

c. Infill development; and,

d. The expansion or conversion of existing buildings. 
(County OP)

REDEVELOPMENT means the creation of new units, uses 
or lots on previously developed land in existing communi-
ties, including brownfield sites. (PPS)

RESIDENTIAL INTENSIFICATION means intensification of a 
property, site or area which results in a net increase in 
residential units or accommodation and includes:

a. Redevelopment, including the redevelopment of 
brownfield sites;

b. The development of vacant or underutilized lots within 
previously developed areas;

c. Infill development;

d. The conversion or expansion of existing industrial, 
commercial and institutional buildings for residential 
use; and

Planning Issue No. 6
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e. The conversion or expansion of existing residential 
buildings to create new residential units or accommo-
dation, including accessory apartments, second units 
and rooming houses. (PPS)

SPECIAL NEEDS means any housing, including dedicated 
facilities, in whole or in part, that is used by people who 
have specific needs beyond economic needs, including 
but not limited to, needs such as mobility requirements 
or support functions required for daily living.  Examples 
of special needs housing may include, but are not limited 
to, housing for persons with disabilities such as physi-
cal, sensory or mental health disabilities, and housing for 
older persons.

Provincial Policy Statement (2014)
Policy References: Section 1.1 (Managing and Directing Land Use 
to Achieve Efficient and Resilient Development and land Use Pat-
terns; and Section 1.4 (Housing).

• The PPS states that healthy, liveable and safe commu-
nities are sustained by accommodating an appropriate 
range and mix of residential options, including second 
units, affordable housing and housing for older persons 
(1.1.1).

• The PPS calls on municipalities to provide an appropri-
ate range and mix of housing types and densities to 
meet projected requirements of current and future 
residents of the regional market area.  To do so, plan-
ning authorities are required to: 

 - Maintain at all times the ability to accommodate 
residential growth for a minimum of 10 years 
through residential intensification and redevel-
opment and, if necessary, lands which are desig-
nated and available for residential development; 

 - Maintain at all times land with servicing capacity 
to support at least a three-year supply of residen-
tial units available through lands suitably zoned 
to facilitate residential intensification and rede-
velopment, and land in draft approved and reg-
istered plans;

 - Establish minimum affordable housing targets;

 - Permit and facilitate the development of special 
needs housing;

 - Permit and facilitate all forms of residential inten-
sification and redevelopment;

 - Permit second units;

 - Direct new housing to locations served by exist-
ing or planned infrastructure and public service 
facilities;

 - Promote residential densities that use land, re-
sources, infrastructure and public service facilities 
efficiently, and support the use of active transpor-
tation and transit in areas where it exists or is to 
be developed; and,

 - Establish development standards for residential 
intensification, redevelopment and new residen-
tial development that minimize housing costs and 
facilitates compact form (Sections 1.4.1 & 1.4.3).

Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2017)
Policy Reference: Section 1.2.1 (Guiding Principles); Section 2.2.6 
(Housing)

• A guiding principle of the Growth Plan is to “support 
a range and mix of housing options, including second 
units and affordable housing, to serve all sizes, incomes, 
and ages of households”.

• To support the creation of complete communities, 
policy 2.2.6.3 directs municipalities to use available 
tools to require that multi-unit residential develop-
ments incorporate a mix of unit sizes to accommodate 
a diverse range of household sizes and incomes.

• Municipalities will maintain at all times where devel-
opment is to occur, land with servicing capacity suffi-
cient to provide at least a three-year supply of residen-
tial units. This supply will include, and may exclusively 
consist of, lands suitably zoned for intensification and 
redevelopment.

The 2017 Growth Plan adds a specific housing subsection, re-
quires single and upper tier municipalities to prepare a housing 
strategy and places more focus on affordable and multi-unit 
housing compared to the 2006 Growth Plan, while continuing 
the focus on intensification.

Simcoe County Official Plan (Final consolidated version as 
per December 29, 2016)
Policy Reference: Section 3.2 (Population and Employment Pro-
jections/Allocations); Section 3.5 (Settlements); Section 4.1 
(Healthy Communities and Housing Development); and Section 
4.3 (Affordable Housing).

Mix of Housing Types

• The development of a wide range of housing types and 
densities, including affordable housing, is a goal of the 
OP.

• Policy 3.5.29 states that “development within the built-
up areas and designated Greenfield area of settlement 
areas may be of higher density to achieve the policy 
directives of this Plan but should be compatible with 
adjacent residential areas. The local municipalities may 
explore means to ensure compatibility through such 
measures as transitional densities, built form and land 
uses”.
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• Under Section 3.5 Growth Management, it is policy 
“that in the development of settlements that a range of 
types of housing, including detached, semi-detached, 
townhouse, and apartment units, be provided, along 
with a mix of affordable housing, to meet a variety of 
housing needs,” and that “Local municipal Official Plans 
and zoning bylaws shall facilitate the provision of a 
range of housing types and affordable housing” (Policy 
3.5.30).

• Under Section 4.1.7, the OP requires that “Local mu-
nicipalities shall make available: sufficient quantity 
of housing, taking into account demand to improve 
choice, and housing development in suitable locations, 
which offers a good range of public service facilities 
and proximity to jobs, key services, and infrastructure.”

Affordability

• Under Section 4.3 Affordable Housing, the OP states 
that “The County will work with local municipalities to: 
reduce unmet housing needs, reduce housing inequali-
ty, improve housing quality, and provide for an efficient 
delivery of affordable housing” (Policy 4.3.1).

• Further under Section 4.3, the County encourages the 
local municipalities:

 - To permit secondary or accessory suites in resi-
dential buildings;

 - To revise their zoning bylaws to ensure that 
minimum zoning provisions do not hamper the 
appropriate provision of affordable housing at 
any residential location;

 - To use alternate development standards to facili-
tate development of affordable housing;

 - Utilize Section 37 of the Planning Act authorizing 
height and density increases in return for the pro-
vision of affordable housing;

 - To make provision of grants in lieu of develop-
ment charges, planning fees, cash-in-lieu of park-
land fees and cash-in-lieu of parking requirement 
to affordable housing proposals; and,

 - Support the County target of a minimum of ten 
percent (10%) of all new housing units created 
each year to be affordable housing units.

Intensification

• Alliston is identified as a primary settlement area in the 
Simcoe County OP and is considered an area suitable 
for intensification.  The OP Growth Management Policy 
3.5.6 states that “…Municipalities with primary settle-
ment areas will, in their official plans, identify primary 
settlement areas, identify and plan for intensification 
areas within primary settlement areas and ensure the 

development of high quality urban form and public 
open spaces within primary settlement areas through 
site design and urban design standards that create at-
tractive and vibrant places that support walking and 
cycling for everyday activities and are transit-support-
ive.” Policy 3.5.8 further states that municipalities with 
more than one settlement area must undertake growth 
management studies to determine the hierarchy of all 
settlements and the distribution of population and em-
ployment growth.

• Under Policy 3.5.24 Intensification, “it is a policy of this 
Plan that local municipalities will plan to achieve the 
following minimum percentages of all new residential 
units occurring annually to be developed within the 
built boundaries of settlement areas by the year 2015 
and for each year thereafter.” The minimum intensifica-
tion target for new residential units that has been al-
located to New Tecumseth is 40%.  

• It is the policy of the County that each local munici-
pality “shall develop an intensification strategy and im-
plement the strategy through its Official Plan in order 
to phase in and achieve the intensification targets in 
Section 3.5.24 of this Plan.”  The strategy will:

 - Promote efficient use of land in built-up areas; 

 - Identify intensification areas; 

 - Promote the development of mixed use areas 
within settlements;

 - Identify areas for revitalization and redevelop-
ment;

 - Identify the type and scale of development ap-
propriate for the intensification areas;

 - Identify means to mitigate the effects of intensifi-
cation on stable residential areas;

 - Identify means to protect stable residential areas 
outside of intensification areas;

 - Develop cost-effective and land efficient develop-
ment standards; and,

 - Identify a program for monitoring the achieve-
ment of the intensification targets (Policy 3.5.25).

Our Community 10-Year Affordable Housing and Homeless-
ness Prevention Strategy (2014-2024)
• The Strategy outlines what actions are needed to ef-

fectively address the housing and homelessness needs 
across the County and emphasizes the need for coop-
eration among the County, local municipalities and the 
private sector.
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• The Moving Forward Model provides the minimum af-
fordable housing targets for the County and local mu-
nicipalities and aims to make improvements over and 
above the status quo to address affordable housing 
needs within the 10 year timeframe.  The Town of New 
Tecumseth’s minimum affordable housing target to 
2024 is 241 additional units.

• The Strategy also includes a number of priority activi-
ties for both the County and local municipalities which 
include:

 - The County should make a clear commitment to 
the municipalities as to the financial tools it will 
support and the circumstances under which it will 
also waive and/or defer fees or taxes to facilitate 
the development of affordable housing;

 - Amending local Official Plans to include the provi-
sion of a full range of housing types, in order to 
meet the diverse needs of residents; and,

 - All municipalities will be encouraged to adopt 
planning, financial and policy tools highlighted in 
the Strategy to facilitate and promote affordable 
housing development across the County.

Existing New Tecumseth Official Plan (2010)
Policy Reference: Section 3.3 (Goals and Objectives); Section 5.2 
(Urban Residential) and Section 6.4 (Country Residential)

• Section 3.3.5 provides the goals and objectives:

 - It is the goal of this Plan to ensure that an ad-
equate supply of land and housing choices are 
available for present and future residents.

a. To ensure that there is a ten (10) year supply 
of land designated and available for residential 
development and a three (3) year supply of 
residential lots in registered and draft plan ap-
proved subdivisions at all times, provided that 
there is sufficient water and wastewater capac-
ity available to service development.

b. To encourage and support opportunities for 
mixed-use development in appropriate loca-
tions that assist in the achievement of intensi-
fication and affordable housing.

c. To encourage the use of surplus public lands 
for affordable housing only if the site is appro-
priate for such a use and located where the use 
would be compatible with adjacent uses.

d. To encourage the development of a range of 
housing types and densities that are appro-
priate for diverse consumers including differ-
ent age groups, household sizes, affordability 
levels and tenures.

e. To monitor the conversion of rental housing 
to ownership housing to ensure that a viable 
amount of rental housing continues to be avail-
able.

f. To protect neighbourhoods from incompatible 
land use impacts such as traffic and noise.

g. To create opportunities for an adequate supply 
of housing with a mix of densities, unit types, 
affordability and tenures.

h. To incorporate in the design of subdivisions 
measures intended to achieve healthy commu-
nities that encourage walking, energy conser-
vation, accessibility and protection of signifi-
cant natural features.

i. To encourage the establishment and pre-zon-
ing of medium and high density areas.

• Section 5.2, Urban Residential, aims to provide a variety 
of housing types to meet the needs of residents from a 
range of social and economic backgrounds and to en-
courage residential development which contributes to 
a high quality urban environment.

• Section 5.2 outlines the policies for the Urban Resi-
dential designation, and states that the objectives of 
the Official Plan include providing a range of housing 
options, including intensification where appropriate, 
maintaining the quality and character of existing neigh-
bourhoods and making efficient use of infrastructure 
and land.

• The Official Plan intends to only recognize existing 
estate and country residential  developments and that 
the development of new country or estate residential 
subdivisions on land not designated as Country Resi-
dential is prohibited.

Public Comments
• Future growth should contribute to increasing the avail-

able housing options, including both ground-based and 
multi-unit residential dwellings.

• It is critical to ensure that there is appropriate housing 
for residents of all ages and income levels, including 
for seniors, to meet life cycle needs where residents 
can stay in the same community as their needs shift.  
Careful attention should be paid to the location of the 
range of housing options, such as locating housing for 
seniors near services and community hubs.
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• The Official Plan should recognize the opportunities for 
increased density/multi-unit housing forms in down-
town areas where intensification can support local busi-
nesses and contribute to a high quality public realm.

• More support is needed for additional rental/afford-
able housing.

• The Official Plan should encourage higher building 
forms as a way to more efficiently use land and avoid 
expansion into rural and agricultural areas - build up, 
not out.

Discussion

Full range of housing options
• It is a goal of the Town to provide a full range of housing 

types and tenures to meet the housing needs of all 
current and future residents throughout their lives, ir-
respective of income, ability or lifestyle.  This mix and 
diversity makes it possible for households to move 
within one community as housing needs and lifestyle 
preferences change.

• The Town should continue to encourage the provision 
of a greater housing mix during the development ap-
proval process.  However, recent trends have dem-
onstrated that new development still tends to skew 
towards single detached dwellings, with fewer multi-
unit residential options.  Further, public and industry 
comments have indicated that there is insufficient af-
fordable housing, especially for those who work at in-
dustrial jobs within the Town.  The Town may consider 
strengthening their policies with respect to the provi-
sion of a range of housing options within new develop-
ments, including multi-unit residential buildings, which 
will also play a role in helping individuals live nearer to 
where they work.

• Provincial and County policy direct the Town to promote 
the provision of affordable housing and to identify an 
affordable housing target. Affordable housing refers to 
market housing whose cost meets a defined thresh-
old of average household income. The Town should 
consider the addition of new policies that encourage 
and facilitate the production of affordable housing and 
special needs housing, including the establishment of 
the affordable housing target of 10% (as encouraged 
by County policy).  The Town should also consider the 
introduction of various incentives for affordable and/
or special needs housing.  As a component of the 10% 
affordable housing target, the County’s Affordable 
Housing and Homelessness Prevention Strategy as-
signed New Tecumseth a minimum target of 241 ad-
ditional affordable housing units by 2024.

• In considering the issues related to housing, the con-
sultation process identified the following Guiding Prin-
ciple:

 - Ensure that a range of affordable housing options 
is available throughout New Tecumseth to meet 
the life cycle needs of residents, including both 
ground-based and multi-unit dwellings.

• The Provincial and County policies provide a strong em-
phasis on the need to provide for a mix of housing types 
and to encourage the efficient use of infrastructure 
through intensification.  This direction, in combination 
with growth management targets, will play a strong 
role in the type of new housing which is approved and 
in supporting the creation of affordable housing.

 - The requirement for 40% residential intensifica-
tion will deliver housing forms that will have the 
propensity to be both more affordable and rental 
vs. ownership. This will contribute to the achieve-
ment of the Town’s affordable housing target and 
will support the goal of a diverse housing stock;

 - Encouraging a greater range of housing types in 
new developments is likely to result in a housing 
stock that meets a wide range of housing needs, 
as well as include more affordable options;

 - The growth management recommendations 
promote intensification in areas outside of stable 
residential neighbourhoods and employment 
areas, with an emphasis on the downtowns.  This 
will provide more opportunities for redevelop-
ment and the addition of residential units near 
commercial and employment destinations.

• The Town should also review the existing policies for 
second units, and consider permissions in semi–de-
tached and row houses and in ancillary structures, to be 
consistent with Provincial requirements.  Some second 
units are already permitted in the Zoning By-Law, but 
any further changes should be updated.

Special needs housing
• Considering changing demographics, it is important to 

ensure that there are sufficient housing options appro-
priate for and/or geared to seniors.  The Official Plan 
policies should consider directing retirement and long-
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term care facilities closer to the downtowns to be close 
to services and amenities, and incorporate multi-sto-
rey, higher density buildings to achieve sufficient yields 
on small sites.

• Providing for universally accessible housing options will 
play an important role in enabling the widest spectrum 
of residents, regardless of age or ability, to live within 
the community.  Special needs housing, including sup-
portive housing and accessible affordable housing, 
should also be prioritized, to accommodate residents 
of varying or developing needs.

Direct density to downtowns
• This Official Plan review will include establishing a 40% 

intensification target for all new housing units.  While 
gentler and more managed intensification may occur 
throughout the settlement areas, such as through 
second units, the downtown areas provide the most 
suitable locations for more intense forms of develop-
ment.  For this reason, the Town should encourage and 
support opportunities for higher density residential de-
velopment at appropriate locations in the downtowns.  
This will provide housing choices which are easily ac-
cessible to a range of amenities and services, contrib-
ute to a high quality public realm and add to the diver-
sity of housing choices.  Further, this type of residential 
development can contribute to transit-supportive den-
sities for future service.

• The consultation process identified the following 
Guiding Principle:

 - Direct higher density and mixed use development 
forms to the downtowns while ensuring their 
compatibility with the existing community and 
their contribution to a high quality public realm.

Directions
Stemming from these discussion points are the follow-
ing Directions which frame the policy recommendations 
below.

1. The Town should ensure that a full range of housing 
options, including affordable housing options, is avail-
able to meet the needs of current and future residents.

2. Encourage the provision of special needs housing, and 
ensure that it is located in proximity to a range of ser-
vices and amenities.

3. Higher density residential development should be di-
rected to the downtowns, to make efficient use of ex-
isting infrastructure and facilities and to contribute to a 
higher quality public realm.

Recommendations
The Town should ensure that a full range of housing options, 
including affordable housing options, is available to meet the 
needs of current and future residents.

It is recommended that:

1. The Town add a separate “Housing” subsection to the 
existing Section 7.0 “General Development Policies” 
to include Town-wide housing policies, which would 
include:

a. Policies that facilitate the development of afford-
able or special needs housing;

b. The establishment of an affordable housing target 
of 10%, including a minimum affordable housing 
target of 241 units by 2024; and,

c. Incentive options to support the provision of af-
fordable or special needs housing.

2. The policy approach of requiring that a range of housing 
types be provided in new developments be strength-
ened and clarified.

3. The “Accessory Apartment” policies be revised to be 
consistent with Provincial requirements and that they 
be moved to the new “Housing” subsection.

Encourage the provision of special needs housing, and ensure 
that it is located in proximity to a range of services and ameni-
ties.

It is recommended that:

1. The provision of special needs housing and/or housing 
geared to seniors be directed to locations in close prox-
imity to a range of services and amenities, such as in 
the downtowns.

Higher density residential development should be directed to the 
downtowns, to make efficient use of existing infrastructure and 
facilities and to contribute to a higher quality public realm.

It is recommended that:

1. Higher density forms of housing be encouraged and fa-
cilitated in or near the downtowns and along important 
commercial corridors.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD DESIGN
The availability and access to community services and amenities for residents of all incomes, ages and 
abilities is important for maintaining a high quality of life and the sense of community and belonging 
which is so valued in the Town.  The ease of access to these services and amenities is based on both 
their design, in accordance with the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, and location.  By 
directing new services and amenities to centres and hubs, they further support the efficient use of 
infrastructure and the vitality of the community.  Other important neighbourhood design elements, 
such as high quality public spaces, streetscapes and built form also play a critical role in successful 
communities and instill an important pride of place in local residents.

Policy Background
Definitions
COMMUNITY FACILITIES include emergency services, li-
braries, schools, health care facilities, municipal buildings, 
and public recreation facilities.  (County OP)

COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE refers to lands, buildings, 
and structures that support the quality of life for people 
and communities by providing public services for health, 
education, recreation, socio-cultural activities, security 
and safety, and affordable housing. (County OP)

PUBLIC SERVICE FACILITIES means land, buildings and 
structures for the provision of programs and services pro-
vided or subsidized by a government or other body, such 
as social assistance, recreation, police and fire protection, 
health and educational programs, and cultural services.  
Public service facilities do not include infrastructure. (PPS)

Provincial Policy Statement (2014)
Policy References: Section 1.5 (Public Spaces, Recreation, Parks, 
Trails and Open Space); Section 1.6 (Infrastructure and Public 
Service Facilities); and 1.7 (Long-Term Economic Prosperity)

• The PPS advises that healthy and active communities 
should be promoted by planning public spaces, street 
and recreation settings to be accessible, equitably dis-
tributed, to foster social interaction and to promote 
travel by active transportation (1.51).

• Public service facilities shall be provided in a coordinat-
ed, efficient and cost-effective manner and integrated 
with land use planning to ensure that they are finan-
cially viable over their life cycle and meet projected 
needs (1.6.1).

• The PPS requires that “Infrastructure and public service 
facilities should be strategically located to support the 
effective and efficient delivery of emergency manage-
ment services” and that “Public service facilities should 
be co-located in community hubs, where appropriate, 
to promote cost-effectiveness and facilitate service in-
tegration, access to transit and active transportation” 
(Section 1.6.4 and 1.6.5).

• Economic prosperity should be supported by encour-
aging a sense of place, by promoting well-designed 
built form and conserving features that help define 
character.

Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2017)
Policy Reference: Section 3.2.8 (Public Service Facilities); 5.2.5 
(Targets); Section 6.3 (Simcoe Sub-area: Managing Growth)

• The Growth Plan will be implemented through the co-
ordination of land use planning and the planning and 
investment in public service facilities.

• Policy 3.2.8.2 encourages the integration and co-loca-
tion of public service facilities and public services in 
community hubs to promote cost-effectiveness.  Mu-
nicipalities will further collaborate and consult with 
service planning, funding and delivery sectors to fa-
cilitate the co-ordination and planning of community 
hubs and other public service facilities.

• Municipalities should prioritize maintaining and adapt-
ing existing public service facilities and spaces as com-
munity hubs to meet community needs and optimize 
the long-term viability of public investments.  Existing 
public service facilities that are located in or near stra-

Planning Issue No. 7
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tegic growth areas and are easily accessible by alterna-
tive modes of transportation should be the preferred 
location for community hubs.

• Policy 3.2.8.6 states that new public service facilities, 
including hospitals and schools, should be located in 
settlement areas and preference should be given to 
sites that are easily accessible by alternative modes of 
transportation.

• In section 5.2.5, the Growth Plan directs municipali-
ties to develop and implement urban design and site 
design official plan policies and other supporting docu-
ments that direct the development of a high quality 
public realm and compact form.

• Policy 6.3.2 d) states that municipalities with primary 
settlement areas will, in their official plans and other 
supporting documents, “ensure the development 
of high quality urban form and public open spaces 
within primary settlement areas through site design 
and urban design standards that create attractive and 
vibrant places that support walking and cycling for ev-
eryday activities and are transit-supportive”.

The 2017 Growth Plan places further emphasis on the coordina-
tion and co-location of public service facilities in community hubs 
which are easily accessible by alternative transit modes than the 
2006 Growth Plan.

Simcoe County Official Plan (Final consolidated version as 
per December 29, 2016)
Policy Reference: Section 4.2 (Community Facilities and Services)

• Under Policy 4.2.1, the County directs community fa-
cilities and services to settlements. 

• Further Policy 4.2.2 states that “community facilities 
shall be connected to municipal sewage services and 
municipal water services or private communal sewage 
services and private communal water services where 
available.” 

• Policy 4.2.3 promotes opportunities for adaptive reuse 
of public service facilities, where feasible and subject 
to local municipal official plans. Prior to developing 
new infrastructure and public service facilities, op-
portunities for adaptive re-use should be considered, 
wherever feasible. 

• Policy 4.2.4 states that “community facilities and public 
service facilities should be co-located in community 
hubs, where appropriate, to promote cost-effective-
ness and facilitate service integration, access to transit 
and active transportation.”

Existing New Tecumseth Official Plan (2010)
Policy Reference: Section 3.3 (Goals and Objectives); Section 7.6 
(Public Parkland); and Section 7.7 (Urban Design)

• The objectives relating to neighbourhoods in Section 
3.3 include:

 - To ensure that the character and stability of ex-
isting and well established residential neighbour-
hoods is maintained and enhanced by ensuring 
that development and redevelopment is compat-
ible, in terms of built form, with the character of 
adjacent buildings and neighbourhoods and the 
scale and density of existing development.

 - To ensure that neighbourhoods are compact, pe-
destrian-friendly with the mix of housing types, 
community facilities, commercial areas and open 
spaces.

 - To protect neighbourhoods from incompatible 
land use impacts such as traffic and noise.

 - To ensure provision of essential community ser-
vices including schools, parks, recreation facilities 
and other institutional uses in residential neigh-
bourhoods.

• The Official Plan aims to maintain and enhance a com-
plete network of parks and open space to meet the 
needs of residents, which will include neighbourhood 
parks, community parks and special open space parks.

• Policy 7.6.3.1 outlines the siting and design of public 
parkland, with an emphasis on safety, accessibility and 
connectivity with the wider open space network.

• Section 7.7 addresses the design of public and semi-
public and private realms.  In particular, these policies 
encourage the following:

 - Creating a high quality public realm;

 - Designing buildings and streetscapes to support 
pedestrians;

 - Ensure compatibility between new development 
and existing built form;

 - High quality building design;

 - The use of landscaping to improve the public 
realm;

 - Minimizing the impact of surface parking; and,

 - The use of whole building design.
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Draft Parks, Recreation and Culture Master Plan (2017)
• The Town is currently undertaking an updated Parks, 

Recreation and Culture Master Plan (PRC Master Plan) 
which will provide overarching-direction to the imple-
mentation of a range of projects.  This draft Plan is not 
yet in effect and has not been adopted by Council.

• The PRC Master Plan provides recommendations 
for the short, medium and long-term to address the 
highest identified needs, including:

 - Improvements needed to existing facilities;

 - Need for an indoor pool;

 - Impact of change on PRC services related to 
growth challenges; and,

 - Continued focus on policy development and com-
munication improvements

• In particular, the PRC Master Plan includes recommen-
dations with respect to park planning, trails and heri-
tage preservation.

Discussion
Public spaces and facilities
• It is an objective of the Town to ensure that residents 

can enjoy a high quality public realm, easy access to 
facilities and services and attractive and welcoming 
communities.  Community improvement planning can 
incorporate consideration of wide ranging elements 
which together contribute to a high quality of life.  Po-
tential elements that may be considered for a strength-
ened policy framework may include:

 - Upgrading and maintaining municipal services, 
active transportation facilities, public utilities, and 
social and recreational facilities so that they meet 
or exceed minimum standards and are inclusive 
and accessible for people of all ages and abilities;

 - Preserving, restoring, or adaptively re-using older 
buildings and buildings of cultural heritage value 
or interest;

 - Addressing climate change mitigation and adapta-
tion, such as through building retrofits for energy 
efficiency, renewable and district energy systems, 
water conservation and low impact development 
strategies; and,

 - Revitalizing the settlement areas, including 
through mixed use infill development and rede-

velopment, streetscaping, beautification proj-
ects, façade improvement, and the promotion of 
tourism activities.

• The following Guiding Principles was identified through 
the public consultation process:

 - Ensure effective coordination between new de-
velopment and the provision of community ser-
vices, facilities and infrastructure.

• The Town should encourage and facilitate the coordi-
nated development, maintenance, and expansion of 
community facilities and services throughout the three 
settlement areas, for the purpose of meeting the social, 
health, recreational, cultural and educational needs of 
residents regardless of age, physical ability and financial 
means.  Priority should be given to locating facilities in 
community hubs, such as the downtowns, where they 
are easily accessible to a significant population through 
a full range of transportation modes.  The Town could 
also explore creative approaches to the development 
of facilities and delivery of services, with the Town par-
ticipating in the co-design and co-delivery of services 
with other government agencies, the private sector 
and/or non-profit organizations.

Public Comments
• It is important that new development and housing re-

spects the character of the existing, surrounding com-
munities.

• Neighbourhood improvement initiatives, relating to el-
ements such as parkland, sidewalks, tree canopy and 
parking should be encouraged.

• The Official Plan must ensure the appropriate distribu-
tion of community facilities, including schools, swim-
ming pools, libraries, and health services, and should 
considered creative space sharing agreements.

• Building design should be addressed in the Official Plan, 
including high quality built form, appropriate building 
materials and compatibility.

• There must be equal treatment among settlement 
areas with respect to community facilities and infra-
structure.

• Subdivision design policies should be strengthened and 
include consideration of safe neighbourhood design, 
school locations, public/amenity spaces, walking/
biking trails and community gardens.
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• The Town should implement the recommendations 
from the Parks, Recreation and Culture Master Plan 
(2017), once finalized. 

• The consultation process also identified the following 
Guiding Principles:

 - Achieve design excellence through high quality 
built form and public spaces to foster an active 
public realm which celebrates New Tecumseth’s 
character.

• The current Official Plan already includes a number 
of policies guiding streetscape and urban design.  The 
Town should consider strengthening these policies to 
provide clearer guidance for public investments and for 
how development should relate to the public realm.  
Additional policies should also be considered to direct 
the creation of a high quality public realm and public 
open spaces which encourage active transportation, as 
well as the establishment of a percentage tree canopy 
target and other tree protection policies.  Through this 
exercise, recommendations may be considered for 
future updates to the Town’s Urban Design Guidelines.

• The Simcoe Muskoka District Health Unit published a 
Healthy Community Design document to support mu-
nicipalities in developing Official Plan policies.  This 
document can provide guidance in incorporating ap-
propriate healthy community policies for New Tecums-
eth in the areas of the environment, safety, physical 
activity, food access and social well-being.

Compatibility
• The concept of compatible development is critical to 

appropriately accommodating and encouraging re-
development and intensification.  The Town of New 
Tecumseth, through this Official Plan Review, will be 
placing a stronger emphasis on accommodating resi-
dential growth through intensification and therefore it 
will be important that an appropriate policy framework 
is in place which ensures that new development pro-
vides a positive contribution to the community, without 
deterring this form of development.  Policy guidance 
for compatible development should also focus on en-
couraging redevelopment within the downtown areas.

• The Town should consider the inclusion of policy lan-
guage to support the establishment of Town-wide ar-
chitectural control guidelines for new development, 
which could address elements such as building design, 
design for priority/high visibility locations, and archi-
tectural standards.  These guidelines would comple-
ment the Town’s existing Urban Design Guidelines, by 
more specifically addressing the proposed buildings 
and providing a mechanism through which the Town 
can ensure high quality built form.

Recommendations
The Town should prioritize a high quality public realm through 
the creation of accessible community hubs and greenspaces, 
streetscape improvements and supporting healthy community 
initiatives.

It is recommended that:

1. The Town include a new subsection in Section 7.0 
“General Development Policies” under the title of 
“Community Infrastructure and Public Service Facili-
ties” where the Town will encourage:

a. Creative approaches to the development of facili-
ties and delivery of services, with the Town partic-
ipating in the co-design and co-delivery of servic-
es with other government agencies, the private 
sector and/or non-profit organizations;

b. The coordination of community infrastructure 
and public service facility planning, land-use plan-
ning, and community infrastructure investment;

c. The development of an appropriate range of com-
munity infrastructure and public service facilities 
to meet the needs of the Town resulting from 
population changes and to foster complete com-
munities;

d. Opportunities for adaptive reuse, where feasible, 
prior to developing new public service facilities;

e. The development of community infrastructure 
and public service facilities in defined community 
hubs that support future transit use and active 
transportation initiatives; and,

• The consultation process identified the following 
Guiding Principle:

 - Promote New Tecumseth’s small town character 
and ensure the compatibility of new develop-
ment with the existing built form.

Directions
Stemming from these discussion points are the follow-
ing Directions which frame the policy recommendations 
below.

1. The Town should prioritize a high quality public realm 
through the creation of accessible community hubs 
and greenspaces, streetscape improvements and sup-
porting healthy community initiatives.

2. New development must contribute to and be compat-
ible with existing communities.
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f. The co-location of community infrastructure and 
public service facilities to promote cost-effective-
ness and facilitate service integration.

2. That Section 7.0 “General Development Policies” 
address community improvement initiatives that may 
be undertaken to achieve a number of benefits such as:

a. Upgrading and maintaining municipal services, 
active transportation facilities, public utilities, and 
social and recreational facilities so that they meet 
or exceed minimum standards and are inclusive 
and accessible for people of all ages and abilities;

b. Preserving, restoring, or adaptively re-using older 
buildings and buildings of cultural heritage value 
or interest;

c. Providing high quality public open spaces;

d. Establishing a percentage tree canopy target and 
additional tree protection;

e. Bolstering local community growth, including 
with regard to arts and culture, tourism, com-
merce and industry;

f. Addressing climate change mitigation and adapta-
tion, such as through building retrofits for energy 
efficiency, renewable and district energy systems, 
water conservation and low impact development 
strategies;

g. Revitalizing the settlement areas, including 
through mixed use infill development and rede-
velopment, streetscaping, beautification proj-
ects, façade improvement, and the promotion of 
tourism activities; and,

h. Promoting active transportation initiatives, com-
plete streets and universal accessibility.

3. Section 7.7 “Urban Design” be revised to strengthen 
the existing policies to provide clearer guidance for 
public investments and for how development should 
relate to the public realm.

4. The Town update its Section 37 height and density 
bonusing policy framework. These policies would 
permit increases in development height and/or density 
(greater than existing zoning provisions) in exchange 
for community benefits, such as:

a. Affordable, assisted or accessible housing;

b. Enhanced streetscaping;

c. Public works enhancements beyond those re-
quires to service the development;

d. Enhanced energy conservation methods and in-
novative designs;

e. The use or reuse of vacant land and buildings 
within the built boundary;

f. Improvements to the compatibility among exist-
ing land uses

g. Improvements to public access and connections 
to community facilities, open space, natural areas 
and the Boyne River, including multi-use path-
ways and a trails system;

h. Parkland improvements, including to the Totten-
ham Conservation Area; and,

i. Public art.

New development must contribute to and be compatible with ex-
isting communities.

It is recommended that:

1. The following policy guidance be provided with respect 
to intensification:

a. Identify the type and scale of development ap-
propriate for each of the identified intensification 
areas;

b. Provide an appropriate transition of built form to 
adjacent areas and identify the means to mitigate 
the effects of intensification on stable residential 
neighbourhoods;

c. Establish design and development standards for 
residential intensification in all locations, and 
most specifically where it is to be accommodated 
with the identified stable residential neighbour-
hoods; and,

d. Update sub-section 7.7.2.2 “Building Design and 
Siting” with respect to the criteria for compatibil-
ity.

2. The OP establish a clear policy framework for the 
design issues of infill, redevelopment and conversion 
related to compatible development in existing neigh-
bourhoods.
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SERVICING
The appropriate supply and quality of servicing is integral to the management of growth, conserva-
tion of resources and quality of life.  In particular, the integration of servicing/infrastructure policies 
with land use plan is necessary to ensure logical and efficient development.  Provincial and County 
policies are also placing an increasing emphasis on promoting and encouraging green infrastructure, 
innovative stormwater management strategies, energy conservation and low impact development 
to support infrastructure systems.  The need to mitigate the impacts of climate change is at the 
forefront of recent policies and plans and the Town will have to consider how to address these policy 
implications.

Policy Background
Definitions
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE means natural and human-
made elements that provide ecological and hydrologi-
cal functions and processes.  Green infrastructure can 
include components such as natural heritage features and 
systems, parklands, stormwater management systems, 
street trees, urban forests, natural channels, permeable 
surfaces, and green roofs. (PPS)

INFRASTRUCTURE means physical structures (facilities and 
corridors) that form the foundation for development.  In-
frastructure includes: sewage and water systems, septage 
treatment systems, stormwater management systems, 
waste management systems, electricity generation fa-
cilities, electricity transmission and distribution systems, 
communications/telecommunications, transit and trans-
portation corridors and facilities, oil and gas pipelines and 
associated facilities. (PPS)

LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT (LID) is a stormwater man-
agement strategy and design approach that seeks to 
manage urban runoff and stormwater pollution.  LID em-
phasizes conservation and use of on-site natural features 
to protect water quality by implementing infiltrating, fil-
tering, storing, evaporating, and detaining runoff close to 
its source.

MUNICIPAL SEWAGE SERVICES means a sewage works 
within the meaning of section 1 of the Ontario Water Re-
sources Act that is owned or operated by a municipality. 
(PPS)

MUNICIPAL WATER SERVICES means a municipal drinking-
water system within the meaning of section 2 of the Safe 
Drinking Water Act, 2002. (PPS)

Planning Issue No. 8

Provincial Policy Statement (2014)
Policy References: Section 1.1 (Managing and Directing Land Use 
to Achieve Efficient and Resilient Development and Land Use Pat-
terns); Section 1.6 (Infrastructure and Public Service Facilities); 
and Section 1.8 (Energy Conservation, Air Quality and Climate 
Change).

• Healthy, liveable and safe communities are achieved 
by: 

e. promoting cost-effective development patterns 
and standards to minimize land consumption and 
servicing costs;

g. ensuring that necessary infrastructure, electricity 
generation facilities and transmission and distri-
bution systems, and public service facilities are or 
will be available to meet current and projected 
needs; and,

h. promoting development and land use patterns 
that conserve biodiversity and consider the 
impacts of a changing climate” (Section 1.1.1).

• The PPS states under Section 1.6.1 that “Infrastruc-
ture, electricity generation facilities and transmission 
and distribution systems, and public service facilities 
shall be provided in a coordinated, efficient and cost-
effective manner that considers impacts from climate 
change while accommodating projected needs” and 
that they be coordinated and integrated with land use 
planning.

• The PPS states further under Section 1.6.2 that “Plan-
ning authorities should promote green infrastructure 
to complement infrastructure.”

• Municipal sewage services and municipal water ser-
vices are the preferred form of servicing for settlement 
areas and individual on-site sewage and water services 
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may only be used for infilling and minor rounding out 
of existing development within settlement areas (Sec-
tions 1.6.6.2 & 1.6.6.4).

• Under the PPS “Planning authorities shall support 
energy conservation and efficiency, improved air 
quality, reduced greenhouse gas emissions, and climate 
change adaptation through land use and development 
patterns” (Section 1.8).

Ontario Climate Change Action Plan, 2016
• The Province is committed to reducing greenhouse gas 

pollution to fight climate change, through the recent-
ly finalized cap and trade program and incentives for 
the use of clean technology, with the ultimate goal of 
cutting greenhouse gas pollution to 80 percent below 
1990 levels by 2050.

• The Plan outlines key actions the Province will take to 
combat climate change, create jobs in clean technology 
and construction, increase consumer choice and gener-
ate opportunities for investment.

• Reducing greenhouse gas pollution generated by trans-
portation and buildings are key components of the 
Plan, with the Province encouraging the use of zero-
emission vehicles, transit, energy efficient buildings 
and small-scale green energy systems on buildings.

• The Plan also acknowledges the need to protect and 
support low-income households, vulnerable communi-
ties and renters through initiatives such as establishing 
a green bank and reinvesting proceeds from the cap 
and trade program to help households and businesses 
save on their energy costs.

• Further, the Plan states that the Province will work in 
partnership with First Nations and Metis communities 
to address climate change and to build capacity to par-
ticipate in the economic opportunities that may arise. 

• In particular, one of the identified Action Areas is 
Land-use Planning: Support low-carbon communities, 
through which the Plan outlines how community form 
and design can have a profound impact on the emis-
sion of greenhouse gases:

 - The Province proposes a number of changes to the 
Municipal Act and the Planning Act to strengthen 
climate change mitigation policies in municipal 
documents, including setting green development 
standards and requiring climate change mitiga-
tion and adaptation policies in Official Plans;

 - The Province intends to provide funding for Com-
munity Energy Plans and Climate Action Plans 
with greenhouse gas pollution inventories as well 
as energy mapping initiatives; and,

 - The Province will provide tools for municipalities 
to pilot congestion management plans and “low 
emission zones” and provide grants for Transpor-
tation Demand Management Plans.

Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2017)
Policy Reference: Section 3.2.6 (Water and Wastewater Systems); 
Section 3.2.7 Stormwater Management

• Policy 3.2.6.1 states that municipalities should gener-
ate sufficient income to recover the full cost of provid-
ing and maintaining municipal water and wastewater 
systems.

• According to the Growth Plan, municipal water and 
wastewater systems and private communal systems 
will be planned, designed, constructed and expanded 
with consideration of improved efficiency through 
energy and water conservation and water demand 
management, serving growth to achieve minimum 
density and intensification targets and the preparation 
of a comprehensive water or wastewater master plan 
or equivalent, informed by watershed planning.

• Municipalities that share an inland water source or re-
ceiving water body will co-ordinate their planning for 
potable water, stormwater, and wastewater systems 
based on watershed planning to ensure that the quality 
and quantity of water is protected, improved, or re-
stored.

• Section 3.2.7 directs municipalities to develop storm-
water master plans, or equivalent, for serviced settle-
ment areas that:

a. are informed by watershed planning;

b. protect the quality and quantity of water by as-
sessing existing stormwater facilities and systems;

c. characterize existing environmental conditions;

d. examine the cumulative environmental impacts 
of stormwater from existing and planned devel-
opment, including an assessment of how extreme 
weather events will exacerbate these impacts and 
the identification of appropriate adaptation strat-
egies;

e. incorporate appropriate low impact development 
and green infrastructure;

f. identify the need for stormwater retrofits, where 
appropriate;

g. identify the full life cycle costs of the stormwater 
infrastructure, including maintenance costs, and 
develop options to pay for these costs over the 
long-term; and,
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h. include an implementation and maintenance 
plan.

• Further, Policy 3.2.7.2 outlines that proposals for large-
scale development through a secondary plan, plan of 
subdivision and vacant land plan of condominium or 
site plan will be supported by a stormwater manage-
ment plan or equivalent, that:

a. is informed by a subwatershed plan or equivalent;

b. incorporates an integrated treatment approach 
to minimize stormwater flows and reliance on 
stormwater ponds, which includes appropriate 
low impact development and green infrastruc-
ture;

c. establishes planning, design, and construction 
practices to minimize vegetation removal, grading 
and soil compaction, sediment erosion, and im-
pervious surfaces; and,

d. aligns with the stormwater master plan for the 
settlement area, where applicable.

The 2017 Growth Plan includes a new stormwater management 
subsection and increased requirements for comprehensive infra-
structure plans compared to the 2006 Growth Plan.

Simcoe County Official Plan (Final consolidated version as 
per December 29, 2016)
Policy Reference: Section 4.5 (Resource Conservation); and 
Section 4.7 (Infrastructure: Sewage and Water Services). 

• Under the Air Quality Section of the OP, Policy 4.5.42 
states that,

“This Plan promotes improved air quality through 
land use development patterns that promote 
compact and mixed use development, transit usage 
where appropriate, alternative transportation and 
active transportation systems, and forest manage-
ment and reforestation efforts as a means of foster-
ing maintenance and improvement of air quality.  
The County will work in co-operation with the ap-
propriate agencies to assist in the maintenance and 
improvement of air quality in the County.”

• The County promotes “energy conservation through 
land use development patterns that:

a. Promote compact, mixed use development;

b. Promote Active Transportation and the use of 
transit; 

c. Maximize, where appropriate, the use and pro-
duction of alternative energy systems or renew-
able energy systems, such as solar, wind, biomass 
or geothermal energy; and,

d. Maximize the use of existing natural areas and 
newly planted vegetation to reduce the urban 
heat island effect” (Policy 4.5.43).

• The County also promotes renewable energy systems 
and alternative energy systems, where feasible (Policy 
4.5.44).

• The County OP states that the preferred method of 
servicing settlement areas is full municipal sewage and 
water services (Policy 4.7.4).

• In Section 4.7.8 the County Official Plan encourag-
es local municipalities to undertake comprehensive 
master servicing plans for development within settle-
ment areas. Local municipal growth management strat-
egies shall consider the ability to provide full munici-
pal or private communal services as a key element in 
directing and/or focusing development for long-term 
growth and development.   

• Policy 4.7.9 states that planning for sewage and water 
services shall: 

a. direct and accommodate expected growth or 
development in a manner that promotes the ef-
ficient use and optimization of existing services; 

b. ensure that the systems are provided in a manner 
that can be sustained by the water resources 
upon which such services rely; is feasible, finan-
cially viable and complies with all regulatory re-
quirements; and protects human health and the 
natural environment; 

c. promote water conservation and water use effi-
ciency; 

d. integrate servicing and land use consideration at 
all stages of the planning process; and, 

e. be in accordance with the servicing hierarchy out-
lined in the policies above.

• The County states that planning for infrastructure and 
public service facilities may go beyond a 20-year time 
horizon (4.7.14).

• In addition, the County Official Plan states that devel-
opment, redevelopment and intensification for settle-
ment area uses should generally be directed to loca-
tions with full municipal sewage and water services 
and private communal sewage and water services or to 
adjacent locations where the services can be efficiently 
extended to those forms of development through an 
approved EA (Policy 4.7.17).
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Existing New Tecumseth Official Plan (2010)
Policy Reference: Section 7.10 (Public Uses and Infrastructure); 
Section 7.11 (Settlement Area Expansions)

• The New Tecumseth Official Plan permits public uses 
and infrastructure in all land use designations subject 
to any regulatory requirements.

• New development in urban expansion areas is required 
to coincide with and support required infrastructure 
development, including the building of roads, schools, 
parks and the introduction of transit services and fa-
cilities, an increase in public servicing levels such as 
fire and police services and the timely development of 
water and waste water servicing infrastructure.  The 
Official Plan outlines that these infrastructure consid-
erations are critical in the evaluation of appropriate 
phasing.  Urban expansions may only occur subject to 
a County MCR.

Previous Plans and Studies
Addendum to the 2005 Class Environmental Assessment for 
Wastewater Treatment, 2010

• The preferred alternative to provide wastewater servic-
ing to the Town of New Tecumseth is to upgrade the 
Tottenham WWTP to a total capable facility, expand the 
Regional WWTP to 23,000 m3/d and maintain the Al-
liston WWTP at its current CofA rated capacity.  This 
alternative has the following advantages:

 - Lower overall impact with respect to the environ-
mental, technical, social, and economic consider-
ations for the Town;

 - Provides a source of water for downstream water 
users on Beeton Creek;

 - Greater operational flexibility; and,

 - Lower capital cost and 25 year lifecycle costs.

• It was recommended that the new plant to replace the 
existing Tottenham WWTP be constructed on the exist-
ing site.  This recommendation has been implemented 
by the Town.  The benefits of constructing the new 
plant on the existing site included:

 - No need to acquire land;

 - No concerns regarding heritage lands;

 - Minimal construction footprint; and,

 - Minimal impact on environment and neighbours.

Water Supply, Distribution, and Storage Master Plan, 2016

• The purpose of this study was to accommodate current 
and long term growth needs in Alliston, Beeton and 
Tottenham to 2031 and beyond and to address identi-
fied issues with respect to the water supply network.

• Based on the work undertaken, the preferred alterna-
tive is to increase groundwater supply by an additional 
3,200 m3/d to address short term needs, then increase 
the Collingwood supply to the 23,500 m3/d, in accor-
dance with the 1999 agreement.

• Highlights of the recommended works for the preferred 
alternative include:

 - A new transmission pipeline from Beeton to Tot-
tenham to be constructed on a priority basis to 
provide the primary supply to Tottenham, such 
that the Tottenham wells would only be used to 
supplement peak demands.

 - A new elevated tank in Alliston to improve storage 
and provide improved fire flow protection to in-
dustrial areas.

 - Upgrades to the Collingwood plant and additional 
booster pumping capacity to increase flows to 
those planned in the 1999 agreement.

 - Various pumping station reservoir and water 
main upgrades throughout each of the distribu-
tion systems.

Public Comments
• Plan for sufficient infrastructure capacity for new 

growth, while ensuring the efficient use of existing in-
frastructure.

• Prioritize addressing existing infrastructure deficien-
cies, including water quality issues within Tottenham 
and draining issues in Beeton.

• Service capacity needs to be in place to support inten-
sification within the settlement areas.
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Discussion
Innovative infrastructure
• The existing Official Plan does not include a dedicated 

section addressing engineering matters and therefore 
a restructuring will be necessary to include policies 
addressing these topics, including the relevant find-
ings and recommendations of recent infrastructure 
studies.  In particular, the Province requires munici-
palities to consider and plan for the impacts of climate 
change and to support energy conservation and green 
infrastructure initiatives.  These new planning and en-
gineering concepts need to be considered and incorpo-
rated within the Official Plan.

• The Province provides stronger direction with respect 
to stormwater management in the 2017 Growth Plan.  
Municipalities are now required to develop stormwa-
ter plans for serviced settlement areas and proposals 
for large-scale development must be supported by 
a stormwater management plan or equivalent.  Both 
these documents are to incorporate best management 
practices in stormwater management, such as appro-
priate low impact development and green infrastruc-
ture.  The Town already has policies with respect to 
stormwater management studies, but these need to be 
updated to conform to the new Provincial direction. 

• Provincial planning frameworks direct planning author-
ities to consider and implement:

 - Green infrastructure to complement infrastruc-
ture;

 - The potential impacts of climate change that may 
increase the risk associated with natural hazards;

 - Innovative stormwater management actions as 
part of redevelopment and intensification; and,

 - Policies to implement conservation objectives 
related to water conservation, energy conserva-
tion, air quality protection and integrated waste 
management.

• The Town should consider promoting innovative resi-
dential and public building designs that contribute to 
energy reduction and natural resource conservation, 
such as green roofs, synergies between buildings and 
site management practices.  Further, urban forest poli-
cies that speak to the benefits of the urban forest, such 
as reduction in air pollution, urban heat island effect, 
energy savings, habitat for urban wildlife, biodiversity, 
and opportunities for recreation and physical activity, 
should be incorporated.

Efficient infrastructure
• Provincial and County planning frameworks require 

the Town to support energy conservation and climate 
change adaptation through land use and development 
patterns and standards. Healthy, liveable and safe com-
munities are achieved by “promoting development and 
land use patterns that conserve biodiversity and con-
sider the impacts of a changing climate.”  With respect 
to this issue more specifically, Provincial and County 
planning frameworks state that “infrastructure, elec-
tricity generation facilities and transmission and dis-
tribution systems, and public service facilities shall be 
provided in a coordinated, efficient and cost-effective 
manner that considers impacts from climate change 
while accommodating projected needs.”  To this end, 
the Official Plan must support the efficient use of in-
frastructure through higher density forms of develop-
ment and intensification.  As a result, ensuring that 
infrastructure is available to accommodate intensified 
development within the built up area will be an impor-
tant objective of the Town.

• The Province and County have stated that the preferred 
form of servicing for new development in settlement 
areas is through full municipal services.  An important 
component of this discussion will be to prioritize full 
municipal services within New Tecumseth’s settlement 
areas and strengthen the policy framework around this 
requirement.  The Town will also have to determine 
whether there should be any specific exceptions to this 
requirement, and how they may be managed.  Further, 
policies may be considered with respect to ensuring 
that infrastructure upgrades required to support new 
growth are paid for by new development.

• The Town should introduce policies to encourage the 
preparation of a Town-wide Climate Change Adapta-
tion Plan, in response to Ontario’s Climate Change 
Action Plan.

Directions
Stemming from these discussion points are the follow-
ing Directions which frame the policy recommendations 
below.

1. Opportunities to facilitate innovative and green infra-
structure and energy initiatives should be considered.

1. The Town should prioritize the efficient use of infra-
structure through higher densities on full municipal 
services.
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Recommendations
Opportunities to facilitate innovative and green infrastructure 
and energy initiatives should be considered.

It is recommended that:

1. The Official Plan be revised to include an “infrastruc-
ture” section to outline engineering matters, and which 
would include the following:

a. Relevant conclusions and recommendations from 
infrastructure studies;

b. The incorporation of green infrastructure to com-
plement infrastructure;

c. Consideration of the potential impacts of climate 
change that may increase the risk associated with 
natural hazards and potential mitigation strate-
gies;

d. Innovative stormwater management actions as 
part of redevelopment and intensification;

e. Introducing low impact development policies; 
and,

f. Policies to implement conservation objectives 
related to water conservation, energy conserva-
tion, air quality protection and integrated waste 
management.

2. The requirement for stormwater plans for serviced set-
tlement areas and stormwater management plans or 
equivalent for proposals for large-scale development 
be included and that the stormwater management 
study policies be updated.

3. The Town consider the inclusion of policies to promote 
innovative building designs and urban forest policies.

The Town should prioritize the efficient use of infrastructure 
through higher densities on full municipal services.

It is recommended that:

1. Policies are introduced to encourage the preparation 
of a Town-wide Climate Change Adaptation Plan.  The 
Town should also consider the inclusion of climate 
change adaptation policies which would apply to all 
capital works projects.

2. The Official Plan specify the requirement for new de-
velopment to occur through development patterns 
and densities that make efficient use of infrastructure, 
reduce energy consumption, improve air quality and 
consider the impacts of climate change.

3. Infrastructure investment in identified intensification 
areas, such as the downtowns, be prioritized to facili-
tate this form of development.

4. The policy framework be strengthened and clarified 
with respect to new development occurring on full mu-
nicipal services within settlement areas.  Further, infra-
structure upgrades and expansions should be paid for 
by new development.
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TRANSPORTATION
Recent trends in land use and transportation planning, as well as public health research, emphasize 
the importance of ensuring the provision of a well-connected, attractive and functional multi-modal 
system to provide more balanced access to alternative transportation modes.  Alternative transpor-
tation modes, including walking, cycling and transit, will become increasingly important within New 
Tecumseth’s settlement areas as more intensified development occurs and as a means to increase the 
accessibility of all residents.  Provincial and County policies require that the Town meet the transpor-
tation needs of all users, irrespective of mode, including the implementation of a ‘complete streets’ 
approach.  Further, a priority of the Town is to enhance the multi-modal connectivity for residents 
throughout the Town’s settlement areas and to the wider region, which will better facilitate access to 
jobs, services, recreation and housing.

Planning Issue No. 9

Policy Background
Definitions
ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION means any form of human-
powered travel, including but not limited to, walking, 
cycling, in-line skating, and travel with the use of mobility 
aids, including motorized wheelchairs and other power-
assisted devices moving at comparable speed. (PPS)

COMPLETE STREETS means a public right-of-way where 
the transportation facilitates and adjacent land uses are 
planned, designed and constructed to accommodate 
users of all ages and abilities including pedestrians, cy-
clists, transit vehicles, automobiles, and freight traffic.

MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM means a trans-
portation system which may include several forms of 
transportation such as automobiles, walking, trucks, 
cycling, buses, rapid transit, rail (such as commuter and 
freight), air and marine. (PPS)

TRANSIT-SUPPORTIVE in regard to land use patterns, 
means development that makes transit viable and im-
proves the quality of the experience of using transit.  It 
often refers to compact, mixed-use development that has 
a high level of employment and residential densities.  Ap-
proaches may be recommended in guidelines developed 
by the Province or based on municipal approaches that 
achieve the same objectives. (PPS)

TRANSPORTATIO DEMAND MANAGEMENT means a set of 
strategies that result in more efficient use of the transpor-
tation system by influencing travel behaviour by mode, 
time of day, frequency, trip length, regulation, route, or 
cost. (PPS)

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM means a system consisting of 
facilities, corridors and rights-of-way for the movement of 

people and goods, and associated transportation facilities 
including transit stops and stations, sidewalks, cycle lanes, 
bus lanes, high occupancy vehicle lanes, rail facilities, 
parking facilities, park’n’ride lots, service centres, rest 
stops, vehicle inspection stations, inter-modal facilities, 
harbours, airports, marine facilities, ferries, canals and as-
sociated facilities such as storage and maintenance. (PPS)

Provincial Policy Statement (2014)
Policy References: Section 1.5 (Public Spaces, Recreation, Parks, 
Trails and Open Space); Section 1.6.7 (Transportation Systems); 
Section 1.6.8 (Transportation and Infrastructure Corridors); 
and Section 1.8 (Energy Conservation, Air Quality and Climate 
Change).

• The PPS states that “healthy, active communities 
should be promoted by planning public streets, spaces 
and facilities to be safe, meet the needs of pedestrians, 
foster social interaction and facilitate active transpor-
tation and community connectivity” (Section 1.5.1 a)).

• The PPS calls for the provision of safe, efficient, inter-
connected and multi-modal transportation systems 
that meet projected needs. Efficient use shall be made 
of existing and planned infrastructure, such as through 
the use of transportation demand management.

• The PPS recognizes the connection between land use 
patterns and transportation choices, and calls for inte-
grated planning that minimizes the length and number 
of vehicle trips, and supports transit and active trans-
portation (Section 1.6.7.4).
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• The PPS also requires planning authorities to plan for 
and protect corridors and rights-of-way for infrastruc-
ture, including transportation and transit. (1.6.8.1)

• Major goods movement facilities and corridors, in par-
ticular, are required to be protected for the long term 
(Section 1.6.8.2).

• To reduce greenhouse gas emissions from transporta-
tion, the PPS calls on planning authorities to:

b. promote the use of active transportation and 
transit in and between residential, employment 
(including commercial and industrial) and institu-
tional uses and other areas;

c. focus major employment, commercial and other 
travel-intensive land uses on sites which are well 
served by transit where this exists or is to be de-
veloped, or designing these to facilitate the es-
tablishment of transit in the future; and,

e. improve the mix of employment and housing 
uses to shorten commute journeys and decrease 
transportation congestion (1.8.1).

Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2017)
Policy Reference: Section 3.2.2 (Transportation – General); 
Section 3.2.3 (Moving People); Section 3.2.4 (Moving Goods)

• The Growth Plan will be implemented through the in-
tegration of transportation system planning, land use 
planning and transportation investment.

• Policy 3.2.2.2 states that “the transportation system 
within the GGH will be planned and managed to:

a. provide connectivity among transportation 
modes for moving people and for moving goods;

b. offer a balance of transportation choices that 
reduces reliance upon the automobile and pro-
motes transit and active transportation;

c. be sustainable and reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions by encouraging the most financially and en-
vironmentally appropriate mode for trip-making 
and supporting the use of zero- and low-emission 
vehicles;

d. offer multimodal access to jobs, housing, schools, 
cultural and recreational opportunities, and 
goods and services;

e. accommodate agricultural vehicles and equip-
ment, as appropriate; and,

f. provide for the safety of system users.”

• Further, the Growth Plan prioritizes the construction of 
complete streets and requires that a complete streets 

approach be adopted in the design, refurbishment 
or reconstruction of the existing and planned street 
network.

• Policy 3.2.2.4 requires that municipalities include trans-
portation demand management policies in their Official 
Plans to reduce trip times and distances, increase the 
modal share of alternative transportation modes, pri-
oritize active transportation, transit and goods move-
ment, expand active transportation infrastructure and 
consider the needs of major trip generators.

• Section 3.2.3 states that public transit will be the first 
priority from transportation infrastructure planning 
and investment.

• The Growth Plan directs municipalities to ensure that 
active transportation networks are comprehensive and 
integrated into transportation planning.

• Section 3.2.4 outlines that the Province and municipali-
ties will work with agencies and transportation service 
providers to co-ordinate, optimize and ensure the long-
term viability of major goods movement facilities and 
corridors and promote and better integrate multimodal 
goods movement and freight-supportive land use and 
transportation system planning.

• Municipalities are also directed to “provide for the es-
tablishment of priority routes for goods movement, 
where feasible, to facilitate the movement of goods 
into and out of employment areas, including prime 
employment areas, and other areas of significant com-
mercial activity and to provide alternate routes con-
necting to the provincial network” (3.2.4.3).

The 2017 Growth Plan places a stronger emphasis on alterna-
tive transportation modes, such as by introducing requirements 
for complete streets and transportation demand management, 
compared to the 2006 Growth Plan.

Simcoe County Official Plan (Final consolidated version as 
per December 29, 2016)
Policy Reference: Section 4.8 (Transportation).

• Achievement of the County’s transportation objectives 
will require consideration of transportation, land use, 
and urban design alternatives from the current focus 
on single occupant automobiles.

• The County’s objectives place an emphasis on the main-
tenance and enhancement of a multimodal transporta-
tion system which provides efficient and safe routes for 
all modes and which links settlement areas.

• Under Section 4.8 Transportation, a number of the ob-
jectives of the County also address planning for access 
to transit and active transportation, considering needs 
of pedestrians and cyclists in road design, and planning 
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for active transportation as a mode of transportation 
that supports healthy living, economic development, 
and tourism opportunities.

• The County’s OP identifies the need to provide safe 
pedestrian and cycling movement in settlement areas, 
identifying opportunities for active transportation and 
“Complete Streets.”

• Policy 4.8.12 states that “Local municipalities should 
seek to reduce traffic congestion and minimize the 
length and number of vehicle trips through traffic man-
agement techniques, support current and future use of 
transit (where applicable) and Active Transportation in 
their Official Plans, through the designation of areas of 
higher density and mixed land use.”

• Under the Design of Development section, Policy 
4.8.40 notes that in areas of high pedestrian and vehic-
ular traffic, such as main streets, downtown areas and 
in the design of public facilities and streetscapes, com-
plete streets shall be incorporated, where appropriate.  

• Under Active Transportation Facilities, Corridors, Path-
ways, and Trails, in the County OP, local municipali-
ties will ensure the provision of facilities to encourage 
active transportation (Policy 4.8.46).

• In addition to encouraging local municipalities to 
develop complete streets and transit-supportive guide-
lines (Policy 4.8.41), the County OP further states that, 
“local municipalities shall develop a municipal Active 
Transportation Plan as background to inform the local 
municipal Official Plans for primary settlement areas…”  
The Active Transportation Plan should include:

 - Active transportation system map;

 - Sidewalks/trails in new development; 

 - Dedication of lands in new development to com-
plete future connections;

 - Cycling and pedestrian safety measures (traffic 
calming, signage, etc);

 - New sidewalks and trails in the built-up areas;

 - AODA standards; and,

 - Secure bike racks and shelters, connections to 
buildings (Section 4.8.47).

Simcoe County Transportation Master Plan Update - “Mov-
ing Forward: A Multi-Modal Future” (2014)
• This Plan provides an update to the 2008 document 

to provide a stronger focus on building a County-wide 
integrated multi-modal transportation system to allevi-
ate transportation-related issues such as traffic conges-
tion, greenhouse gas emissions and negative impacts 
on quality of life.

• Widening County Road 10, from County Road 14 to 
Highway 89 from 2 to 4 lanes was identified as a short 
term horizon project.

• Medium term horizon projects to be completed by 
2031 which were identified in New Tecumseth include 
improvements to 5th Line (to be coordinated with the 
construction of the proposed Highway 400 interchange) 
and improvements at the Mackenzie Pioneer Road / 
15th Line and Honda Plant intersections on the part 
of Industrial Parkway that has already been widened 
(Honda Plant intersections have been improved).

• Widening County Road 10, from Highway 9 to the Tot-
tenham boundary and a by-pass around Tottenham 
were identified as long term horizon projects (from 
2031 to 2041).

• The Transportation Master Plan outlines a number of 
recommended County Official Plan policies and objec-
tives, including that “the County will, in conjunction 
with local municipalities and Metrolinx/GO Transit, 
pursue the completion of a County Transit Plan to 
address issues such as the following:

 - The feasibility of improved transit links within and 
between the Town of Bradford West Gwillimbury, 
the Town of Innisfil, the Town of New Tecumseth 
and the Township of Essa.

• The Plan recommends that new complete street cross 
sections (urban or rural) be implemented when reno-
vations or upgrades are made to County Roads.  The 
section of County Road 10 that was identified for a road 
widening is considered to run through both an urban 
and rural context.

• The Transportation Master Plan identifies two locations 
within the Town for future carpool lots.  A carpool lot 
in Alliston, in the vicinity of County Roads 89 and 10, 
is identified as a priority location with another lot in 
southern New Tecumseth as a longer term objective.

• In the previous 2008 County Transportation Master 
Plan Update, a by-pass around Beeton was also con-
sidered, although this was not carried forward into 
the 2014 Update.  The Town remains supportive of a 
Beeton by-pass and is continuing to discuss with the 
County how this could be realized.

Existing New Tecumseth Official Plan (2010)
Policy Reference: Section 7.1 (Transportation)

• Portions of Provincial highways and County Roads 
within the Town have “connecting link” status and 
those portions are therefore under the jurisdiction of 
the Town.
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• The Official Plan states that “the Town recognizes the 
importance of pedestrian linkages for the safe move-
ment and enjoyment of the residents of the Town. Bicy-
cling is also recognized as an alternative mode of trans-
portation, which can play a positive role in improving 
mobility and quality of life for the Town’s residents.

a. The Town shall encourage the development, 
where appropriate, of pedestrian and bicycle 
paths in conjunction with other various public 
agencies. 

b. The pedestrian and bicycle paths will be designed 
to minimize potential danger from, and conflict 
with, other transportation modes and to provide 
personal safety. 

c. The development of pedestrian and bicycle paths 
is subject to the availability of financial resourc-
es.”

Public Comments
• Active transportation infrastructure should be required 

as part of new development and should be prioritized 
between key destinations.

• Prioritize the introduction of public transit in New Te-
cumseth, both to the regional GO Transit Toronto-Bar-

rie corridor and between the three settlement areas.  
Creative transit options, such as a shuttle bus to/from 
Honda and other major employment areas should also 
be considered.

• Truck traffic through Tottenham and traffic associated 
with the Honda facility are areas of concern - poten-
tial need for more roads to provide alternative routes 
through the Town.

• Need to consider accessible transportation solutions to 
ensure that all residents of all ages and abilities can get 
around the Town.

• The Town should explore partnership opportunities for 
innovative transportation solutions.

• The Official Plan should prioritize stronger multi-modal 
transportation connections between the three settle-
ment areas, with particular focus on alternative modes 
of transportation.  A rail-trail connection into Alliston 
from the Trans-Canada Trail is needed for both recre-
ational use and for commuting by active transportation 
– this is shortest route between the settlement areas.

• Transportation infrastructure and new development 
should consider designing for people rather than cars.

Discussion
Multi-modal transportation
• A significant concern throughout the consultation 

process was the difficulty of travelling between the 
three settlement areas of Alliston, Beeton and Totten-
ham without a car.  The following Guiding Principle was 
identified through this process:

 - Prioritize multimodal connections between the 
three settlements to improve the accessibility 
and range of transportation options for residents, 
with an emphasis on active transportation and 
transit.

• There is an opportunity for the Official Plan to identify 
and direct the implementation of a multi-modal route 
between the settlement areas.  One option which 
has been partially implemented is the Trans-Canada 
rail-trail, although the next steps of this project have 
come up against significant barriers.  The Town should 
continue to explore either on or off-road connections 
to help residents move around the Town without a 
car.  Further, an objective of the Town should be to 
establish a transit connection, including barrier-free 
transit, between the three settlement areas, when this 
becomes feasible.  The Town should explore potential 

partnerships and innovative transit solutions to best 
meet the needs of residents.

• The County OP identifies the requirement for the Town 
to establish a complete streets policy and supporting 
design guidelines.  This direction is further strength-
ened in the 2017 Growth Plan, which states that “in 
the design, refurbishment or reconstruction of the ex-
isting and planned street network, a complete streets 
approach will be adopted that ensures the needs and 
safety of all road users are considered and appropriate-
ly accommodated”.  This strong policy direction must 
be reflected in the Town’s OP to ensure that the trans-
portation network meets the needs of residents and 
visitors travelling throughout the Town using a range 
of travel modes.  

• To ensure that complete streets are implemented in a 
logical and realistic manner, the Town could consider 
establishing priority routes and/or priority road clas-
sifications, to be implemented through the design, re-
construction or repair of streets, while still promoting a 
complete streets approach throughout the Town.  This 
policy framework should be further refined by a future 
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Transportation Master Plan which will consider the 
needs of all modes of travel.  It should be emphasized 
that complete streets do not mean that every type of 
infrastructure must be accommodated on every road, 
but rather that all modes are considered and balanced 
in a context-specific manner.

• Further, to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from 
transportation, the Province and the County call on the 
Town to “promote the use of active transportation and 
transit in and between residential, employment and 
institutional uses and other areas.” The Province and 
County also recognize the connection between land 
use patterns and transportation choices, and require:

 - The provision of safe, efficient, and multi-mod-
al transportation systems that meet projected 
needs;

 - Integrated planning that minimizes the length 
and number of vehicle trips, and supports transit 
and active transportation;

 - Protection of corridors and right-of-ways for in-
frastructure, including transportation and transit 
and for major goods movement facilities and cor-
ridors; and,

 - Integration of pedestrian and bicycle networks 
into transportation planning to provide safe, 
comfortable travel for pedestrians and bicyclists 
within existing communities and new develop-
ment, including dedicated lane space for bicy-
clists on the major street network.

• The Town already encourages roads in new develop-
ment to be arranged in a grid pattern to promote traffic 
permeability.  However, ensuring that roads are de-
signed with shorter block lengths will further support 
permeability and encourage more active transporta-
tion use by reducing travel distances to destinations.  
The Town should consider requiring new block lengths 
to be generally less than 250 metres.

• The Simcoe County Transit Feasibility & Implementa-
tion Study identifies a transit route between Alliston 
and Bradford, to be implemented in the short term 
(within 5 years).  Transit service within and to the Town 
must be prioritized to support the intensification and 
higher densities set out by the Province and to meet 
the needs of residents who commute to or from the 
Town for work or school.  The Town should continue 
to work with the County throughout the implementa-
tion process of the Alliston/Bradford connection and to 
further improve transit access in the Town.

• The Town should introduce policies which address 
transportation demand management.  Further, the 
Town should consider establishing dedicated truck 
routes to minimize conflicts with other road users.

• The Town should also consider the inclusion of active 
transportation facilities/priority projects on an Official 
Plan Schedule and provide policies for their implemen-
tation.

Active Transportation
• Provincial and County planning frameworks provide 

direction on the transportation elements 
of community planning. They state that 
“healthy, active communities should be 
promoted by planning public streets, 
spaces and facilities to be safe, meet the 
needs of pedestrians, foster social inter-
action and facilitate active transportation 
and community connectivity.” Overall, Pro-
vincial and County planning frameworks 
are reflective of up to date planning con-
cepts related to transportation systems 
that are multi-modal and multi-purpose. 
They recognize and raise the priority of 
pedestrians and cyclists, and promote 
and support transit. The Province and the 
County provide substantial direction to the 
Town to be included in the Town’s Official 
Plan.

• The County Official Plan specifically states 
that local municipalities shall develop a 
Municipal Active Transportation Plan as 
background to inform local municipal Of-
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ficial Plans for primary settlement areas.

• The Town should also amend the Official Plan to rec-
ognize walking and cycling as viable modes of trans-
portation for a variety of trips that are in the range of 
five kilometres or less. The OP should include policies 
to encourage the development of appropriate design 
guidelines and/or development standards for bicycle 
parking (including for all non-residential and multi-
unit residential development) in accordance with the 
County OP requirement.

• To create more pleasant and functional active trans-
portation routes, the Town should consider introduc-
ing policies to support the provision of pedestrian 
and cycling amenities along streets (e.g. street trees, 
benches, bicycle racks, etc.), with special attention 
to within and adjacent to the downtowns and other 
major destinations.

• Consider strengthening the policy language around the 
provision of active transportation infrastructure and 
policies for requiring sidewalks to be provided on at 
least one side of all streets and on both sides of collec-
tor and arterial roads within settlement areas.  Side-
walks should be required on both sides of the street, 
regardless of the street type, along major pedestrian 
links i.e. schools, parks and recreational facilities.

Directions
Stemming from these discussion points are the follow-
ing Directions which frame the policy recommendations 
below.

1. It is important to plan for an efficient, functional and 
safe multi-modal network within the Town and to sur-
rounding destinations.

2. The Town must better support the needs of active 
transportation and future transit users through policy 
and infrastructure investment.

Recommendations
It is important to plan for an efficient, functional and safe multi-
modal network within the Town and to surrounding destinations.

It is recommended that:

1. A complete streets approach is developed to consider 
the needs of all road users.  This would include the de-
velopment of a complete streets policy and supporting 
design guidelines, incorporating requirements for the 
provision of pedestrian and cycling amenities along 
streets and the establishment of bicycle parking stan-
dards. 

2. The Town consider the need for a Transportation 
Master Plan.

3. The Town prioritize connecting the three settlement 
areas with a multi-modal route, and that this route be 
indicated on a new “Active Transportation” schedule.

4. Sub-section 7.1 “Transportation” be revised to include 
the following under 7.1.4 “Public Transit”

a. The Town shall support and work towards County 
and Provincial transit initiatives within the Town;

b. The Town shall explore options for transit provi-
sion between the settlement areas, when feasi-
ble;

c. In anticipation of the County’s investment in a 
transit stop in Alliston, the Town shall work with 
the County to identify the best suited location for 
the transit stop, taking into consideration ease 
of access by a significant proportion of residents 
through a range of transportation modes; and,

d. Identification of amenities/design guidelines that 
should be included at any future transit stop.

4. Sub-section 7.8 “Design for New Neighbourhoods in 
Urban Expansion Areas” be revised to direct that new 
blocks be designed with lengths that are generally less 
than 250 metres.

5. Sub-section 7.1 “Transportation” be generally revised 
to reflect more up to date planning concepts related to 
transportation systems that are multi-modal and multi-
purpose.

6. The proposed new schedule “Active Transportation” 
further include active transportation facilities and pri-
orities.

7. A policy be included which directs the Town to estab-
lish a dedicated truck route(s) within the Town.
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The Town must better support the needs of active transporta-
tion and future transit users through policy and infrastructure 
investment.

It is recommended that: 

1. Walking and cycling be recognized as viable modes of 
transportation for a variety of trips that are in the range 
of five kilometres or less.

2. Sub-section 7.1 “Transportation” be amended to 
require the Town to prepare a Municipal Active Trans-
portation Plan. The Municipal Active Transportation 
Plan should include:

a. Sidewalks/trails in new development;

b. Dedication of lands in new development to com-
plete future connections;

c. Cycling and pedestrian safety measures (traffic 
calming, signage);

d. New sidewalks and trails in the built-up areas;

e. AODA standards; and,

f. Secure bike racks and shelters, and connections 
to buildings.

3. New policies be provided to prioritize the provision of 
active transportation facilities and amenities, includ-
ing:

a. Bicycle parking, for all non-residential and multi-
unit residential uses;

b. Pedestrian and cycling amenities along streets 
(e.g. street trees, benches, bicycle racks, etc.), es-
pecially in the downtowns and near major desti-
nations; and,

c. Requiring sidewalks to be provided on at least 
one side of all streets and on both sides of col-
lector and arterial roads within settlement areas.  
Sidewalks should be required on both sides of the 
street, regardless of the street type, along major 
pedestrian links i.e. schools, parks and recreation-
al facilities.
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CULTURAL HERITAGE
Cultural heritage resources play a valuable role in providing communities with a sense of identity and 
rooting and reconnecting a community with its past.  It is critical to coordinate and work with Indig-
enous communities to ensure that they are appropriately involved in matters in which they have an 
interest and that all cultural heritage resources, sites and traditions are properly protected for future 
generations.

Further, the preservation of these resources can make important contributions to placemaking and 
establishing a unique architectural character in communities, which helps foster a sense of pride and 
supports a pleasant and interesting public realm.  

Planning Issue No. 10

Policy Background
Definitions
ADJACENT LANDS means those lands contiguous to a pro-
tected heritage property or as otherwise defined in the 
municipal official plan. (PPS)

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES includes artifacts, ar-
chaeological sites, marine archaeological sites, as defined 
under the Ontario Heritage Act.  The identification and 
evaluation of such resources are based upon archaeologi-
cal fieldwork undertaken in accordance with the Ontario 
Heritage Act. (PPS)

AREAS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL means areas 
with the likelihood to contain archaeological resources.  
Methods to identify archaeological potential are estab-
lished by the Province, but municipal approaches which 
achieve the same objective may also be used.  The Ontario 
Heritage Act requires archaeological potential to be con-
firmed through archaeological fieldwork. (PPS)

BUILT HERITAGE RESOURCE means a building, structure, 
monument, installation or any manufactured remnant 
that contributes to a property’s cultural heritage value 
or interest as identified by a community, including an Ab-
original community.  Built heritage resources are gener-
ally located on property that has been designated under 
Parts IV or V of the Ontario Heritage Act, or included on 
local, provincial and/or federal registers. (PPS)

CONSERVED means the identification, protection, man-
agement and use of built heritage resources, cultural 
heritage landscapes and archaeological resources in a 
manner that ensures their cultural heritage value or inter-
est is retained under the Ontario Heritage Act.  This may 
be achieved by the implementation of recommendations 
set out in a conservation plan, archaeological assessment, 
and/or heritage impact assessment.  Mitigative measures 

and/or alternative development approaches can be in-
cluded in these plans and assessments. (PPS)

CULTURAL HERITAGE LANDSCAPE means a defined geo-
graphical area that may have been modified by human 
activity and is identified as having cultural heritage value 
or interest by a community, including an Aboriginal com-
munity. The area may involve features such as structures, 
spaces, archaeological sites and natural elements that 
are valued together for their interrelationship, meaning 
or association. Examples may include but are not limited 
to, heritage conservation districts designated under the 
Ontario Heritage Act, villages, parks, gardens, main streets 
and neighbourhoods, cemeteries, trailways, natural areas 
and industrial complexes of heritage significance; and 
areas recognized by federal or international designation 
authorities. (County OP)

CULTURAL FEATURES refer to historical, architectural, ar-
chaeological, recreational, and aesthetic built and natural 
features of cultural significance including significant built 
heritage resources, significant cultural heritage land-
scapes, and archaeological resources. (County OP)

HERITAGE ATTRIBUTES means the principal features or 
elements that contribute to a protected heritage prop-
erty’s cultural heritage value or interest, and may include 
the property’s built or manufactured elements, as well 
as natural landforms, vegetation, water features, and its 
visual setting (including significant views or vistas to or 
from a protected heritage property). (PPS)

PROTECTED HERITAGE PROPERTY means property desig-
nated under Parts IV, V or VI of the Ontario Heritage Act; 
property subject to a heritage conservation easement 
under Parts II or IV of the Ontario Heritage Act; property 
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identified by the Province and prescribed public bodies 
as provincial heritage property under the Standards and 
Guidelines for Conservation of Provincial Heritage Prop-
erties; property protected under federal legislation, and 
UNESCO World Heritage Sites. (PPS)

SIGNIFICANT means, in regard to cultural heritage and ar-
chaeology, resources that have been determined to have 
cultural heritage value or interest for the important con-
tribution they make to our understanding of the history of 
a place, an event, or a people. (PPS)

Provincial Policy Statement (2014)
Policy References: Section 2.6 (Cultural Heritage and Archaeol-
ogy)

• Under Section 2.6, the PPS states that significant built 
heritage resources and significant cultural heritage 
landscapes shall be conserved and that development 
and site alteration shall not be permitted on lands 
containing or potentially containing archaeological 
resources or on lands adjacent to protected heritage 
property unless the heritage resources have been con-
served.

• Further, planning authorities should consider and 
promote archaeological management plans and cul-
tural plans and shall consider the interests of Aborigi-
nal communities in conserving cultural heritage and 
archaeological resources.

Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2017)
Policy Reference: Section 4.2.7 (Cultural Heritage Resources)

• The Growth Plan recognizes cultural heritage resources 
as important for fostering a sense of place in communi-
ties.

• Section 4.2.7 directs municipalities to work with stake-
holders, First Nations and Métis communities in devel-
oping and implementing official plan policies and strat-
egies for the identification, wise use and management 
of cultural heritage resources and encourages munici-
palities to prepare archaeological management plans 
and cultural plans to be considered in decision-making.

The 2017 Growth Plan introduces more detail regarding cultural 
heritage conservation, including working with First Nations and 
Métis communities and the preparation of plans, compared to 
the 2006 Growth Plan.

Simcoe County Official Plan (Final consolidated version as 
per December 29, 2016)
Policy Reference: Section 4.6 (Cultural Heritage Conservation)

• The County requires the conservation of significant 
built heritage resources, and significant cultural heri-
tage landscapes (Policy 4.6.1).

• Under Policy 4.6.11, the County encourages local mu-
nicipalities to: 

a. Establish policies within their official plans that 
promote and encourage the designation of heri-
tage properties under the Ontario Heritage Act, 
and include within these policies the criteria as 
set out in the Ontario Heritage Act amendment 
2006 as Regulation #1, to be used to evaluate the 
architectural and historic significance;

b. Create and support a heritage committee within 
their community to deal with heritage matters 
considered appropriate;

c. Zone sites containing significant cultural features 
sites to ensure preservation in accordance with 
Section 34(1) 3.3 of the Planning Act; and,

d. Apply the objectives and criteria set out in the 
County’s Cultural Heritage Guidelines.

Existing New Tecumseth Official Plan (2010)
Policy Reference: Section 7.5 (Cultural Heritage Resources)

• It is the intent of the Official Plan to identify, conserve 
and enhance the Town’s cultural heritage resources 
whenever practical and that all new development 
occur in a manner that respects the Town’s rich cultural 
heritage.

• The Official plan outlines policies which address Heri-
tage Impact Statements, the establishment of a Heri-
tage Inventory, Designations under Part IV and Part V 
of the Ontario Heritage Act, and the need for Archaeo-
logical Impact Statements, among other conservation 
strategies.

Public Comments
• The Official Plan should direct the Town to protect heri-

tage properties and character, and prioritize character-
giving elements such as the library, steam train, Banting 
Homestead, Tottenham Water Tower and the pond.

• Preserving heritage buildings should be a priority of 
the Town.

• Provide financial incentives to restore culturally signifi-
cant properties.
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Discussion
• Cultural heritage conservation is supported by Pro-

vincial and County policy frameworks. Typically, those 
policy frameworks require the Town to conserve sig-
nificant cultural heritage resources, cultural heritage 
landscapes and archaeological resources. These con-
cepts are further supported by the Ontario Heritage 
Act and it will be important to ensure that the Official 
Plan policies are in conformity with this Act, so that the 
appropriate level of protection is provided for cultural 
heritage resources in the Town.

• New policy language should be considered which 
outlines the interest and involvement of Indigenous 
communities in cultural heritage and archaeologi-
cal matters, as well as other areas, to be determined 
through further consultation.

• The 2017 Growth Plan recognizes the importance of 
cultural heritage in fostering a sense of place in com-
munities.  The Town is encouraged to prepare an ar-
chaeological management and cultural plan to be used 
in Town decision-making.

• The current Official Plan does not outline the role and 
responsibilities of the municipal Heritage Committee.  
Providing policies addressing this body will help to rec-
ognize their relevance in providing advice to Council 
and provide clarity with respect to the expectations of 
their role.  Further, the Town could explore opportuni-
ties to provide incentives for the conservation or resto-
ration of cultural heritage resources, and/or facilitate 
access to incentives of other bodies.

Direction
Stemming from these discussion points is the following Di-
rection which frames the policy recommendations below.

1. The Town must support the conservation of cultural 
heritage resources and support the interests of Indig-
enous communities.

Recommendations
The Town must support the conservation of cultural heritage re-
sources and support the interests of Indigenous communities.

It is recommended that:

1. The policy framework of sub-section 7.5 “Cultural Heri-
tage Resources” be updated to ensure conformity with 
the existing Provincial and County policies, which will 
include:

a. Outlining the interest and involvement of Indig-
enous communities in cultural heritage and ar-
chaeological matters;

b. Encouraging the preparation of an archaeological 
management and cultural plan;

c. Outlining the role and responsibilities of the mu-
nicipal Heritage Committee; and,

d. Outlining opportunities for incentives for the con-
servation or restoration of cultural heritage re-
sources.
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Figure 3. Proposed Regional Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe. 
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